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ABSTRACT
This research was motivated by an interest in novices learning to program
and a desire to understand the factors that affect their learning. The
traditional approach to performing such an investigation has been to select
factors which may be important and then perform statistical tests on a few
potential relationships. A new research model is proposed and tested to
ensure that a thorough and systematic investigation of the data is performed.
This thesis describes the data, defines the model and explains the
application and validation of the model.
The research process is managed by a control algorithm that is the heart of
the model. This algorithm is seeded by a hypothesis that connects two
variables of interest and dictates the testing of a series of hypotheses; as it
does this, it also delves deeper into the data to identify additional
relationships.
In this research the model was applied to investigate the relationships
between: learning style and achievement; programming behaviour and
achievement; and learning style and programming behaviour. Learning style
was assessed using Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory, achievement was
based on exam score and programming behaviour was extracted from a log
of student activities using a programming tool. The largest number of
significant relationships was found between aspects of behaviour and
achievement.
The model was validated by classifying the significant hypotheses based on
the research model’s tree structure, the section of the programming tool in
use and the literature. These three classification schemes provided a
structure to explore their similarities and differences. The model was thus
demonstrated to be robust and repeatable by comparing the results with
those from both using a programming tool, and expert opinion.
This research has revealed several attributes of the learning behaviour that
affected the students’ results within this group, including aspects of
timeliness and overall volume of activity. These are suitable targets for
future investigations.
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The research model could be applied to other data sets where an in-depth
investigation into pairwise data is required.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis was originally going to be an investigation of the processes used
by novices when learning to program. However as the research progressed
and I became more familiar with the literature, it became increasingly
apparent that there was often a lack of rigour in the research processes that
are used in this field. This was especially true of the seemingly unplanned
nature of the process of selecting factors which might influence novice
programmers’ achievement. My increased awareness of the need for a more
structured method, led to the research model becoming central to this thesis.
This research was motivated by an interest in novices learning to program
and a desire to understand how their behaviour affected their learning. The
objective was to create a research model that would facilitate a systematic
and thorough investigation of relationships in the available data to
characterise the learning situation. This thesis tracks the development,
application and validation of such a model.
The most important component of this research model is an algorithm that
directs the process of exploring the data through repeated hypothesis testing.
The model was trialled by application to the domain of learning
programming, wherein, it facilitated the examination of the effectiveness of
the behaviours of students as they used a software tool in university
computer laboratories. The relationships between student behaviour,
preferred learning style and achievement were comprehensively explored to
discover any significant connections between these variables.
This chapter positions the study, justifies the selection of this topic, clarifies
the questions for investigation, explains the research contribution and finally
outlines the rest of the thesis.

1.1 Background to the study
This research is associated with the field of Computer Science Education
Research (CSER). An area that was, perhaps optimistically, announced in
2002 as “having arrived mainstream” (Dale, 2002) and shortly afterwards in
1

2004, identified as still being an “emergent” discipline (Fincher & Petre,
2004). CSER is dependent upon educational theory, however, it also
requires a thorough appreciation of the complexity of the processes of
computing (Fincher & Petre, 2004). The discipline has been further
consolidated by developments that include the International Conference on
Computing Education Research (ICER) that has been held annually since
2005.
It should be noted that the name of the field or fields is not consistent;
Computing in ICER and Computer Science in CSER. There is also
substantial overlap with the disciplines of Software Engineering,
Information Technology and Information Systems.
While Comer et al. (1989) believe that there is a long held view that
Computer Science equals Programming, there is a more general acceptance
that programming is just one of several core skills and knowledge areas
required in a tertiary Computer Science (CS) course. Indeed programming
has been an essential component of the CS curriculum since first developed
by the Association for Computer Machinery (ACM) in 1968 (Atchison,
Conte, Hamblen, Hull, Keenan, Kehl, McCluskey, Navarro, Rheinboldt,
Schweppe, Viavant, & Young, 1968). Today various aspects of
programming are at the heart of the CS discipline, which spans from
systems infrastructure, through software methods and technologies to
application technologies (Shackelford, McGettrick, Sloan, Topi, Davies,
Kamali, Cross, Impagliazzo, LeBlanc, & Lunt, 2006). In Computing
Curricula 2005, the ACM/IEEE Joint Task Force pointed to the great
diversity of computing programs that were continuing to develop in the 21st
Century; however they also stated that there continued to be one common
element in all of these courses and that this was programming (Shackelford
et al., 2006).
While a wide range of views on when a focus on programming should occur
within the curriculum have been expressed, there are several reasons that
programming is often placed early as discussed by Roberts et al. (2001).
These include:


Programming is required by advanced CS courses, i.e. it is often
considered to be a foundational element
2



Demand from other courses outside CS, i.e. CS departments provide
“service courses”



Students like programming, i.e. writing programs is seen to be more
interesting than learning the underlying principles.

So programming remains an important component of the CS curriculum and
the process of learning and teaching programming was acknowledged as one
of the grand challenges in computing (McGettrick, Boyle, Ibbett, Lloyd,
Lovegrove, & Mander, 2005). The area of research is therefore rich in
opportunities.

1.2 Rationale for the study
Many novice programming students find the process of learning to program
extremely difficult (Mayer, 1981; Hoc, 1990; McCracken, Wilusz, Alstrum,
Diaz, Guzdial, Hagan, Kolikant, Laxer, Thomas, & Utting, 2001; Robins,
Rountree, & Rountree, 2003; Lister, Adams, Fitzgerald, Fone, Hamer,
Lindholm, McCartney, Mostrom, Sanders, Seppala, Simon, & Thomas,
2004; McGettrick et al., 2005; Greyling, Cilliers, & Calitz, 2006; Norris,
Barry, Fenwick, Reid, & Rountree, 2008). Despite decades of research it is
still not clear which teaching and learning pedagogies will best promote the
development of the required skills in a way that is attractive to students
(Weinberg, 1971; Mayer, 1981; Hoc, 1990; Winslow, 1996; Felleisen,
Findler, Flatt, & Krishnamurthi, 1998; McGettrick et al., 2005; Gomes &
Mendes, 2010). While many students are successful in an introductory
programming course at a tertiary level, others find it a major obstacle. There
have been numerous attempts to identify the attributes of students who will
become successful programmers but these have not been very productive
(Allert, 2004; Bennedsen & Caspersen, 2005; Bergin & Reilly, 2005). This
study attempts to explore these issues through a formal analysis of the
recorded behaviour of students in the early phase of their learning to
program. Other studies have used similar techniques (Jadud, 2005b; Spacco,
Strecker, Hovemeyer, & Pugh, 2005; Norris et al., 2008) but it will be
demonstrated that the data analysis in this study is more systematic and
comprehensive.
3

This research is an empirical study of the actions of novice programmers. It
provides a research model to investigate student behaviour and identify
whether any activities of the student are particularly effective in improving
learning outcomes. This could then inform the instructional processes to
better support these useful activities.
An introduction to programming is often placed early in CS courses, and it
may be that the problems faced by students in programming are
compounded because they are at the same time struggling to establish study
habits that are needed for success. The regularity of study will be one aspect
that will be investigated in this research.

1.3 Research questions
This thesis aims to answer the question, “Can a model for systematically
investigating relationships between variables that affect the performance of
novice programmers be constructed? “
It will do this through seeking an answer to the following research question:
RQ1. Can a model be constructed to systematically test
relationships

between

learning

style,

behaviour

and

achievement?

An answer to this primary question will be sought in part by using three
secondary research questions:

RQ2. Does learning styles affect achievement?
RQ3. Does student behaviour affect achievement?
RQ4. Does learning styles affect behaviour?

An attempt will be made to answer all these questions through the
development and application of a research model. The data to be used was
collected by a monitoring program that recorded a log of the activities of the
students whilst they undertook their programming exercises in a university
laboratory.
4

The various theories of student learning styles suggest that there are many
ways of learning. The learning styles of the students were assessed using a
standardised testing procedure, and this information was used to correlate or
categorise students against both their observed learning behaviour and their
achievement, as measured by end of semester examination results.

1.4 Research contributions
This research aimed to construct a research model to systematically test
relationships. The model was applied to a set of three related datasets:


A substantial record of student activities (a log) as they undertook
their programming exercises.



The measured learning outcomes of the grades achieved at the end of
semester examination and assessed project work.



A classification of students into their leaning styles as determined by
a standardised measurement (the Kolb Learning Style Inventory).

These datasets offer the opportunity to design and test hypotheses that relate
various dependent and independent variables in an attempt to identify
interesting or useful relationships. It will be through the identification of
interesting hypotheses that conclusions may be drawn about which learning
activities appear to be the most useful in improving outcomes. To achieve
this, a research model has been developed.
This model provides a structure that allows for the detailed investigation of
pairwise attributes of an object. In the application of the model, the object of
interest is the student, while the attributes are student behaviour,
achievement and learning style. The student’s behaviour provides an insight
into the activities with which the student engages that may affect his/her
learning. By recording this behaviour at an appropriate level of detail, a data
set is collected which may be used for empirical hypothesis testing. This
research was facilitated by the use of P-Coder, an Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) which recorded an event log file (see sections 3.5 and
3.6).

5

The definition of the model will present the means by which the data can be
analysed systematically and provide the structure to answer the primary
research question 1; whilst the secondary research questions 2 – 4 will be
answered by three separate applications of the model. A single application
requires the selection of the independent and dependent variables in order to
answer a specific question (section 4.7). Each application of the model
results in the formation of a hierarchy of hypotheses and progresses the
investigation from more general aspects of the data to the more specific
aspects by drilling down into the data.
The research questions were selected to find which aspects of students’
behaviour or learning style influenced their learning, the intention being to
attempt to identify which might be effective behaviours, so that in the future
these could be encouraged through modification to the teaching and learning
process.
In summary the main contribution of this thesis is the development of a
research model that provides for a systematic empirical investigation into
the data. The model was trialled by its application to the domain of novice
programming in which relationships between aspects of student behaviour,
learning style and achievement were examined.

1.5 Overview of the thesis
The thesis describes a research model that was devised to guide the
thorough investigation of related data sets. It was trialled by application to
the activities of students as they learn to program. The results obtained from
the application of the research model are discussed relative to alternatives.
Chapter 2 positions this research in the literature. It begins by comparing
several attempts to classify the CSER literature and then turns to explore the
components that are required to build a systematic model. The domain of
introductory programming is explored and an examination of the research
into factors that might affect success is included. A brief consideration of
tools for novice programming, followed by the relevance of learning styles
inventories concludes this chapter.
6

Chapter 3 introduces the course, (G108 Engineering Computing), the
students and P-Coder, the programming tool that provides a mechanism for
the behavioural data collection. The process of collecting the data and the
nature of the data are explained and finally the learning styles inventory
used in this thesis is justified.
Chapter 4 explains the selection of the research approach, introduces the
research model and explains its structure. It also explores each of the
model’s components to demonstrate their configuration and associations.
Chapter 5 is the manifestation of this model in the domain of novice
programmers, specifically when applied to the subjects described in Chapter
3. The application of the research model is explained and the analysis
process is examined through detailed investigation into several cases that
describe decision points. The complete hypothesis trees are presented and
the chapter concludes with a discussion of the operational issues that were
uncovered.
The analysis and discussion of the research in Chapter 6 is centred on three
classification schemes that are used to explore the results described in
Chapter 5. The purpose of the schemes is to validate the model.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. It begins with a summary of the major
findings and reflections on the research. Next, suggestions for future
research are discussed and finally speculations are offered on aspects of
learning and teaching that could be considered based on the results.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
In Chapter 1 the rationale and aims of this study were explained; this
chapter establishes the research context. Section 2.1 endeavours to
understand the nature of the computing education research and uncovers the
fact that several classifications of computing education literature, have
concluded that there are comparatively few quantitative studies. Section 2.2
explores investigations into the data, with the objective of discovering some
concepts that might be useful in building a systematic model. This includes
studying techniques for hypothesis development and testing which may
become part of the research model.
Section 2.3 notes that programming, which has an important place in the
computing curriculum, continues to be an impediment to the progress of
many students. There have been a number of studies on the factors affecting
the success of novice programmers; the findings of these are reviewed.
Many different tools have been proposed to assist novices to develop the
required skills to become successful programmers. Since the early paper
based tools, IDEs have been developed to ensure that novices are not
overwhelmed by complex commercial products. Some of these purpose
built tools have also been adapted to provide for observational studies of
novices. Section 2.4 studies the tools and their use in examining
achievement. Finally, many authors have considered learning styles to be an
important factor in student learning and in order to answer the research
questions an examination of this field is essential.

2.1 Computing education research
This section examines classifications of the computing education literature
and concludes that whilst there has been a recent increase in empirical
research, quantitative studies remain in the minority. Many authors have
attempted to classify the literature in computer science education research
(Fincher & Petre, 2004; Valentine, 2004; Pears, Seidman, Eney, Kinnumem,
& Malmi, 2005; Simon, 2007; Simon, Carbone, de Raadt, Lister, Hamilton,
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& Sheard, 2008; Joy, Sinclair, Sun, Sitthiworachart, & López-González,
2009); each of these has taken a different approach and had slightly
different objectives.
Fincher and Petre (2004, p. 3) aimed simply to “identify broad areas that
motivate researchers”, while Joy et al. (2009) sought to develop a taxonomy
that would assist new researchers to know where papers appear. Valentine
restricted his observations to only first year core Computer Science courses
where he aimed to “discover the state of the art” and look at the
development of the discipline. Simon’s goal was to investigate the
computing education research in Australia and New Zealand with particular
interest in identifying the number of research and practice papers (Simon,
2007). There has been no general consensus within these classification
systems, perhaps because of these different objectives.
Valentine’s (2004) meta-analysis of papers presented to the SIGCSE
Technical Symposium on issues related to the introductory sequence of a
computer science major resulted in a classification system with only six
categories. Valentine compared the CSER papers published in the decade
1994-2003 with those published in the previous decade 1984-1993. He
would have liked to see an increase in the number of experimental papers
but found instead that this was relatively stable over the period analysed.
Pears et al. (2007) are critical of Valentine’s categories for not being
mutually exclusive; in fact Valentine himself described his experimental
category as being “pre-emptive”. That is, if a paper could be classified as
both experimental and another category then, it was classified experimental.
Fincher and Petre (2004) identified ten broad areas that were not mutually
exclusive. These ten were aggregated into only three by Pears et al. (2005),
who also added a fourth classification.
Simon’s system for classifying papers (Simon, 2007) was distinctive and
more complex in that it identified four dimensions. Simon stated that
classification of a paper on one dimension was independent of the others.
Simon supported Valentine’s earlier finding by reporting that whilst there
had been an increase in empirical research, quantitative studies remained in
the minority (Simon et al., 2008).
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2.2 Building a systematic model
This section will study the components required to build a systematic
model. The emphasis is on locating potential constituent parts for an
empirical exploration of the data. This section has three parts; first empirical
research in computer science education is explored, then methods that have
been used to study observational data are uncovered and finally methods of
generating new knowledge through hypothesis formation and testing are
investigated.
2.2.1 Empirical research
A survey of approaches to teaching programming by Lemnos (1979)
concluded that the lack of empirical research meant that methods of
teaching and learning could not be effectively compared. This was still an
issue 25 years later, according to Fincher and Petre (2004). This opinion
was supported by Joy et al. (2009) who stated that “practice-based,
technology-driven reports” remain the prevailing classification in this field
of study; more recent examples include (Guo, 2013) and (Black, Bruce,
Homer, Noble, Ruskin, & Yannow, 2013). There are some niches, such as
the International Conference on Computing Education Research (ICER),
where more empirical research can be found (Simon et al., 2008).
In research that involves people, the strict requirements for an experiment
may not be practicable and treating different groups of students in a
dissimilar manner may be ethically indefensible. For example, if a new
teaching technique is believed to be superior then it could be considered
unfair to withhold this technique from some students to create a control
group. Counter to this argument is the need to research new techniques and
tools in an empirical way. It is enlightening to compare the trivial, ‘Robots
are fun’, conclusion of Weber Becker (2001, p. 53) and with the statistical
results reported by Cilliers, Calitz and Greyling (2005).
There remain numerous practical issues in experimental research in
education because so many variables are involved in the complex processes
of learning and teaching. These constraints mean that it is often not possible
to use all of the rigour strictly required by the scientific method, however,
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there is still a need for more empirical studies in CSE (Fincher & Petre,
2004; Simon et al., 2008). Regardless, some empirical research has explored
the factors which influence novice programming success.
Comparing methods or techniques of teaching is fraught with problems (D.
Cook, 1967; Fraenkel & Wallen, 2006). Any new technique that is being
studied may result in an improvement simply because of the altered
behaviour of those being placed under the spotlight. The name given to this
phenomenon is The Hawthorne Effect1. Bellamy (1994, p. 244), when
investigating the use of pseudo-code by programmers, stated that, ”to
understand exactly how the different tools support the programming task
requires empirical studies comparing different languages, different
environments and different programming tasks”.
Despite relevant groups and workshops being active for several years,
including the Empirical Study of Programming and the Psychology of
Programming Interest Group (PPIG), the lack of empirical research has been
evident. Randolph (2007), based on papers published between 2000 and
2005, noted the lack of experimental design in Computer Science Education
(CSE). Randolph suggested that anecdotal evidence is insufficient for
hypothesis testing and urged CSE researchers to undertake research that will
systematically test hypotheses so that research does not generate a literature
of 'folk conclusions' which are in danger of becoming accepted, despite
being unproven. Tenenberg et al. (2008, p. 215) stated that papers being
submitted for review often lacked “evidence for the learning claims” made.
However, a few researchers have used empirical methods. Ko, Aung and
Myers (2005) used screen-capture to study the percentage of time that
experienced programmers spent on maintenance tasks with the objective of
finding ways to improve professional IDEs. A similar objective was behind
a study where screen-capture was used again but on novice programmers
(Hundhausen, Brown, Farley, & Skarpas, 2006). Phenomenology has been
used to investigate the processes of learning in CS (Bergland & Wiggberg,
2006).

1

Although this term is widely used, the validity of the original Hawthorne study has been
questioned (Clark, 1999).
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The BRACElet project sought an understanding of student learning through
the empirical evidence collected largely from the answers to exam questions
(Lister et al., 2004; Venables, Tan, & Lister, 2009; Lister, Clear, Simon,
Bouvier, Carter, Eckerdal, Jackov, Lopez, McCartney, Robbins, Sepp, &
Thompson, 2010). The motivation behind BRACElet has some similarities
to this research but the method is quite different. This research seeks an
effective method to identify particular behaviours that lead to success.
2.2.2 Using observational data
Observational studies are those that are based on recording and analysing
data. They are sometimes used when controlled experiments are impractical
or unethical (Benson & Hartz, 2000). This section uses the term
observational to define studies where the data are recorded by observation
of the subjects’ behaviour or actions. It may be a manual recording of an
action or activity, a manually coded translation from a video or computer
recording, or an entirely automated computer log file that records the
subjects’ computer use.
Sequential Data Analysis (SDA) has been used to look for meaning in such
data. This is of interest to this study because the record of student behaviour,
that is accessible, is a sequential log of student activities whilst using a
specific software tool. There are several branches of SDA in computational
science covering diverse applications, including DNA sequencing,
linguistics and music, as well as computer science (Sankoff & Kruskal,
1983). The most relevant forms of SDA for this study involve log files, also
called audit trails, for the automatic recording of discrete user interactions
with a computer. The relevance of this type of research to CSER was noted
by Lister (2010, p. 23) who stated that routinely logging data was a positive
move that could assist with “systematically studying why one student passes
while another fails”.
These methods have been used to study Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
(Guzdial, 1993), to discover software engineering process models (J. E.
Cook & Wolf, 1995) and to explore the sequences used in multimedia tools
(Judd & Kennedy, 2004). Their benefits and disadvantages include that data
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can be easily and unobtrusively collected and the difficulty of analysing vast
quantities of data, respectively.
The granularity of the data that is recorded should be suitable for the type of
analysis that is intended, for example, Bergadano, Gunetti and Picardi
(2002) used key-stroke data as an alternative to physiological features to
authenticate individuals. However, more coarsely grained data was
appropriate when using SDA to study interactions with a multimedia
training package (Judd & Kennedy, 2004).
User behaviour can be recorded with observer logging, voice and video
recording, screen capture and a variety of automated logging techniques,
ranging over many levels of granularity. Much of the relevant research
sought to investigate HCI, although an interesting application that used
these methods investigated the actions of air traffic controllers to ascertain
the feasibility of automating the processes they used (Vortac, Edwards, &
Manning, 1994). Each of the logging techniques has benefits and drawbacks
depending on the type of analysis required. However, in a laboratory
environment, automated logging provides an accurate record of events and
an efficient means of collecting data. A drawback is that automated logging
may not provide as rich evidence of events as the other methods which
require human interpretation (Renaud & Gray, 2004).
An activity log was used in the Hackystat project (Johnson, Kou, Agustin,
Chan, Moore, Miglani, Zhen, & Doane, 2003) which attempted to automate
the Personal Software Process (PSP) for improving software engineering
practices. It assisted the individual to understand the processes that they
actually use. At the core of the technique are accurate records of time spent
on tasks to assess productivity (Humphrey, 1995). These records can then be
used to assist with estimation and eventual improvement in technique.
One of the difficulties with PSP is that software engineers have not always
kept entirely accurate records, possibly because they become very engrossed
in tasks. The use of Hackystat led to the discovery of several variations
between the automated and manual recordings of the software engineers’
activities. It was determined that using the automatic recording of process
reduced the need to context switch between working and recording work
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and thus permitted them to concentrate more on the task. Thus, the PSP
became less onerous (Johnson et al., 2003).
In audit trail analysis the various levels of granularity pose specific and
quite different issues. Keystroke monitoring produces vast amounts of data
that may need to be sifted through, analysed and summarised before being
useful. The GRUMP project (Gray, McLeod, Draper, Crease, & Thomas,
2004) kept extremely detailed records for later data mining, the objective
being to ensure that all required data were available for research questions
that were still to be formulated.
User interface events generated by the operating system or Java Abstract
Windowing Toolkit may be selected in preference to keystrokes to reduce
the data volume but the problem of analysis is compounded by the difficulty
of identifying important details in the data (Hilbert & Redmiles, 2000;
Renaud & Gray, 2004). For example, Renaud and Gray (2004) studied the
tasks that users undertook following an interruption and first had to clean
the data. The issues included that certain user actions that they wished to
identify did not generate an event and also there was some interference from
the operating system, such as when screensavers becoming active.
This review will return to the use of observational data but specifically
when applied to novice programming in section 2.3.2, after some of issues
of learning and teaching novices have been addressed.
2.2.3 Hypothesis formation and testing
New knowledge can be created by several means:


a challenge to the status quo and the identification of counter
examples



by chance, followed by the acknowledgement of the importance
discovery



by forming a hypothesis as a possible explanation of an issue.
Subsequently testing the hypothesis and forming the resulting
conclusion.

The last of these can assist with the objective of creating a model to
systematically test relationships and so is an approach that will be explored.
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Gilmore (1990) identified four types of research that motivate the collection
of data in empirical studies of programmers, hypothesis testing,
comparisons, evaluations and exploration. However, he emphasised that
there may be overlap of these categories in a single research project. The
first type, hypothesis testing, is carried out within a formal theoretical
framework in an experimental situation. The theoretical framework places
the research in context which both connects the project to previous work
and provides for a base on which the results can be explained. Statistical
tests are used to assess the experimental result in a process that establishes
the probability that the results occurred by chance.
It is unfortunate that Gilmore used the term hypothesis testing, to name what
is more widely known as experimental research because hypothesis testing
is just a part of this first research type and also often used in the second.
‘Comparisons’ is a form of research where the objective is to detect
differences rather than define a causal effect. The meticulous detail of
experimental conditions need not be met since the goal is observation rather
than explanation. Gilmore states that “[Comparisons] are excellent at
stimulating hypotheses and theoretical frameworks”(Gilmore, 1990) .
Gilmore’s remaining types are evaluations and explorations. Evaluations are
methods of searching to improve a process by looking at many measures,
perhaps including “subjective” ones which are selected from the available
data. Whilst an exploratory study is appropriate when investigating how
tasks are completed, the data may be ill-defined and expansive and further it
may be problematic to assemble; qualitative analysis is often suitable. So an
exploratory study may be a preliminary study that raises several questions
from which hypotheses can be formed and tested. Those found to be
significant may indicate a direction for further research.
Another approach to generating hypotheses to be tested is through Data
Mining. This is “the process of automatically discovering useful information
in large data repositories” (Tan, Steinback, & Kumar, 2006, p. 2). It has
been used to generate hypotheses to enhance the probability of the
acquisition of new knowledge (Bhargava, 1999; Ping & Garcia, 2010).
Association analysis can be used to discover interesting relations (Agrawal,
Mannila, Srikant, Toivonen, & Verkamo, 1996). Domain knowledge can
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regulate data analysis to avoid the inevitable combinatorial explosion of trial
and error searches (Ping & Garcia, 2010).
Semantic networks have been added to databases so that the defined
structure of database attributes can assist the process of searching for new
hypotheses. This is important because it provides for new hypotheses to be
formed around existing significant hypotheses using a much more
constrained search for new knowledge than would otherwise be possible.
Two hypothesis generation methods, induction and analogy were proposed
by Ping and Garcia (2010) . They suggested that when a relationship was
discovered between data attributes then it is reasonable to suppose that any
children and/or siblings may also have a connection; although the
explanation given (Ping & Garcia, 2010, p. 662) actually moves in the
reverse direction from child to parent.
If a relationship is uncovered of the form (v’s child  u), where
independent variable (v’s child) implies dependent variable (u), induction is
defined by forming a hypothesis with the parent of the independent variable
and the dependent variable (v  u). Hypothesis generation via analogy is
similar except that siblings rather than children are used.
This technique was applied to a public health dataset that contained 105
attributes and 1920 new hypotheses were generated. Although this is a large
number of hypotheses to test, the potential combinatorial explosion of these
attributes has been kept under control with this technique. Ping and Garcia
(2010) reported the result as promising.
The methods used by Ping and Garcia to generate additional hypotheses are
important for this research. It will be seen in Chapter 4 that to explore all
promising relationships, the research model directs drilling down into the
data with the aim of identifying hypotheses and testing the significance of
any child variables.
The generation of hypotheses is a central problem when looking for internal
relationships in large datasets. The challenge in this research is to formulate
an approach that can identify such relationships within the scope and
structure of the available data. The model, to be proposed in Chapter 4,
based on the data described in Chapter 3, will provide an appropriate
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strategy which has the potential to offer significant insights into any
relationships between student behaviour, student learning style and
performance in the area of learning to program; even if these relationships
are concealed deep within the data.

2.3 Introductory programming
This section explores the domain that will provide the data that is used to
apply the model. First by examining the issue of teaching novices to
program and secondly by examining attempts to identify factors that predict
success in programming.
2.3.1 Teaching novices to program
This section examines the nature of programming and reveals that students
still have difficulties in learning to program. Despite efforts to improve
teaching, many introductory programming courses still have a high failure
rate. Programming continues to be a major hurdle for novices, especially
since it often occurs near the beginning of tertiary computing courses.
Programming is fundamental to achieving one of the major goals of
Computer Science, that is, creating a machine executable model of a real
world problem (Dourish, 2001). However, programming is also a design
task, as are architecture, music composition, choreography and creative
writing. For computer programming this task is “piecing together a set of
programming language instructions that will solve a specified problem”
(Pennington & Grabowski, 1990, p. 24). This definition concentrates on the
composition aspect of design but it does not capture the comprehension
aspect of understanding a design.
Brooks (1983) identified that these two fundamental processes were reverse
transformations between the problem domain and the domain of the
program. Composition translates from the what of the problem domain to
the how of the programming domain, whilst comprehension moves from the
how to the what. A successful programmer must be proficient in both of
these

basic

processes

since

the
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composition

process

requires

comprehension. There are two circumstances when this is most evident,
when reading the code for understanding during testing, and when resuming
the programming task after some time away from it.
Experienced programmers recognise that there are several stages of
development in the programming process and, while educators do stress
their importance, novice students continue to see the task of programming
as simply coding. They continue to under-emphasise the other phases in the
process of problem solving. This may be improved by directing the
curriculum more directly at the problem-solving strategies that are not
obvious to the novice (de Raadt, Toleman, & Watson, 2004).
Experts see a program as a collection of semantic structures (Petre, 1990)
and programming is therefore selecting the appropriate pieces from these
known program chunks. In contrast, beginners often perceive programming
as wrestling with the compiler to create a syntactically correct program.
This view is not helpful in solving problems because the emphasis on
syntax, rather than the semantics of code, can ultimately result in programs
that compile but still have logic errors.
Learning to program is difficult for many students, the main problem being
unfamiliarity with every aspect of programming. Soloway (1986) viewed
programming as having two objectives; first, constructing the mechanism
that provides the instructions to the computer on how it will execute, and
second, creating an explanation that will assist the human reader understand
the strategy used. These can be seen as mirroring the two objectives of
programming languages that is, being readable by both the computer and
humans. Soloway suggested that placing a greater emphasis on human
readability would foster better generic problem-solving strategies.
A multi-national study (McCracken et al., 2001) involving the ITiCSE 2001
Working Group concluded that after an initial programming course, many
students could not create programs to solve problems. Several of its own
inconsistencies were highlighted in this study. These included, whether the
exercise was formally assessed, the appropriateness of the problem and if
the language used confounded the challenge (students used C++ or Java
which differ in numeric input facilities).
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The cognitive domain of the Taxonomy of Education Objectives (Bloom,
1984) (Bloom’s taxonomy) places reading code at a lower level than
problem solving. These lower level skills were the subject of another multinational and multi-institutional study. The BRACElet project (Lister et al.,
2004; Lister et al., 2010) investigated questions and answers from exam
papers and classified students level of understanding.
Also reporting from the same project, Venables, Tan and Lister (2009)
concluded that students should master these essential programming skills in
this order.
1. Tracing code.
2. The overall meaning of a code segment.
3. Writing code.
It has been shown that programming is difficult for novices and there is no
consensus on how this situation can be improved. There have been some
steps forward in describing the difficulties faced by novice programmers but
a full understanding is still far from being achieved.
2.3.2 Factors affecting success
Numerous attempts have been made to predict the success of novice but few
of the factors that have been selected that might affect success have been
found to be significant.
Motivation is thought to be a major factor affecting performance (Biggs &
Tang, 2007) however it is one that appears to be rarely studied at the tertiary
level and certainly not one that has been greatly researched in Computer
Science Education; although motivation was recently reported as being
positively correlated with grade (Gomes, Santos, & Mendes, 2012). Both
actual cost and opportunity cost are high for all tertiary students2 so that
extrinsic motivational factors are certainly present. According to Biggs and
Moore (1993) motivation is a function of expectation of success and the
value of achievement. This is supported by the finding that intrinsic
motivation is higher for students with some experience (Carbone, Hurst,
Mitchell, & Gunstone, 2009).
2

In Australia and many other countries
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Ramalingam, LaBelle and Wiedenbeck (2004) used a self-efficacy (SE)
scale of programming confidence standardised by Cantwell Wilson and
Shrock (2001). The SE test was given both at the start of the semester and at
the end when it was accompanied by a test on program comprehension. It
was not surprising that student SE score improved over the course of the
semester and it was correlated, albeit at a low level, with the test; however
no correlation was found between the initial SE score and test score.
Interestingly this indicates that the initial confidence of students in their
programming ability at the start of the semester is not correlated with their
final achievement.
This result was confirmed by Ventura and Ramamurthy (2004) specifically
in relation to self-efficacy. They also found no evidence that prior
programming experience affected success, although they did uncover a
relationship between Java experience and exam score.
In a phenomenographic study, Eckerdal and Bergland (2005) interviewed
novice programming students in an attempt to uncover the students way of
experiencing learning to program. They concluded that to enable success
students needed to reach the understanding that:
“.. learning to program is a way of thinking, which enables
problem solving, and which is experienced as a method of
thinking”

There are many other studies that have looked for factors or attributes that
influence the success of students when they are learning to program
(Whipkey, 1984; Hagan & Markham, 2000; Blackwell, Whitley, Good, &
Petre, 2001; Byrne & Lyons, 2001; Cantwell Wilson & Shrock, 2001;
Ventura, 2003; Bennedsen & Caspersen, 2005; Bergin & Reilly, 2005;
Wiedenbeck, 2005; Jones & Burnett, 2007). The factors studied are
predominantly of two particular types. First, attributes of the students before
they begin their course; such as, high-school mathematics, programming,
science and even foreign language scores, gender and preferred learning
style at the start of the course. Second, attributes obtained during the study
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period and including assignment scores and students’ confidence and
perception of their own understanding.
Byrne and Lyons (2001) investigated attributes that might predict the
success of humanities students in a first course on programming and logical
methods, these included learning style, gender, prior experience and
previous academic performance in mathematics, science, programming and
languages. An unusual aspect of this study was that 61% of participants
were female (compared to an estimated 70% male in the majority of
cohorts). The only factors investigated that had statistical significance were
high school results in Science, Programming (low numbers) and to a lesser
extent Mathematics. Some small differences in results occurred between
Kolb’s learning style groups but these were too small to claim significance,
although they were concluded to be worthy of further investigation.
A difference in performance due to the learning style was supported by
Thomas, Ratcliffe, Woodbury and Jarman (2002). They used FelderSilverman Learning Style Model which allows classification along four
axes, active/reflective, sensing/intuitive, visual/verbal, sequential/global.
Both exam and course marks were available as measures of success but the
exam was selected with no justification provided. The reflective learners
were more successful than active learners and verbal learners were more
successful than visual learners.
Goold and Rimmer (2000) supported the active/reflect difference but also
considered Kolb’s LSI and found a slightly larger differentiation on the
Abstract Conceptualization dimension. Pillay and Jugoo (2005) found
contradictory results in two studies that compared the achievement of KLSI
groups, one reported Accommodators being more successful that Divergers
and the other study reported no difference. They also found performance in
Mathematics and a different home language to the instructional language to
be a positive and negative indicator respectively.
Allert (2004) also found a very weak correlation between student results and
the active-reflective scale and visual-verbal scale. Bishop-Clark and
Wheeler (1994) used Myers-Briggs Type Indicator but found the only
difference in performance from several tests on various dimensions was that
sensors had a significantly higher score than intuitives.
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Bennedsen and Caspersen (2006) investigated eight factors that could
potentially influence the success of students in a model-driven programming
course, only two were found to be significant. These were high school
maths result and achievement in the programming coursework. They found
no significance in gender, enrolled major or years at university (previous
programming experience and team/class were abandoned). These results are
different from those found by Ventura (2003) who found that prior
programming experience and mathematical ability (defined by high school
score) were not predictors of success in his graphical objects-first course.
Allert (2004) has shown that prior experience in computer gaming was a
negative factor in predicting success in an introductory CS course, although
the reasons are not clear. He suggested that this could have been that the
students were not motivated by the course that they had enrolled in or that
they spent too much time playing games during their course.
The reasons cited for investigation of factors are interesting, for example
Bergin and Reilly (2005) suggest that early diagnosis of likely performance
will allow personalised interventions. However, factors known before the
semester have generally been shown to be poor predictors. Jones and
Burnett’s study is an exception in that they demonstrated that spatial ability,
as measured in a 3D mental rotation test, was more strongly correlated with
results in an initial programming module than with other modules in an
Information Technology course (Jones & Burnett, 2007).
A similar visual spatial test was reported to have a small positive correlation
with end of semester mark in a multi-national, multi-institutional study that
also investigated some other more rarely studied factors. (Simon, Fincher,
Robins, Baker, Box, Cutts, Raadt, Haden, Hamer, Hamilton, Lister, Petre,
Sutton, Tolhurst, & Tutty, 2006). These were map sketching, ability to
articulate a search strategy, and participants approach to study especially
with respect to deep learning. All of these factors were shown to have a
significant correlation with marks.
Research that was looking for factors that affected programming success are
summarised in Table 2-1. In this table an entry indicates that the factor was
investigated whereas a blank indicates that it was not. Yes indicates that the
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factor was found to have an influence on success, No indicates that the
factor was explored but found to have no influence.
Within the innate attributes, gender has most often been found not to
contribute to success, whilst learning style has. In relation to previous
educational experience, success in mathematics has been found most often
to predict success and experience in Computer Gaming is the only factor to
have a negative influence on success (Allert, 2004).
The factors investigated seem to be selected by judicious researchers and
teachers in an essentially informal manner; although clearly the multinational, multi-institutional studies require conformity of purpose. The
researchers sometimes appear to be largely following intuition that a certain
factor, whether it be innate to the student, associated with prior educational
experiences, or the particular course, might be an indicator for success in
programming.
The nature of the learning style data used in this research is discussed in
Chapter 3 but first several different learning styles will be discussed.
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Table 2-1. Studies of factors affecting programming success

Bishop-Clark
et al.
1994
Chamillard
and Karolick
1999
Goold
and Rimmer
2000
Hagan and
Markham
2000
Byrne
and Lyon
2001
Thomas
et al.
2002
Grant
2003
Venturer
2003
Allert
2004
Ramalingam
et al.
2004
Rountree
et al.
2004
Bennedsen
and Caspersen
2005
Bergin
and Reilly
2005
Pillay
and Jugoo
2005
Simon
et al.
2006

Innate attributes

Prior computing and educational experience

Other (mostly
course related)
attributes

Gender

Maths

Other

Learning
style
Yes

Science

Programm
-ing

Computer

Gaming

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Language score

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

No(All)
Yes (Java)
No

Yes

No

Yes
Negative
Self-efficacy

Interacting factors

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Coursework,
Enrolled Major
Years at university
Perception of
understanding
Comfort level

No

Map Drawing style
Spatial Visualisation
Articulating search
Attitude to study
Spatial ability

Jones
and Burnett
2007
Carbone et al
2009

Internal factors /
Motivation
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2.4 Tools and examining achievement
Since learning to program is difficult for novices, many software tools have
arisen from the perceived need to make the process of learning to program
more straightforward. A general purpose programming language is an
extremely powerful and flexible tool, one that can be used to solve any
computable problem. For this reason, many educators have considered that
it is not appropriate to introduce novices to such an instrument, but have
preferred special purpose languages and/or environments that provide a
more structured situation. The difficulties that many students have with the
introductory course, also known as CS1, have resulted in some institutions
offering a CS0 course. It is worthy of note that such courses do not have the
same pressures to use industrial strength languages (Dingle & Zander,
2000). However, this thesis is concerned with learning industrial strength
languages and so excludes a myriad of ‘experience tools’.
Guzdial (2004, p. 129) claimed that research in novice programming
environments was frequently ad hoc, largely because the field lacks a
“strong theoretical base”. He suggested that we needed to “figure out how to
study the ones we have”. Gross and Powers (2005) defined three categories
that provide a means to classify this research:
1. Anecdotal: may be reports derived from experience of a single study.
2. Analytical: relative to a set of criteria.
3. Empirical: repeatable empirical assessments using observational
data.
Whilst the first two have been widely used, the third is considered more
desirable.
An important difficulty in researching students during their studies was
highlighted by Isohanni and Knobelsdorf (2010) in their study of students’
use of a program visualization tool through observation and interview. They
wanted to know why some students chose to use the tool and how they used
it but discovered that students were reluctant to discuss openly with the
lecturer who was responsible for assessing them.
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2.4.1 Some early tools
The earliest tools to assist beginning programmers were drawn by hand.
Flowcharts and computer programming were for a long time considered
inseparable. Goldstein and von Neumann(1947) described processes using a
series of interconnected boxes. Flowcharts were considered to be the natural
way to begin coding and their use was largely unchallenged until
Shneiderman, Mayer, McKay and Heller (1977). They studied the utility of
flowcharting as a tool both to write and comprehend programs and
discovered no significant differences were found in the achievement of
students who used and did not use flowcharts. Although the students who
had been using flowcharts did appear to gain some benefit from using them
and many students claimed that they found flowcharts useful, the results
were not statistically significant.
Pseudo-code

Pseudo-code is an intermediate language between natural language and a
programming language. It is has been described as “informal textual
representation of a program or algorithm” (Bellamy, 1994) but other
definitions are more prescribed. There have been many variations proposed
but the main ingredients are that it uses a structured form of natural
language using some special words to describe the computational processes.
Pseudo-code was adopted by a significant part of the computing community
rather than the numerous diagramming techniques which required
specialised tools, simply because of the ease of editing pseudo-code with a
text editor (Cross & Sheppard, 1988).
Karel the robot

Karel the Robot, was developed by Richard Pattis (Pattis, 1981) and has
undergone a number of incarnations which includes Karel++ : C++ and
subsequently a Java version (Weber Becker, 2001). Karel inhabits a grid
like world and programs direct the movements of the robot, via knowledge
retrieved from the robots three cameras. Karel has elementary senses of
hearing and touch; he can pick up and put down beepers (which emit a
sound). The original versions provided a complete development
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environment with a simulator and thus an extremely simple purpose built
learning setting.
The benefits of using Karel with novices are that it allows students to
concentrate on control structures and their abstractions (Pattis, 1981). Some
might argue that this is in fact an undesirable trait because it prohibits
learning about variables and data structures. Karel does provide an
environment in which confidence can be built. Students can overcome any
fears they may have that programming will be too difficult because as they
are able to use Karel to solve problems, they will build confidence. Reports
on the use of Karel suggest that it provides a motivational setting for
students to learn to program, however efforts do need to be made to ensure
that students are aware of the possibilities of transferring skills to other
programming tasks (Weber Becker, 2001).
Pascal

Although Pascal is a programming language rather than a tool it was
certainly designed to make the task of learning to create structured programs
easier (Wirth, 1976) Some of the benefits of Pascal for novices are that it
has a clear and straight forward syntax, is a strongly typed language which
means that errors can be found at compilation rather than run time and uses
run time error checking which ensures that array processing is only on valid
array elements.
Pascal was used in a variety of programming environments but one of the
most widely used was Borland’s Turbo Pascal. This IDE included a number
of extensions to the language, including a module, similar to that used in
Modula-2. This compiler, for its day, was very fast; it reported just the first
of any compile errors found and this had the effect that students were able to
rely on the compiler for syntax errors rather than careful reading of the code
(Jadud, 2005a).
Beyond the features described there was no additional assistance provided
to the novice programmer by either the language or the environment. The
design of programs was done mainly using pencil and paper and any of
pseudo code, N-S diagrams or even flowcharts. In fact at the time it was
considered essential to design the program on paper, before approaching the
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computer to begin programming – just one step removed from the earlier
necessity of entering the program on coding sheets before passing it to a
data entry operator to transfer the program to cards.
2.4.2 IDEs for novice programmers
The IDEs used in commercial software development are very complex.
They provide many features that are far beyond the requirements of novices
and as a result some programming environments have been designed
explicitly for beginners. They do not attempt to provide an environment for
commercial programming but do provide a simple environment in which
students can become familiar with an industrial strength language. The first
of the two environments that are considered in this section, Dr Scheme and
Thetis, have a slightly different approach to the others in that they also
provide a “cut down” version of the programming language. This approach
has the benefit that the compiler can provide more direction to the novice
programmer than is normal for that language. This process, known as “sub
setting”, has been evaluated by DePasquale, Lee and Perez-Quinones(2004)
and been shown to be effective, in that the novices make equivalent progress
when exposed to a full blown environment such as Microsoft Visual Studio,
as those that used the professional environment from the start. The
remaining two environments are BlueJ and jGrasp, they provide a simplified
interface to commercial programming languages; BlueJ to Java, and jGrasp
to a variety of languages including C, C++, Ada and Java. They both have
evolved from earlier incarnations, Blue and PCGrasp, respectively but in
this section only their current versions will be considered.
Dr Scheme

Scheme is a member of the functional programming language family and
shares with the more well-known Lisp, prefix syntax. It is often considered
difficult for beginners to master because it requires the use of many
parentheses. Dr Scheme is a tool that is designed for beginners to learn to
program in Scheme (Felleisen et al., 1998) and is probably still the most
widely used functional language for beginners. The graphical user interface
for editing and executing programs and a “tower of Scheme subsets” are
some of the strengths of the environment, along with a static debugger that
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checks programs before they are run. The subsets of the programming
language align with a common sequence in university courses and selecting
the “Beginner” level permits syntax checking to follow particularly rigorous
rules, which it may not be possible to identify with the full language
features available.
Dr Scheme also provides a Symbolic stepper which shows “every reduction
step of a program evaluation”, an unusual but powerful feature is the ability
to step backwards from run-time errors to find the cause.
Thetis

Stanford University chose to use ANSI C as the vehicle for teaching its
introductory programming sequence in 1991. However the change was not
without difficulty and “frustration level was often higher as a result”
(Freund & Roberts, 1996). Thetis was developed in-house at Stanford
largely because of their very large number of students, the Macintosh
platform and because they had labour interested in developing the software.
The objective was to make learning C easier by a more novice friendly
environment. This was achieved by building a C interpreter that provided
students with less cryptic error messages and did more error checking. The
very short evaluation survey of students suggested that they found Thetis
both easy to use and helpful in learning to program.
BlueJ

BlueJ is a purpose built lightweight IDE for teaching Object-oriented
programming with Java. It is an environment without many of the tools for
commercial programming but does provide some specialised facilities that
support the learning of Object-oriented programming (Kölling, Quig,
Patterson, & Rosenberg, 2003). BlueJ is a derivative of Blue (Kölling &
Rosenberg, 1996a) which was a purpose built object oriented language and
development

environment

for

teaching

novices

object

oriented

programming.
Unlike Java, Blue was a pure object-oriented language with one of the main
differences from Java being that the internal and interface structure of the
class were clearly separated in the class definition. Another difference was
the syntax of routing declarations which permitted multiple input and output
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parameters. Although the language was not adopted, probably because of
the requirement from the marketplace to provide for learning industrial
languages, the environment of Blue once adapted to BlueJ is now being
widely used.
The main input screen provides a simplified Uniform Modelling Language
(UML) class diagram that continually emphasises the object-oriented nature
of the programs. There are facilities to instantiate objects, execute methods
independent of a program main and also to inspect the state of an object.
Debugging facilities allow the tracing of programs so that programmers can
follow the creation and termination of objects and the ability to switch
between the implementation and interface of a class allows the user to
concentrate on using class abstractions in order to connect objects.
Kölling and Rosenberg (2001) claim that the facilities of BlueJ mean that a
different approach to teaching Java programming should be taken and
suggest that this includes:









Objects First
Don’t start with a blank screen
Read Code
Use “large” projects
Don’t start with main
Don’t use “Hello World”
Show program structure
Be careful with the user interface

Many of these recommendations relate to the notion of composition and
comprehension discussed earlier in that they are advocating that
programming should begin by understanding (and maintaining) existing
programs rather than creating new ones. In discussion on the final point two
suggestions are provided on how to deal with I/O in Java when it is
problematic for beginners with the language. One is to use the facilities that
BlueJ provides to instantiate objects and run methods and the other is to
concentrate on larger program examples where these I/O facilities are
provided in the example, the novices work in other parts of the program.
BlueJ provides its users with access to the complete API of Java. When
programs are compiled, users are exposed to error messages of the Java
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compiler one at a time. Thus programmers are encouraged into a method of
working with the compiler that includes fixing one error and recompiling.
This can be compared with other compilation processes that provide a list of
errors.
BlueJ offers an extension API and describes a means of adding extensions
to the core system. Some of the extensions available on the website are a
better UML extension and a facility which allows used to annotate programs
with the role of variables (Sanjaniemi & Kuittinen, 2005).
jGrasp

jGrasp is a lightweight IDE that provides a number of facilities to assist the
novice programmer (Cross & Barowski, 2002). Of these facilities, the
provision of control structure diagrams (CSD discussed above) is the most
immediately obvious to the user. In jGrasp, CSD is added automatically to
source code to assist in the understanding of the structure of the code. The
remaining facilities include UML class diagrams for Java, debugging, object
viewing via the Workbench and the more recent addition of dynamic data
structure viewers (Cross, Hendrix, Jain, & Barowski, 2007). In controlled
experiments, it was shown that the dynamic viewer assisted students in
coding more accurately and improving their ability to locate “nonsyntactical” bugs. Of course the programs selected for these experiments
were particularly suited to the use of the data structure viewer.
All the novice programming tools provide a complete programming
development environment so that it is not necessary to use the operating
system beyond the very basic aspects of accessing the program. In order to
use the environment of the programming tools themselves, they all provide
a user friendly interface that is relatively easy for novices to use with a
minimum of instruction on the environment itself.
2.4.3 Observational studies of novice programming
Jadud’s (2006) research concentrated on one type of event, specifically the
details surrounding the compilation of programs. Many such studies logged
only relatively short and isolated sessions (Judd & Kennedy, 2004;
Hundhausen et al., 2006; Jadud, 2006), however Norris et al. (2008) logged
behaviour for the duration of programming projects.
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Hundhausen (2006) studied the behaviour of novices using an IDE from a
HCI perspective, with the aim of building better tools, whilst Jadud (2006)
used a grounded theory perspective (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to explore
student activities, when learning to program, with a particular emphasis on
the edit-compile sequence.
The edit-compile sequence was also the subject of a single study, in initial
(Norris et al., 2008) and extended phases (Fenwick, Norris, Barry, Rountree,
Spicer, & Cheek, 2009), in which the stated objective was, to investigate
behaviour, especially of students who failed, to encourage behaviours that
may be more successful. Murphy Kaiser, Loveland, & Hasan (2009) also
recorded and reported on compile errors, but in addition included data on
run-time errors and the amount of time spent on programming tasks. The
tool used for the data capture, Retina (Murphy et al., 2009), provided
recommendations on how to correct the subject’s syntax errors. Moreover,
this program provided summaries of errors to the teacher.
To investigate how well an environment supported the process of
programming by novices, Hundhausen et al. (2006) developed a
methodology for researching the temporal aspects of novice programmers’
activity. The study had some common elements with this research, in
particular the use of a log of student activity. However, it differed
significantly in that the log was created using a manual process. The first
step taken was to create “model solutions” to the problems that were to be
given to novices with particular emphasis on defining the semantic
components of the solutions. Then recordings made of the novice
programmers at work were scrutinised and the processes used by the
novices were coded and finally analysed both quantitatively and
qualitatively.
A team of expert programmers created the model solutions. The videos of
the students were coded into mutually exclusive categories, which provided
the start time of various activities e.g. valid component start, or beginning
the editing of a valid component. At this stage, a coded log file with a time
stamp was created. In Hundhausen’s study supporting statistics were
calculated including time-on-task and percentage dead time, the latter being
when no events occurred (students may have been thinking).
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The processes used by novice programmers were investigated to better
understand

them

and

eventually

build

better

environments.

The

methodology used was both time consuming and subjective and hence,
although it provides some interesting comparisons on student behaviour, it
requires (as they state) more automation to be effective.
Jadud’s (2005b) study was motivated by the common criticism, by
educators of novice programmers, that they do not think and expect the
compiler to do all the work. In the punched card era of the 1960s and early
1970s, a 24 hour turn around between program compilations was considered
reasonable. In the early 1980s, when using batch processing mode on
mainframe computers, programmers worked assiduously to remove all
compile errors before the next attempt at compile–execute. The fast Pascal
compilers introduced in the mid-1980s changed the environment of the
novice programmer since they altered the possible modes of work.
Compilers that only report the first error, force a difference mode of
working.
In Jadud’s work, an extension to BlueJ (Kölling et al., 2003) logged the
code of students’ programs every time a compile was executed. Pairs of
compile events were examined so that several attributes could be explored,
such as the time between compiles and the amount of change made to the
program. Findings included the extremely short time frame between
compilations and, on studying the programs closely, how minor were the
changes that were made to the novices’ programs between compilation
attempts. At the extreme were students who would compile, remove a line
of code, compile, replace the same line of code and compile again. This
“thrashing” behaviour is clearly not conducive to learning, since the
programmer rarely sees an executing program and further highlighted a lack
of understanding of the syntactic requirements.
A purpose built measure, Error Quotient (EQ) was created from pairs of
compile events by scrutinising and classifying the program and any changes
made. Some of these features were then used as input to an algorithm
devised to produce the EQ. The EQ algorithm penalised students who
repeated the same compile error in consecutive compiles, far more than
those who made different errors. Importantly it provided differentiation
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between students and resulted in a spread of values that was close to being
normal. A relatively high EQ was tentatively suggested to relate to poor
programming technique whilst low EQ values indicated lowers rates of
compile errors and generally more success in programming.
Investigation of the correlation of EQ to exam scores showed a moderate
correlation. From this, Jadud hypothesised that if the EQ could be calculated
in real-time then it would be useful to the class instructor, who would be
made immediately aware of students who were struggling.
ClockIt, was developed to explore the behaviour of students and
differentiate between successful and unsuccessful students, especially since
there was a mismatch uncovered between the manner in which students and
faculty reported software development processes (Norris et al., 2008). The
preliminary data were collected using a data logging extension to the IDE
during closed laboratories and reported details such as which student wrote
the most code or spent the largest amount of time or invoked the compiler
the most. Ten types of events were stored in the log file, including project
open and close, package open and close, and compilation success, warning
and error. The events were time stamped, included project name and, in the
case of the package events, the number of files and file size and, in the case
of compile errors, the error message and location.
The logged data was analysed via the ClockIT Data Visualizer which
provided several views of the event log data including a histogram of the
number of events over time and pie charts showing the proportion of
successful compilations and program invocations. Norris reported that the
system “seems to provide some insight regarding student software
development practices”, including that the error rates ranged from 66% to
89%. There were no hypotheses either formulated or tested.
A later report on the same project by Fenwick (2009) collected data over a
longer period and confirmed Jadud’s results (Jadud, 2005b) regarding the
most common group of errors made by novice programmers and the
common time between compiles. The group provided histograms of some
statistics e.g. assignment grade against time spent on assignment. They
concluded that “there appears to be a correlation between assignment
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success and the amount of time and programming activity” (Fenwick et al.,
2009, p. 300); although no such statistics were provided.
In another automated study that investigated novice programmers, Spacco et
al. (2005) created Marmoset to collect data from a project submission
system. This included detail, such as, the size of the project and the number
of unit tests passed, both when submitted by the student and when the
program was saved. The resulting analysis was considered complex and the
study failed to provide a clear methodology for obtaining meaningful results
from this vast data set.
Data, collected over five years, were used to study the behaviour of students
(Edwards, Snyder, Perez-Quinones, Allevato, Kim, & Tretola, 2009). This
study was motivated by the idea that high failure rates may be due to poor
study skills especially in regard to the timing of assignment work by
students and hence the scope of the study was limited to the number, size
and timing of assignment submission. To create two groups for hypothesis
testing, students were partitioned into two groups according to their grades
(A/B and C/D/F). The assignment submissions included in the analysis were
those belonging to students who did not achieve the same grade in all of
their assignments to attempt to uncover the difference in behaviour that
caused the difference in the grade. It was shown that the assignments that
were awarded higher grades had been started earlier and were submitted
fewer times; although there was no significant difference in code size.
Rather than create a log of student activity, an attempt to mine useful data
by accessing the Concurrent Versions System (CVS3) repositories was
undertaken by Mierle, Laven, Roweis, and Wilson (2005). They aimed to
locate features of student behaviour and programming that were “predictors
of performance”. Some 166 potential features were extracted from the
available data in three ways. First, temporal aspects of updates and simple
counts of the number of revisions were obtained; second, by parsing the
code, features such as a count of the control structures were calculated, and
finally, a style checker was used to examine the coding approaches used.

3

a version control system commonly available on Unix systems that records a history of all
file versions
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Mierle et al. (2005) considered that their study was advantaged by having
records of many students undertaking the same tasks. The hypotheses that
they were testing, involved studying the effect of work habits and code
quality on grades. They used a binary grade variable that identified students
in the lower and upper third of exam grades; discarding the middle
achievers. Tests were carried out across each feature and the grade. In total
they tested 166 features and reported three that were significant, this is
consistent with a Type I error rate of 0.05 (described in section 4.8, detailed
in Table 4-4. Type I and Type II errors). Two of these involved the lines of
code written and the third was the number of times a comma was followed
by a space. The conclusion Mierle et al. reached was that students should
spend the time needed to complete assignments carefully.
The syntax errors and the time taken by students to correct those errors has
surprised researchers (Denny, Luxton-Reilly, & Tempero, 2012). Denny et
al. compared fast and slow response groups using hypothesis testing and
found no significant difference in the time to respond to syntax errors.
Another automated data logging tool, Retina was designed to provide
students and teachers with feedback on the types of errors being made and
the amount of time being spent collected information on the compile and
run time errors made by students (Murphy et al., 2009). The tool produced
real-time feedback, as recommendations based on the type of compile
errors; this was sent to the student via instant messaging. The tool also
reported on these errors as a summary of the class to the teacher. At the end
of semester some further data analysis was carried out. This including
calculating a number of correlations:


Time on a given assignment and assignment grade : no correlation



Overall time for the semester and semester grade : negative
correlation



Number of compilations errors and semester grade : negative
correlation

The timing of the compile errors made by students was investigated. This
increased after 8pm and was highest between 1am and 4am which resulted
in a recommendation to just work during the day and early evening. (Denny
et al., 2012)
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Table 2-2. Observational studies of novice programmers
Author

Compile

Tool used
for
data
collection

Analysis

Hypothesis
formation

Results

Compile

Extension to
BlueJ
logged Code

Created
purpose built
measure (EQ)

None

Descriptive results of
common compile
errors and
frequencies

CVS

Data mining
CVS
repository.

Each of 166
features vs
grade.
Using
mutual
information
(a form of
correlation)

3 features significant.

Number of
Junit tests
passed / failed
and static
code analysis
warnings

None

Indefinite

/ runtime
/ other
Jadud
2005
Mierle
2005

Code
parsing and
style
checking

Spacco

Submission

2005

Hundhause
n

Project
snapshot on
save and
submission
Manually
coded from
recording

Manual
assessment of
semantics
matched with
expert
solution

None

Descriptive

Compile

ClockIT

Visualizer

None

Event log
extension to
BlueJ

Histograms

Successful students
have fewer compile
errors and write more
code

No of
submissions

Project
submissions

Assignments
from nonconsistent
students.
Grouped
according to
grade

Hypothesis
that number
of
submission
would be
different

Significant difference
but no practical
difference

Compile

ClockIT

Number and
frequency of
compilation
errors and
warning

None

Compile error
frequency changed
over semester. Less
“missing
semicolon’s” more
“unknown methods”

Correlation
between time
spent on an
assignment
and grade.

Descriptive
real time
feedback of
errors.

Both time and
#compiles over entire
semester negatively
correlated to grades

2008

Edwards
2009

Fenwick
2009

Murphy



Lines of code
Space following
comma
And unreported

Semantic

2006

Norris

Marmoset




Event log
extension to
BlueJ

Compile

Retina

2009

Pie Charts

Correlations

Over entire
semester
Denny
2012

Compile /
Syntax

CodeWrite

Common
errors and
time to solve
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Hypothesis
test
compared
quartiles
speed

Students struggled
equally

Table 2-2 summarises the studies that have been discussed in this section. It
can be noted that about half of them concentrated on the compilation
process and the remainder on various semantic programming issues of
programming. The reports of these studies have emphasised novel data
collection methods rather than the effect of behaviour on grades. Two
studies (Mierle et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2009) used correlations of
various factors against final grade. Murphy considered very few correlations
between behaviour and grade but the study concentrated on descriptive
feedback in real-time. Mierle investigated many aspects of style in the
completed code, rather than the behaviour that was exhibited to create it.
The form of analysis done in every case appears to be ad hoc and has often
been selected to demonstrate a particular feature of behaviour.

2.5 Learning styles
Since there is a large body of work on the importance of learning styles to
academic success, this subject cannot be ignored (Kolb, 1981; Dunn,
Beaudry, & Klavas, 1989; Bonham, 1998; Soloman & Felder, 1999;
Coffield, Moseley, Hall, & Ecclestone, 2004). Many different learning style
models or inventories have been proposed including Kolb’s Learning Style
Inventory (KLSI) and Dunn and Dunn’s model.
Many people consider learning styles to be an important concept in
education. There is a view that individuals approach learning with different
methods and that they process information in different ways and, that the
theory of learning styles can explain these differences. However, there has
been some significant criticism as to the validity of learning style theories
because of a stated lack of evidence. It was suggested that learners of
various stated preferred styles, should be randomly allocated to different
teaching methods in order to assess the validity of a particular model
(Paschler, McDaniel, Rohrer, & Bjork, 2008). This would be a difficult
scenario to adopt and is likely to be considered unethical in most
educational settings.
That people are attached to their learning style permanently, is an idea that
is considered either completely correct or completely incorrect depending
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on the nature of the particular model that is considered. This idea, which at
first may appear trivial, is quite pivotal to the manner in which educators
should treat learning styles. If learning styles are considered fixed, then it is
contingent upon educators to provide learning experiences to suit various
styles or possibly, even at an extreme, to counsel individuals that they do
not have the learning style necessary to succeed in an area (Coffield et al.,
2004). McKeachie (1995, p. 2) warned of a self-fulfilling prophecy arising
from the notion of intransigent learning styles that, “some students who
have been labelled as having a particular style feel that they can only learn
from a certain kind of teaching”. He urged that learning styles should be
considered simply a preference and that students should be taught strategies
to cope with learning situations that they did not find themselves naturally
well-suited to. Alternatively, if learning styles are adaptable, both students
and educators can work towards a single common approach to learning and
teaching or possibly gain benefit from using many different styles to suit the
particular situation.
The three learning styles inventories that have been selected for
investigation, Dunn and Dunn, Gregorc, and Kolb, are among those more
widely applied; all consider learning style to be largely an innate feature of
the person.
One way of demonstrating the validity of a learning style inventory is the
test/re-test method. If individuals are assessed twice, over an interval of time
and their style is identical then this clearly demonstrates that the LSI is more
valid than if completely different results were reached (Allert, 2004).
2.5.1 Dunn and Dunn
According to Rita Dunn (1989), “Learning style is a biologically and
developmentally imposed set of personal characteristics that make the same
teaching method effective for some and ineffective for others.” Dunn and
Dunn’s learning style model has five stimuli or variables that affect how
people

learn.

These

are

environmental,

emotional,

sociological,

psychological and physiological and each has its own four factors on which
students are asked to identify the strength of their preference. For example,
the Sociological variable has factors which relate to a student’s preference
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to work either, alone, in groups and with help or motivation from a teacher.
Details of the variables and factors are shown in Table 2-3 (Searson &
Dunn, 2001) .
This model is applied by eliciting an individual’s preference to the factors.
In the Environmental factors for example, some individuals may prefer to
work with background music whilst others prefer quiet, some people work
better in the morning and others in the afternoon. The idea of the model is to
provide a learning environment which matches each student’s preferences;
although on a purely practical basis it is difficult to see how some these
factors can be resolved. Given the number of factors and the potentially
large number of combinations of individual learning styles, it is convenient
that some preferences have been shown to be linked in certain student
groups.
Table 2-3. The Dunn and Dunn learning-styles model (Coffield et al., 2004)
Variable

Factor

Environmental

Sound

Temperature

Light

Design (Seating,
layout of room etc)

Emotional

Motivation

Degree of

Persistence

Need for Structure

responsibility
Psychological

Global

Analytic

Hemisphericity

Implusive/Reflective

Physiological

Modality

Intake

Time of day

Mobility

Sociological

Learning

Help/Support

Working alone

Motivation from

groups

from authority

or with peers

parent/teacher

figures

Assertions on the reliability, validity and impact of the Dunn and Dunn
model, appear to have largely emanated from those working closely with the
model and may lack independence. Searson and Dunn (2001) purport to
demonstrate the application of the model. In fact they exposed all students
in three groups to different styles of teaching and showed that students
learnt more and used higher-cognitive processes with active style, rather
than traditional passive teaching methods. Learning style does not appear to
have been used in the study although it is discussed in the paper. St John’s
University, where Rita Dunn is a professor, have many dissertations and
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papers which prove the validity of the Dunn and Dunn learning style model.
Rita Dunn claims that there are only “three comprehensive models of
learning styles”, citing her own and two others by Hill and Keefe which are
not widely known (Dunn et al., 1989). Coffield et al. (2004) cite several
reviews that dispute the validity and reliability of the model. However,
despite this, it is used with some authority in schools in the US and many
other countries.
2.5.2 Gregorc
Gregorc’s Style Delineator (GSD) was first published in 1982. In it he
defines four channels or perceptions that he claims define behaviours which
indicate how a person learns best. Like the better known KLSI, he defines
two dimensions in which learning preferences differ. In GSD these are,
Concrete – Abstract and Sequential – Random. Each of these is combined to
give four learning preferences which are said to be innate (see Figure 2-1).
The GSD was designed to be self-administered. It is a set of ten groups of
four words and the individual is asked to rank these as being more or less
descriptive of them. Therefore (like Kolb) they are classified as belonging to
one of four quadrants defined by the two axes.

Concrete
sequential

Abstract
sequential

Min
Concrete
random

Abstract
random

Figure 2-1. Gregorc's four-channel learning-style model

The styles can be summarised as (Gregorc, 1979):


Concrete sequential: prefer hands-on activities with step by step
instructions



Abstract sequential: have a verbal, logical analytical approach
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Abbstract rand
dom : likee visual methods,
m
grroup discuussion and
evaaluating perrsonal experriences



Cooncrete rand
dom: trial an
and error is a preferred
d methodoloogy, like to
be independen
nt, tend to bbe impulsivee

G
in a laarge CS stu
udy (Drysd
dale, Ross, & Schulz,
Despite thhe use of GSD
2001), theere are reservations aabout its reeliability an
nd validity. Harasym,
Leong, Luucier and Lo
orscheider ((1995) foun
nd no relatio
onship betw
ween any of
the four leearning stylles and achhievement; further they
y used factoor analysis
and conccluded thaat the conncrete-abstrract dimen
nsion couldd not be
corroboratted.
2.5.3 Kolb
b
Kolb baseed his Learn
ning Style Innventory (L
LSI) on his theory of eexperiential
learning (Kolb, 1984
4). In his stu
tudies of methods of teeaching, hee noted the
preferencee of some students
s
forr certain leaarning activ
vities and hiis LSI was
the result.. He consid
dered the leearning process to be the transforrmation of
experiencee into know
wledge throough various processes which wouuld ideally
be the fouur stages of his
h learningg cycle (Figu
ure 2-2).

Fig
gure 2-2. Kollb's Learning
g Style Inventtory

Kolb’s LS
SI has been
n the subjecct of many research
r
projects. In 22004, these
numberedd over one thousand and included 104 in
n Computeer Science
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(Coffield et al., 2004). Kolb (2000) referred to a learning style as a
“differential preference for learning” and there is slightly conflicting
evidence on his view on the stability of this style. This has been viewed in
the literature as one which may change over time and even in different
situations and yet Kolb has claimed that the preferred learning style may be
stable over a forty year period (Coffield et al., 2004).
One of the benefits of choosing Kolb’s LSI in research is that it has a
standardised questionnaire that is available. It is relatively easy to assess an
individual’s style by answering a short questionnaire which indicates an
individual’s preferences for learning along two continua that measure
perception and processing. The questionnaire requires individuals to rank
four potential sentence endings, to partial sentences such as, “I learn best
from”; the answers provide a score (positive or negative) on one of the two
continua. The Perception Continuum depicts how people think, with
Concrete Experience (Feeling) and Abstract Conceptualisation (Thinking)
as opposites; whilst the Processing Continuum describes how people do
things, with Active Experimentation (Doing) and Reflective Observation
(Watching) as opposites. The process concludes by plotting the measures
obtained on a graph (Figure 2-2) and an individual’s preferred learning style
is taken from the quadrant in which they fall. The four resulting styles are
(Jonassen & Grabowski, 1993):


Accommodators: have an accommodating style (feel and do) CE/AC



Divergers: have a diverging style (feel and watch) CE/RO



Assimilators: have an assimilating style (think and watch) AC/RO

Convergers: have a converging style (think and do) AC/AE
So using KLSI, an individual’s learning style is assessed in two
dimensions on the perception and processing continua but is most often
reported as a single category.

There is evidence that the learning style as defined by KLSI is not an innate
feature of an individual (Geiger & Pinto, 1991) but rather a statement about
the currently preferred learning methods.
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2.6 Conclusion
The research context has been established in this chapter. Computing
Education Research is a relatively new field and one that has not been neatly
classified but researchers agree that more empirical research is desirable.
Some of the problems with using the scientific method in an educational
context were discussed. However, to verify claims it is important to form
and test hypotheses.
Observational studies have demonstrated the possibilities of obtaining
information from log files and the importance of collecting data of the
appropriate granularity. Research has shown that it can be difficult to extract
data from students during their studies and there are clearly benefits of
automatic logging to obtain accurate data that is collected in an unobtrusive
way.
One way of creating new knowledge is through the formation and testing of
hypotheses. This is the explorations can be used to explore expansive data
and raise questions, those of significance can indicate a direction for further
research. Techniques of data mining have revealed methods that indicate
that when an attribute is found to be significant, its child/parent attributes
may also be significant. Thus, it is possible that interesting relationships lie
hidden in the data. The potential problem of combinatorial explosion would
need to be dealt with in any investigation that was designed to delve deeply
in to the data.
Novices have difficulty learning to program and although the issues have
been studied for many years, this is still a problem. Numerous attempts have
tried to predict the performance of novice programmers. The factors
investigated include those innate to the students, those that relate to prior
educational experiences and those that are course related. Previous
mathematical success and achievement in coursework have been found to be
positive indicators and there is some indication that learning styles may also
influence success.
If learning styles are important, then a thorough understanding of the nature
of the learning style inventory or model is essential. This will both enable
the research process and inform the findings.
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The nature of the data used in this research and how it was obtained is
described in Chapter 3 and the crux of this thesis, the research model is
introduced in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3 THE DATA

This chapter describes the data used in this study. The data included the
achievement of students from the course of study, their learning style and
the observational record of their behaviour as they learned to program.

3.1 Introduction
The data for this research were collected at Murdoch University in Western
Australia, in the School of Engineering. Students were enrolled in one of a
variety of Engineering specialties offered by the school. All students at
Murdoch University also completed a Foundation unit in their first semester
of study and this provided the source of the learning style data.
This chapter sets the scene for the research model that is to be introduced in
Chapter 4. The three data sets are centred on the student (Figure 3-1); these
are:
1. Achievement: the exam score awarded as a result of the
students’ enrolment in the introductory programming course
is the measure of academic achievement.
2. Behaviour: an event log of student behaviour when using PCoder in the university computer laboratory.
3. Learning style: the students’ learning style as assessed using
KLSI.
Each of these datasets will be examined to explain the form of the data that
they contain. The research model that will comprehensively and
systematically explore these datasets is defined in Chapter 4.
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Achievement

Student
Learning Style

Behaviour

Figure 3-1. The student is the core of the three sets of data

3.2 The students
Murdoch University attracts students with a broad range of academic
backgrounds. These include traditional university entrants who completed
their school exams the previous year and mature age students (over 20 years
old) who are admitted after passing a mature age entry test. Murdoch also
provides alternative entry pathways to non-traditional students especially
through a summer school program. This program ran as an encouragement
to local students to attend their local university and was justified because of
the relatively low participation rates in tertiary study. The program ran
during the summer and was designed as a bridging course for non-TEE
(Tertiary Education Entrance) students. The students had completed either
wholly school assessable units or included some VET (Vocation Education
and Training) subjects in their high school studies. None of these students
had pre-requisites for entry to University let alone into Engineering.

The data were collected over a two year period, during the academic years
of 2003 and 2004. All the students were enrolled in the G108 Engineering
Computing; an overview of the curriculum is in section 3.3. A total of 108
students were enrolled over the two years; 52 in 2003 and 56 in 2004. Of
these, 74 were able to be included in the analysis. The reasons for this are
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discussed in section 5.2 when the nature of the data and style of analysis has
been described.
There were very few female students enrolled in Engineering and G108 was
no exception. There were only four or five female students each year and
hence analysis by gender was not possible.

3.3 The course: G108 Engineering Computing
G108 Engineering Computing was a compulsory unit for all Engineering
students and completed by most in their first semester of tertiary study. This
unit provided an introduction to algorithms and problem solving using the
OO paradigm and Java programming language. Rather than use a particular
text book, extensive notes and exercises are made available to students in
printed form and also online. The single semester (twelve week) course
covered considerable ground from the concepts of algorithms and objects, to
key principles of languages and grammars and elementary sorting
algorithms. The class contact time included two one hour lectures and a
three hour computer laboratory session. The tutor was available during the
laboratory to mark off completed exercises and provide feedback or
assistance as required.
The unit was assessed by the completion of online tests (15%), exercises
(15%), a project (20%) and an end of semester exam (50%). The online tests
were largely assessing programming knowledge whilst the exercises
combined that knowledge with process. The project provided the students an
opportunity to hone their problem solving skills, whilst applying the
acquired process knowledge. Finally, the exam had several sections that
covered a range of domain skills and knowledge.
The average score on the various types of assessments varied considerably.
Students achieved generally higher marks in the projects than the tests and
both of these were considerably higher than exercises and exams. This
pattern was very similar in the two years that data was collected although all
scores were slightly lower in 2004 than 2003 (Figure 3-2). It is not clear
whether the variation in scores was because of more difficult assessments,
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lower achieving students or stricter marking but in any case the differences
were small and certainly not statistically significant.
The nature of each of the assessments was quite different; the tests were
conducted online and consisted of a series of multiple choice questions. The
exercises were small programming problems and each required that a
complete java solution be created from a brief description; students were
expected to complete at least two or three each week. Students were
presented with the project in the seventh week of semester and it was
anticipated to require considerable effort over several weeks of the semester.
The project was presumed to require that students spend some time to
understand the problem before beginning the design and programming. The
end of semester exam had four sections. These were finding and correcting
errors in code snippets, interpreting algorithms, writing program segments
and finally a range of questions testing OO knowledge and some general
programming theory. The section requiring students to write program
segments resulted in an average lower mark than the other three sections
that were approximately equivalent. This result resonates with previous
research that indicated students find writing code a difficult task to master
(McCracken et al., 2001).

Assessment for G108
100

% Score

80
60
2003

40

2004

20
0
Test

Exercises
Project
Assessment type

Exam

Figure 3-2. Mean scores for the assessments

There are several measures of achievement that are available, including
tests, assignment and project marks. However, assignments and projects are
not completed under controlled conditions and consequently there is a
possibility of collaboration amongst students. Thus, there is a risk that these
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marks do not measure a student’s own achievement. Since the tests were
held during the semester, they did not measure learning outcomes at the end
of the semester.
The exam was conducted at the end of semester and can therefore be
considered a summation of the semester’s work, although there is some
concern that students who suffer from exam anxiety would not perform at
their optimum level. However, this remained the best available measure of
achievement and was therefore selected.

3.4 Students’ learning styles
The selection of Kolb’s LSI in this research was largely pragmatic (but still
broadly justified in Chapter 2). It was selected because at the university used
in the research, the concept of learning styles was introduced to students in a
foundation unit and the university had arranged to use the Kolb LSI as a
means to assist students to understand styles of learning. KLSI was
administered by either an online or paper questionnaire.
Section 2.5 has shown that Kolb’s LSI was indeed a reasonable choice; at
least because this instrument has also been used in several other studies and
so provides for useful comparison. Loo (1999) suggested that this
instrument remained effective, despite some problems.
Perhaps, not surprisingly, Mainemelis, Boyatzis and Kolb (2002) showed
that the majority of studies supported the use of KLSI. However, its use as a
guide, to allow matching of the most effective teaching methods with
certain students, has been shown to be very limited (Smith, Sekar, &
Townsend, 2002). Kolb himself suggests that students should be exposed to
a variety of learning modes and not simply those that they might prefer.
The KLSI of several groups of students and staff were reported by Fowler et
al. ({Fowler, 2003 #397}). Most of the G108 1st years were also the subjects
of this research. The learning styles of the engineering students were
diverse, and covered all categories, (Figure 3-3 and Table 3-1). The staff
were assimilators and convergers in a greater proportion; Kolb (1984)
suggested that engineering is a good career area for convergers and that
teaching appropriate for assimilators.
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Table 3-1. KLSI cumulative results (Fowler, Campbell, McGill, & Roy, 2003)
Clients

No. of
Clients

Accommodator

Diverger

Assimilator

Converger

126

8%

18%

33%

41%

Engineering
Staff

12

0%

17%

41.5%

41.5%

General Arts &
st
Commerce 1
year Students

198

13%

13%

47%

27%

112

26%

10%

44%

20%

66

5%

12%

56%

27%

48

4%

8%

42%

46%

29

3%

7%

40%

52%

Engineering 1
year Students

st

Year 12
all students
Computer
st
Science, IT 1
year Students
st

G108 1 years
2003 only
th

4 year
Engineering
students

This study did not collect information on teaching style, but if teachers base
their teaching on their own preferred learning style then the potential
mismatch between the preferred learning styles of the staff and the students
may be important (Table 3-1). Felder (1993) argued that students whose
learning styles are compatible with the teaching style adopted within a
course tend to retain information more effectively, obtain better grades and
maintain a greater interest in the course. If so, then the diversity of learning
styles from the students suggests that flexibility in teaching style is of
considerable importance.
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Figuree 3-3. KLSI diistribution foor programm
ming students (Fowler et all., 2003)

3.5 The software design toool: P-Cod
der
P-Coder is
i an IDE specificallyy for novicce programm
mers (Roy,, 2006). It
provides facilities
f
forr the designn, developm
ment and testing of proograms but
expressly does not provide
p
all the facilitiies of comm
mercial envvironments
(e.g. Eclippse and Netb
beans) to m
maintain a siimple interfface. The rai
aison-d’être
for P-Codder is to prov
vide additioonal assistan
nce to novicce programm
mers in the
early stagees of learnin
ng to prograam. P-Codeer aims to giive scaffoldded support
as beginneers stumblee through thheir early atttempts at problem
p
sollving but it
is also fleexible enoug
gh to remaiin a useful tool as each individuaal becomes
more com
mpetent.
As discussed in Chap
pter 2, manny novice programmer
p
rs struggle tto come to
w
also finding it
grips withh the syntax of a pro gramming language, whilst
difficult too piece togeether the com
mputationall elements required
r
to cconstruct a
working program.
p
P--Coder has features th
hat assist in both thesee areas and
others, as will be ex
xplained. Siince in the programmiing processs, there are
different facets of the
t program
m that are important at distinct stages of
developmeent, P-Cod
der views pprovide altternate modes of woorking and
facilities with
w
which
h to create and explo
ore the prog
gram. The views are
Designer, Code, Class, Object annd Module views.
v
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a Code vviews
3.5.1 The Designer and
In Designner view, P--Coder provvides the facilities
f
to construct a graphical
(tree) representation of a proggram from a series of
o componeents; these
Figure 3-4 and
a Figure 3-5 and caan also be
componennts are illusstrated in F
viewed att the left haand side off the screen
n image in Figure
F
3-6. Icons can
only be placed
p
in vaalid positioons in the work
w
area which
w
provvides some
guidance to the user on how too create a valid
v
prograam. The maain option,
when addiing an item
m, is to eitheer extend th
he tree or in
nclude a subb-tree. The
result is a tree structu
ure represenntation of a program, where eachh node is a
structural, data or com
mputationall program ellement.
Structural elements include pacckages, claasses, data and methoods; whilst
computational elements includee those of sequence, seelection, iteeration and
recursion. Class data behaves sllightly diffeerently than the others,, since it is
added autoomatically along with Class nodee, since P-C
Coder assum
mes that all
classes wiill have som
me data. Thee local dataa for method
ds, must apppear at the
start of a method
m
but is added, iff required, to
o the metho
od node.
Icon
n

Descrip
ption
Package
Class
Class data
Method
Local da
ata

Figure 3-4. The
T P-Coder icons for stru
uctural and data
d
elementss
n
Icon

Descrip
ption
Sequen
nce
Iteration
n
Selectio
on
Else
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Switch

Case

Recursion

Figure 3-5.
3 P-Coder icons for com
mputational elements
e

f
added tto the tree they
t
are in skeleton forrm (Figure
When the icons are first
3-6) but even
e
at thiis preliminaary stage th
he equivaleent code viiew of the
program can
c be insp
pected (Figuure 3-7). The
T correspondence beetween the
Designer view
v
and th
he Code view
w is clear.

Fig
gure 3-6. A P--Coder skeletton program tree
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F
Figure
3-7. Th
he P-Coder sk
keleton progrram from treee in Figure 33-6

Figure 3-7 reveals the code tthat is auto
omatically created froom simply
selecting icons and placing
p
theem in a pro
ogram tree; although iit is rather
unlikely thhat any pro
ogrammer w
would spend
d time lookiing at the ccode at this
stage in thhe design. The
T normal process wo
ould be to add
a some deetail to the
design beffore generaating the co de; in otherr words writing the psseudo code
before atttempting to
o code the program. This detail is writtenn into the
skeleton program
p
treee by right-cllicking on an
a icon desccription.
Once an attempt has been m
made to co
omplete thee pseudocoode, many
algorithmss are clearly
y identifiable; this is demonstrated
d
d in Figure 3-8 which
presents a question frrom an exam
m paper.

Figure 3-8. An exam queestion that deemonstrates an
a algorithm in pseudocodde form

The possiibility to discuss algoorithms and
d other stru
uctural aspeects of the
design of programs at this earlly stage is one of the benefits off P-Coder.
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Novice prrogrammers can learn aabout the im
mportance of
o the exact placement
of code wiith the assisstance and cclarity of thee visual cuees in the treee structure,
without thhe complication of haviing to consiider the syn
ntax of a proogramming
language. This probleem is still tto be faced but help is provided in the form
of dialoguue boxes thaat contain pprompts and
d text area such as that
at in Figure
3-9.

Fig
gure 3-9. Nod
de details for a method hea
ader

A user proogressively writes a prrogram by completing a series off dialogues
that prom
mpt for the required prrogram com
mponents. This
T
processs provides
more direection to the user wheen compareed to enterin
ng code int
nto a blank
window. The
T promptts and optioons available in the dialogs are ddesigned to
guide the novice prog
grammer aroound some of the comm
mon pitfallss of novice
programm
mers. One ex
xample is thhat by tickin
ng a box (Fiigure 3-9), iin the node
details diaalog which
h identifies the metho
od as a con
nstructor, th
the user is
precluded from the op
ption of enttering a retu
urn type.
3.5.2 The Class view
w
The class structure of an OO program iss very important. OO
O programs
should be seen as a co
ollection off cooperatin
ng objects an
nd so it is veery helpful
to envisionn the relatio
onships betw
ween the cllasses from which objeects will be
instantiateed. P-Coderr provides a UML sty
yled class diagram inn the Class
view for this purposse. Classes can be crreated, view
wed and alttered from
within thee Class view
w.
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Three verrsions of the Class diaagram are available;
a
eaach shows a different
amount off the details of the classs. The mostt limited verrsion is veryy similar to
that proviided by BllueJ (Köllinng et al., 2003),
2
whillst the meddium view
(Figure 3--10) also ex
xposes the ffields and methods
m
off the classess including
visibility and
a a compllete methodd prototype.

Figure 3-110. P-Coder’ss Class view

It is also possible to
o begin the design of a program in the Classs view. It
could be considered
c
the naturall place to start,
s
since this view ppermits the
establishm
ment of classes, associaations, data and method
ds which are
re normally
the first elements to be definned. There are comm
monly threee types of
associationn between classes andd each of th
hese can bee distinguisshed in the
Class view
w. The relationships aree:


Exxtends: to im
mplement a hierarchy or
o sub and su
uper classess,



Im
mplements: used
u
when a class impllements an interface,
i



Usses: when a class uses tthe facilitiess provided by
b another.

These associations arre automatiically added
d to the vieew and thiss maintains
equivalencce between the code annd the class view.
3.5.3 The Object vieew
Novice stuudents often
n find the cconcept of an
a object, and
a how it rrelates to a
class, diffficult to grrasp. It hass been sugg
gested that an environnment that
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allows stuudents to create,
c
interrrogate and
d test objeccts, will as sist in the
assimilatioon of these concepts (K
Kölling & Rosenberg,
R
2002). It iss necessary
first to creeate objectss, as instanc
nces of a claass; this theen allows thhe internal
state of obbjects to bee inspected and also th
he behaviou
ur of the obj
bjects to be
exercised through meethod evaluaation (Figurre 3-11).

Figure 3-11.
3
The Objject viewer: instantiating an
a object

P-Coder was
w used at Murdoch U
University between the 2003 and 22005 in two
one-semesster coursess in Engineeering Comp
puting. Aneecdotal eviddence from
students indicated th
hat they apppreciated th
he scaffolded help thaat P-Coder
provided.

3.6 Recoording stu
udent beh
haviour
Fisher and Sanderso
on (1996) cconsidered the requireements for recording
t Human-C
from seveeral perspecctives withh potential relevance to
ComputerInteractionn (HCI) reseearch. Theyy suggest that:


thee behaviourral tradition is served by
b objectivee questions tthat can be
answered usin
ng the scienntific method
d,



coggnitive researchers teend to fav
vour verbalisations thhat can be
triaangulated with
w
autom
mated loggin
ng, this allo
ows the stuudy of the
inttent of the user,
u



soccial researcchers tend tto prefer qualitative
q
data
d
and usse a wider
varriety of inpu
ut possibly including verbal
v
and physical gesttures.
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Automated logging provides a precise record of events and is an efficient
means by which to collect data, although it is unlikely to provide as rich
evidence of events as the other methods which require human interpretation
(Renaud & Gray, 2004). These are discussed in more detail later in section
3.7.
This research seeks knowledge of the behaviour of novice programmers as
they learn to program in their first semester of tertiary studies. The data
required was a comprehensive collation of behaviour over the duration of
the entire semester, rather than a short snapshot of a single session. Thus the
data required had to be collected in a live environment that did not require
complex special purpose equipment. Automated logging of event data was
appropriate to collect this quantity of data in a manner that would not impact
on student behaviour. An event log provides a specific type of data, an event
“has its own time and location and occurs once” (Kaneiwa & Tojo, 2005).
The event should be identified by the user and time to be uniquely
identifiable.
The measure of behaviour requires that the precise time of each student
activity is known. This will allow the timing of events and hence the
duration of each event to be identified. The only sensible model to do this in
a timely and cost effective manner is to record events using computer
software and store the data in a log file. There are limitations to the temporal
data because there are many student behaviours that are not recorded and
student actions between events cannot be known; for example, if an event
appears to take a long time this could be for several reasons including:


Thinking time, possibly reading notes or texts



Switching to other software either related to the problem or
not



Chatting, day dreaming or using mobile phone

3.7 Collecting the data
P-Coder provides for automated event logging of user activity and provided
a practical approach to recording the behaviour of novice students in the
university computer laboratory. This method allowed student behaviour to
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be recorded for the entire semester in a manner similar to that used by Jadud
(2006).
If P-Coder’s activity log is activated then a user specific identifier (ID) is
required to be entered at start-up. The ID is obtained by running a separate
utility that creates IDs either singly or from a data file of user names. Each
logged activity record will then be readily identifiable and this will permit
data to be collected in a single file.
The common data or log file could be stored on a computer network server
but this would require users to have write access to a drive. A more easily
maintained system, if a web server is available in a university laboratory, is
the use of a CGI script on the web server. A message from the user’s PCoder application is sent to the web server and each message is added to the
log file. The data for this study was collected in this manner. The data
collected required processing before it was ready for analysis, including
differentiating users, sorting and filtering. This was done by creating a series
of data files, using a purpose built Java program. The statistical analysis on
these files used the statistical tool,Analyse-It, an extension to Microsoft
Excel.

3.8 The data structure
The P-Coder log files are text files and contain records that are created as
the student interacts with the software; the records are at a relatively high
level of granularity. Jadud (2006) collected data specifically at the time of
compilation of programs by students, this included snapshots of the
programs and permitted extremely close investigation of the compilation
and included the syntax of the code at this time. The P-Coder log file does
not store this level of detail; however, it does record information regarding
all events that are carried out by the student as they use P-Coder.
The four basic types of events are:


Model operations such as loading and saving



Design operations such as adding, deleting nodes, compiling and
executing
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Viewing operations such as opening and closing and manipulating
diagrams



Miscellaneous operations like printing

In addition to the type of event, the records are also coded to allow
differentiation of the P-Coder view in use at the time. A complete set of
views, the associated event codes and some examples of the events is listed
in Figure 3-12.

P-Coder

Event

view

code

Examples

categories
Start / quit

0 – 999

Start and quit

Designer

1000 –

Events created include structural editing, such as adding a

1999

method to the program or sequence node to the algorithm

2000 –

Permits other modules (programs/methods etc) to be opened

2999

and viewed or copied into the current model.

3000 –

Add and delete classes as well as resize class to improve the

3999

format of the UML class diagram

4000 –

Code view events include updating code, compiling and

4999

executing the program

5000 –

Object view methods include loading class files, creating

5999

objects and executing methods

Module

Class

Code

Object

Figure 3-12. P-Coder views and event code categories

The event records also contain other information including the project that is
current, a description of the event and in many cases some further
information that provides greater insight into the programming activity that
is being undertaken. The additional information will be explained in a brief
outline of the events in each view.
When the student is using Designer view, they are working on a model of
the program that is tree structured (Figure 3-6) and events include structural
editing of the tree, such as adding a method node to the program or
sequence node to the method. The additional information in most of these
operations is the node type which indicates whether the node in question is a
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sequence, selection, or iteration node for example. The full range of node
types is listed in Table 3-2; the coding of node types is also used in the
Class view.
In Module and Code views, the additional information is the name of the
module or file. In the Object view, the class name is the additional
information, when it is used. This is pertinent since this view permits
students to create and inspect objects and also execute methods.
Table 3-2. Node Type assignments
Node Type
Number

Node Type
Description

Node Type
Number

Node Type Description

0

Program

10

Switch

1

Package

11

Case

2

Class

12

Default

3

Method

13

Class Data

4

Sequence

14

Local Data

5

Iterator

15

Comment

6

Selector

16

Try

7

Then

17

Catch

8

Else

18

Finally

9

Recursion

Figure 3-13 shows a small segment of a log with records from five students
collected over a few seconds during a computer laboratory session. The
student IDs have been partially obscured (by Xs) but it is clear from the first
two records that the students were both working on exercise 4. It can be
noted that the time stamps of the records are not completely in order, so an
important operation before attempting to look for particular sequences of
events is to sort it. One of the records in the 4000 or Code category is a
program compile but the remaining four students are working in Designer
mode and creating 1000 category events.
Looking yet more closely at the data and following the activities of a
particular student (HXXXB1386):
1. The first record is performed at 53 seconds past 3:15 pm in the
afternoon of 5th March. The project is from section 7, exercise 4 and
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thee student whilst
w
workinng in Desig
gner view has
h just upddated some
dettails in a diaalog box.
2. Onne second later the sttudent add
ds a note (comment) node to a
sellector (if staatement).
3. Fivve seconds after this thhe student cu
uts a sequen
nce tree nodde.
4. Tw
wo seconds later a detaiils dialog off a then nod
de is openedd.
HXXXB1
1386

20
003.05.05.15.13
3.53

2

section7exerc
cise4.xml

106
69:Designer

Details updatted

BXXXXK
K2688

20
003.05.05.15.13
3.56

2

Exercise4.xml

106
69:Designer

Details updatted

YXXXXX
XS3634

20
003.05.05.15.14
4.45

1

emtehan.xml

100
09:Designer

New:6

CXXJ797
78

20
003.05.05.15.14
4.21

1

assignment1.x
xml

107
71:Designer

Note:2

SXXXXR
R3721

20
003.05.05.15.14
4.04

1

ex91.xml

403
31:Code

w.java
Compile:draw

HXXXB1
1386

20
003.05.05.15.14
4.04

1

section7exerc
cise4.xml

103
39:Designer

Cut:4

YXXXXX
XS3634

20
003.05.05.15.14
4.52

1

emtehan.xml

100
09:Designer

New:6

HXXXB1
1386

20
003.05.05.15.14
4.06

2

section7exerc
cise4.xml

107
72:Designer

Opening:7

Figure 3-13. An examp
ple of records from the P--Coder log

3.9 Exam
mples of analysis
a
frrom the lo
og
The tempooral aspect of the log rreveals the behaviour of a student
nt as he/she
is using P-Coder;
P
forr almost an hour in Fig
gure 3-14. Since
S
the P--Coder log
uses numeeric values to identify the events;; this facilitates graphinng such as
that show
wn. The P-C
Coder view and speciffic event caan be identiified given
knowledgee of the num
meric codess used (Figu
ure 3-12).
For almosst half of this
t
time, tthe student is oscillatiing betweenn designer
(1000 category) and
d code (40000 category
y) views. The
T student is in fact
mainly edditing nodees (to alter the detail of controll structuress etc.) and
compilingg his/her pro
ogram, he/shhe does not appear to obtain
o
a cleaan compile
because thhe program is not execuuted. There are a seriess of events iin the class
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Figuree 3-14. Eventss logged durin
ng a one hour work sessioon

view (3000 category) where the student is exploring the relationship
between classes and, after a more sustained period of design events nearing
the end of this session, the student moves to the object view, where objects
are created and methods executed. This figure provides a very functional
insight into the student’s activity, but it does not reveal whether this is the
student’s normal mode of working or whether this pattern of events is
helpful in aiding their learning.

Number of events

Compile and execute events for a low achiever
400
300
200

Compile events

100

Execute events

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Weeks of semester

Figure 3-15. Cumulative events from a low achieving student

Number of events

Compile and execute events for a high achiever
400
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Compile events

100

Execute events

0
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Weeks of semester

Figure 3-16. Cumulative events from a high achieving student

Another example of the information that can be extracted from the log is
shown in Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16. The graphs provide a taste of a
longer term temporal view of student behaviour. Specifically, they show the
cumulative number of compile and execute events during the weeks of the
semester. It is noticeable that both students do very little in this regard for
the first few weeks. This is because at this time the course required them to
develop algorithms and they had not yet learnt about the specifics of coding,
compiling and executing programs. For both students, the number of
compile events is considerably larger than the number of executes,
presumably because several attempts at compiling are made before an
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executable program is achieved. The difference is much greater for the low
achieving student. After week 11 of the semester they barely execute a
program (it is possible that they are using the object view instead and
executing methods independently of the entire program) and the high
frequency of compiles in the last weeks seems to represent a level of
desperation in attempting to obtain a clean compile. This can be contrasted
with the high achiever who appears to have completed the requirements of
the practical work for the semester and can be assumed to be now studying
for the exam.
One more view of the data for the high achieving student is shown in Figure
3-17. The time in minutes that the student spent using P-Coder in the
laboratory for each week of the semester is shown. Also revealed is the
period, in blue, when the student was clearly working on their project, while
in the time shown in red, the student was working on a variety of other
tasks. The project for the semester was developing a Snakes and Ladders
game, for this student this project is clearly visible in the program names
used. This student had six versions of the program. It is possible that this is
a slight underestimate of the actual time spend on this project because it
may be that some of the red area on the graph should be blue because of the
possibility of not naming a project immediately. It is clear that despite the
fact that the project was made available to the students in approximately
week 9 of the semester, the student was doing more work on it in the labs
during weeks 13 and 14.
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Time spent on project and other tasks
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Figure 3-17. Time spent on project and other tasks
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3.10 Learning style and P-Coder use
This section provides an alternative view of some of the data to which the
research model is later applied. This was collected from the activities of
G108 students from 2003 and 2004.
The proportion of events that the average student of each learning style
executed over the course of the semester is shown in Figure 3-18. The
largest proportion of events is in Designer view for all learning styles,
followed by Code then Object view; there is a small use of Class view with
no visible use of Module view. The pie charts are arranged to match the four
quadrants of Kolb’s LSI; this has the vertical Abstract/Concrete axis and the
horizontal Active/Reflective axis. Although the differences are small, it
should be remembered that these are averages over the students, so some
observations can be made of the diagrams in relation to these axis and
KLSI.
Accommodator: proportion
of events in each view

Diverger: proportion of
events in each view

Class

Class

Code

Code

Designer

Designer

Module

Module

Object

Object

Converger: proportion of
events in each view

Assimilator: proportion of
events in each view

Class

Class

Code

Code

Designer

Designer

Module

Module

Object

Object

Figure 3-18. Learning style and use of P-Coder views for G108 students in 2003 and
2004.
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Accommodators, and to a slightly less extent Convergers, use the Object
view in a greater proportion than both Divergers and Assimilators. The
Object view is used to instantiate objects, investigate the contents of objects
and execute class methods. These operations can all be seen as a form of
active experimentation, in the very passive world of the (especially
unfinished) program and this is precisely what Kolb’s LSI would predict.
Accommodators and Divergers can both be seen to use the Code view for a
greater proportion of events than Convergers and Assimilators, this provides
access to the code of the program, to observe, compile and execute it.
Programmers who preferred concrete experiences rather than abstract
concepts might be expected to have a tendency to favour this view rather
than the abstraction of the program in the P-Coder tree.

3.11 Summary
This chapter has described the data to be used in this research. The exam
score has been selected as the best available measure of achievement, as it is
obtained at the end of the period of study and under controlled conditions.
The learning style of the students is classified using the KLSI. This is a two
dimensional measure along the two continua, perception and processing.
The final data set is a log of events automatically recorded as students
programmed in the university laboratories throughout the semester of study.
This is a comprehensive and rich data set that can be filtered, analysed and
summarised to provide many different types of information; a few of these
have already been illustrated. The breadth and depth of this data will be
revealed in the application of the research model in Chapter 5, but before
that Chapter 4 will introduce the research model that is designed to explore
the relationships in this data.
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CHAPTER 4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
AND DESIGN

The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a research model
that provides for a systematic empirical investigation into data, such as that
discussed in Chapter 3. This chapter presents that model. Following a
justification of the selection of the research approach and an introduction of
the model, important terms are defined. An explanation of the structure of
the research model then precedes a definition of the algorithm that drives
the research and the manner of presenting the results. Next is a description
of an experimental application of the model in the domain that was
introduced in Chapter 3; including transforming the research questions into
an operational method and describing the statistical tests that are used. The
chapter concludes by considering the limitations of the research model.
The research context was established in Chapter 2. This provided both the
foundation and perspective for this research model. It was shown that
novices find learning to program difficult and there continues to be a lack of
empirical research in CSE. It was proposed that automated logging is an
effective method of recording behaviour without disruption to the subjects.
Processes that can be used to form new knowledge through hypothesis
testing were introduced, along with a suggested means of locating potential
new relationships in the data hierarchy. The largely ad hoc nature of the
selection of factors, to test whether they influenced success in programming,
was highlighted and finally it was noted that learning style may be an issue
in affecting student achievement.

4.1 Selection of the research approach
A suitable research approach must be found to answer the research
questions. Galliers’ (1990) taxonomy identifies various approaches with
their appropriate application areas and is reproduced in Table 4-1.
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The main research question of this thesis (stated in section 1.3) is “Can
empirical records of student behaviour contribute to an understanding of
how students can achieve better learning outcomes?” In its initial form,
clearly an observational rather than interpretational approach was required
and the object of enquiry (Table 4-1, highlights in orange) was the
individual (student). The question did not require theorems to be solved and,
although a survey would provide empirical records, it was shown in Chapter
2 that automated records are more likely to provide a precise record of
behaviour. Forecasting, simulation and role playing are indicated as
appropriate but these are at the interpretation end of Galliers’ research mode
spectrum and Chapter 2 also showed that more empirical research was
needed and hence was sought. The remaining methods in this part of the
taxonomy are laboratory experiment, field experiment and case study; with
case study identified as least appropriate when the object of study is the
individual.
A major weakness of laboratory experiments is the “limited extent to which
identified relationships exist in the real world” (Galliers, 1990, p. 161). In
order to contribute to an understanding of student behaviour, a field
experiment is more appropriate and further a dataset was available that was
collected using a process of automated logging (section 3.6).

Table 4-1. A taxonomy of IS research approaches (Galliers, 1990, p. 168)
Modes for traditional empirical approaches (observations)
Object

Theorem

Laboratory

Field

Case

proof

experiment

experi-

study

Survey

Modes for newer approaches (interpretations)
Fore-

Simu-

Game

Subjective/

Descrip-

Action

casting

lation

/role

argument-

tion/

research

playing

ative

interpret-

ment

tive
Society

No

Organization

No

No

Possibly

Possibly

Yes

Yes

Possibly

Yes

Yes

Possibly

Possibly

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(small

group

groups)
Individual

No

Yes

Yes

Possibly

Possibly

Possibly

Yes

Yes

Yes

Possibly

Technology

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Possibly

Yes

Yes

Yes

Possibly

No

Methodology

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Theory

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Possibly

Possibly

No

Possibly

No

Possibly

Possibly

Possibly

Possibly

Possibly

Possibly

Possibly

No

No

No

Possibly

Possibly

Building
Theory
Testing
Theory
Extension
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As this research has progressed, the ad hoc nature of some previous research
became apparent (see section 2.3), thus guiding the focus of the research to
an emphasis on the development of a model. This also changed the
emphasis from the individual to Galliers’ theory building (Table 4-1,
highlights in green). The requirements for a model include that it will
provide the framework for analysis in a repeatable process. Galliers
identifies that a case study approach is entirely appropriate for theory
building; so the domain of novice programmers remained suitable although
the research mode was altered.
The next stage in the research process was naturally, testing the model
(theory testing) and Galliers indicated that three modes theorem proof,
laboratory and field experiments are appropriate approaches to take (Table
4-1 highlighted in purple). Since the main research question was seeking to
use empirical records of behaviour to form an understanding of how to
improve learning outcomes, it was fitting to select a field experiment in the
original domain to test the model.

4.2 Introduction of the model
The research model will provide for thorough quantitative investigations
into the relationships between pairwise datasets, where the datasets each
contain measures of an attribute of the same object (student). It is suitable
for research that seeks to find interesting4 relationships in the data.
The model specifies a control process that guides the research to
systematically investigate relationships in the data using hypothesis testing.
The model is designed to use hypotheses that require pairs of attributes and
the control algorithm maintains this requirement. The hypotheses are
selected so that most potentially interesting relationships in the data are
presented for testing. The research process is directed to continue to explore
the data provided statistically significant relationships are found.
It will be shown that this can result in many statistical tests, and can be
contrasted with the traditional means of using hypothesis tests in which a
4

Meaning those that are statistically significant.
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single or a small number of predefined hypothesis tests are performed. The
model also provides for a convenient means of presenting and summarising
the many test results.
The model is demonstrated by application to the domain of learning and
teaching of novice programmers using data that was described in Chapter 3.
In this domain, the aim of the research is to investigate whether
relationships exist between aspects of student behaviour, their learning style
and their achievement. However, the selection of attributes must be done
with regard to their relevance for finding answers to appropriate research
questions; this will be examined in section 4.6.

4.3 Definition of terms
This section defines those terms that are required to explain the close ties
between the data and the nature of the research model. The most important
terms used in the method are object, attribute, child attribute, variable, and
dimension.
Object: an entity that has attributes. In this application of the model, the
object under examination is the student.
Attribute: a characteristic of an object that is measured. In the application
of the model, the top level attributes of interest are learning style,
achievement and behaviour, but many other child attributes are exposed in
the research process. See also Variable.
Child attribute: a component of an attribute that has been aggregated with
others into the attribute. Some attributes have child attributes; if present, the
child attributes can be identified when the attribute is disaggregated. For
example, the event log is a record of student activity (section 3.8) and the
attribute total events is an aggregate of the number of events in each of the
six P-Coder views (Figure 3-12), hence this attribute may be disaggregated
into six child attributes.
Variable: definition is as for attribute above. However, in statistics, the
term variable (independent and dependent) is inextricably linked with
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hypothesis testing and so will be used instead of attribute in most statistical
discussions.
Dimension: an n-dimensional (n-D) attribute is an aggregation of a number
(n) of children and may be disaggregated into these components. A one
dimensional (1-D) attribute cannot be disaggregated since it is already in its
most primitive form.
Having defined these terms, it is now possible to examine the research
model in more detail.

4.4 The model structure
The overall structure of the research model is illustrated in the context of the
experimental domain in Figure 4-1 and its components are described in
Table 4-2. This section explains the relationship between the Learning
Environment, which is used as an experimental domain that produces the
data, and the Research Environment, which uses the data as input to the
research process.
4.4.1 The learning environment
The Learning Environment, Figure 4-1, represents the environment
provided by an educational institution. Within this environment, the
components are the actors, processes, tools and data stores. Each of the
processes creates the data for its associated data store that will be the input
to the Research Environment.
In the following paragraphs the actors are described and, subsequently, each
of the processes and their associated data stores are explained.
The student

Students bring various past experiences and an assortment of current life
situations to their studies. They have different expectations and motivations,
yet they are presented with the same learning activities to develop and apply
skills and knowledge. Student behaviours are uniquely individual, and they
not only exhibit different behaviours, but also influence the learning and
teaching process by those behaviours.
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Figure 4-1. T
The structuree of the model

The teacheer

This is thee person wh
ho both direects and dellivers the cu
urriculum thhrough the
learning and
a teaching
g process. T
The teacherr is responssible for seelecting the
pedagogiccal processees with whicch the studeent is expeccted to engaage and for
setting andd marking the
t exams thhat result in
n the measu
ure of the acchievement
of the student. Altho
ough the teaacher clearlly has a sig
gnificant innfluence on
the Learnning Enviro
onment, thiis research
h does not record any
ny data on
teachers directly
d
butt rather cooncentrates on the beh
haviour annd learning
outcomes of studentss. To simpliify the model it is assu
umed that thhe effect of
the teacheer is consisteent across aall students;; as a result this is not cconsidered
when anallysing the behaviour off individual students.
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Table 4-2. The components of the model
Diagram Element

Description

Example

Actor

A person that plays a role in this
system

Process

A sequence of actions

Data store

A data set that provides a persistent
record

Tool

A software teaching tool used to
record behaviour and collect data

Relationship

A connection between processes

Data flow

Data is moved either into or out of a
data store

Assessment of learning style

The assessment of learning style process is responsible for the creation of
the data that is the input to the Learning style data store. There are several
alternative learning style inventories (LSIs) that could have been
appropriately applied; several of these were discussed in Chapter 2, and the
process of assessing and selecting an LSI for this research was described in
Chapter 3.
Learning style data store

The Learning style data store forms part of the interface between the
Learning Environment and the Research Environment. This data is the input
to the Hypothesis Testing process in the Research Environment. Learning
style is considered to be constant for an individual in this research since the
data is collected over the short period within a single semester. The issue of
learning style changing over time was discussed in Chapter 2.
Learning and teaching process

The most important activity in the Learning Environment is the Learning
and Teaching process in which both the student and teacher are engaged.
The teacher is largely responsible for directing the process but it is also
influenced by both the student and the environment. The model assumes
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that the learning and teaching process will influence student behaviour. An
essential outcome of this process is the measure of student achievement
recorded by the teacher.
Achievement data store

The Achievement data store is a required product of the Learning and
Teaching process and its contents represent a measure of each student’s
achievement during the semester. This was discussed in section 3.3.
Student behaviour

Students exhibit various behaviours, in the Learning and Teaching process.
The behaviours of interest relate to the student learning experiences in using
a Teaching tool. This behaviour is recorded via the tool in the Event Log
data store.
Teaching tool

The Teaching tool is the software artefact that is used by the student in the
learning process. This behaviour is recorded in the Event Log data store
(section 3.6 explained the model of recording data and described the
limitations of this process).
Event log data store

The Event log data store is an automated record of the events that provides
evidence of some aspects of student behaviour as they use the Teaching
tool. For a detailed description of the Event log used in this study, see
section 3.6.
4.4.2 The research environment
The outputs from the Learning Environment are the three main data stores
of Learning Style, Achievement and the Event log; these are inputs to the
Research Environment. The other components are:


Control algorithm process



Analysis process



Behaviour profile data store



Hypothesis testing process



Hierarchical data store
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Each is described in the subsequent paragraphs.
Control Algorithm Process

The Control Algorithm Process (CAP) drives the research process and is at
the core of the model. The process commences with two starting attributes,
generates an initial hypothesis and presents the hypothesis for testing; it then
records the result of the test, determines if there are new hypotheses to test
and governs when to stop. A complete description of this process is given in
the next section.
Analysis process

The Analysis process takes the raw data from the Event log data store, and,
through a series of sorting, classification, filtering and aggregation
techniques, configures the data into a Behaviour profile data store that is
suitable for the input to the Hypothesis testing process.
The CAP indicates the hypothesis of interest from the Hierarchical data
store and this is used to specify the particular Behaviour profile that is
required. It may be necessary to perform reprocessing to extract data from
the Event log data store and formulate the requisite Behaviour profile. For
example, to test whether the total number of events affects achievements, all
entries in the log for each student are summed; the student records are then
sorted by the number of entries before hypothesis testing.
Behaviour profile data store

The Behaviour profile data store is the output from the Analysis process. It
arises from the processing of data from the Event log data store in a format
suitable for input to the Hypothesis testing process.
Hypothesis testing process

The Hypothesis testing process is a standard statistical process that applies
appropriate tests to accept or reject a null hypothesis in the customary
manner.
Hierarchical data store

The Hierarchical data store records the hypotheses to be tested and also the
results of these tests. Since the data is explored in a hierarchical manner, this
data store will naturally result in a tree like structure. Any statistically
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significantt relationships that aree discovered
d in the dataa will resultt in a more
detailed exxploration of
o that data under the direction
d
of the
t CAP.

4.5 Defin
ning the Control
C
allgorithm process
The overaall objectivee of the Conntrol Algorrithm Process (CAP) iss to ensure
that the data
d
are sysstematicallyy examined by hypotheesis testingg all of the
relevant reelationshipss that can bee found in the
t attributees. The CAPP identifies
the hypothheses and manages
m
theem as they are presentted for testiing; it also
describes how the hy
ypothesis teest results are recordeed. The dettails of the
d in two sstages, a simplified version
v
(Fiigure 4-2),
CAP are introduced
followed by
b a more complete desscription off the algorith
hm (Figure 4-3).

Figure 4-22. Overview of
o the CAP

The CAP must be in
nitialised orr seeded with
w a pair of
o attributees that will
t
are seelected to identify a
form the first hypothesis (Figgure 4-2); they
relationshiip that mig
ght exist inn the data. The attribu
utes then bbecome the
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independeent and depeendent vari ables of thee primary hypothesis. T
This initial
hypothesiss forms thee root of a hhypothesis tree and, following
fo
thhe required
statistical analysis, th
he results arre encoded into the treee. Then a ddecision as
nue is madde, the stop
pping condiition is bassed on the
to whetheer to contin
results so far and th
he availablee data; this will be deefined in m
more detail
shortly. Iff the processs is to conntinue, at leeast one of the currentt attributes
must havee child attriibutes. If soo, then these are system
matically foormed into
new hypootheses and added to thhe tree to begin
b
the process
p
agaiin. Section
4.5.1 will explain in detail
d
the m
manner that the
t child atttributes are hhandled.
n of the CA
AP is provideed in Figuree 4-3.
A detailedd description
The CAP
P has four sub-processses (defineed at each

in Fiigure 4-3),

Initialise where
w
the process
p
beggins, the main
m
Processs Hypothessis method,
Disaggreggate, and Ch
heck for Dup
uplicates.
Processingg begins wiith Initialisee, which is used only once,
o
to forrm the root
of the hyppothesis treee from the aappropriate attributes; the recursivve Process
Hypothesiis sub-proceess is then called. It may
m be calleed many tim
mes during
the application of thee process. Itt begins by ensuring that the hypoothesis is in
a form thaat can be teested; that i s the attribu
utes are quaantifiable an
and there is
sufficient data. Howeever, if one or both of the
t attributees cannot bee measured
then it willl be imposssible to perfform any staatistical testt (discussedd in section
5.1). If anny hypothesis is not in a form thatt can be tested becausee either the
independeent or depeendent variiable has no
n availablee measure then it is
deemed unquantifiab
u
ble. In som
me cases it may not bee possible to test the
hypothesiss, as there is insufficieent data, in
n which casse it is markked for no
further tessting.
If a hypotthesis can be
b tested, thhen it is an
nd the resullt is encodeed into the
hypothesiss tree. Whether or not this test is possible,
p
th
he algorithm
m continues
to the nextt step, whicch seeks to iinvestigate the
t data at a more detaiiled level.
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Figure 44-3. Detail of the CAP
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d disaggreggating
4.5.1 Initiialising and
Initialisingg the CAP requires
r
twoo attributes of the samee object. Thhe first step
it to seleect the dep
pendent annd indepen
ndent variaables to foormulate a
hypothesiss; such as:
H0 : (Attribute A has no effe
ect on attribu
ute B)
H1 : (Attribute A has an effecct on attributte B)

A hypothesis pair of this typee will be ex
xpressed ass H (A=> B). Given
measures for both attributes
a
A and B, it is possiible to form
malise the
hypothesiss and place it at the rooot of the treee. As the CAP
C
is undeerway and,
following the testin
ng of the initial hyp
pothesis, disaggregatioon of the
n attribute has
h n child aattributes it
attributes is directed by the algoorithm. If an
is called n-Dimensiional (n-D)) and the process co
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hypothesees with the child
c
attribuutes in the fo
ollowing maanner.
If A is n-D
n
and B is m-D thhen for eacch child node Bi of B
B, add the
hypothesiss H(A=>Bi) to the treee. Also at th
he current node, for eacch Aj of A,
add the hyypothesis no
odes H(Aj =
=> B). This process en
nsures that aall possible
relationshiips between
n each pairr of the chiild nodes arre considerred (Figure
4-4). Thiss illustrates all the com
mbinations of relation
nships that m
may be of
interest annd also prov
vides a struccture that clarifies the relationshipps between
the hypothheses themsselves.

Figure 4-4. Child hypoth
heses are add
ded to the hyp
pothesis tree
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4.5.2 Tree expansion
The hypothesis tree is expanded by disaggregating, when possible, the
independent and dependent attributes by identifying their child attributes.
Each child attribute is formed into one or more hypotheses and is placed in
the tree according to the principles illustrated in Figure 4-4. The Check for
duplicates process may be needed if both attributes are n-D, this ensures that
newly formed child hypotheses are not already in the tree, if not, each is
then submitted to the CAP in a recursive manner. The expansion of the tree
through disaggregating attributes is only possible when the attributes in
question are n-D; should they both be 1-D, then the limit of the current
subtree has been reached.
Another reason for ceasing to expand the tree is that through repeated
accepting of the null hypothesis, i.e. a particular branch is proving fruitless
and no apparently sound argument can be found to examine it in greater
depth. However, if it is suspected that aggregating the data may have hidden
something interesting then it may be desirable to continue to search to lower
levels in the tree. In the experimental application of the CAP for this study,
the CAP was defined to continue to one more level when a hypothesis was
found not to be significant. The consequence of this decision will be
discussed in section 5.7.4, after the complete results have been presented.
The size of the resultant tree is dependent on two major factors; first, the
number of dimensions that are uncovered that have data available and
second, whether the hypothesis testing is providing any interesting results. If
nothing of interest is discovered then the search may be identified as
fruitless; this halts the expansion of the subtree and marks the node of the
tree as pruned (see section 4.6)
The CAP defines the means by which the data are explored but also
provides a way of controlling the potential exponential growth of the
hypothesis tree. The tree is created by methodically and objectively
expanding each node of the tree with the aim that all dimensions of the
attributes of interest are tested.
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plicate hypo
otheses
4.5.3 Dup
Since one of the objeectives of thhe control algorithm
a
iss to preventt excessive
growth of the hypo
othesis treees, it is im
mportant to
o avoid unnnecessary
repetition in the hyp
potheses thaat are form
med. Dupliccate hypothe
heses occur
naturally in
i the case when both the indepen
ndent and dependent
d
atttributes in
a hypothessis are n-D and the treee is expandeed to severaal levels. A theoretical
example (Figure 4-5) will be useed to illustraate this.

Figure 4--5 A theoreticcal hypothesis tree shows duplicates
d

Attributes A, B are fo
ormed into tthe seed hy
ypothesis thaat is placed at the root
utes (A, B, A1, A2, B1 and B2) are
a 2-D, so as the tree
of the treee. All attribu
is expandeed, by disag
ggregating tthe attributees into child
d attributes aand adding
the hypothhesis to thee tree, therre are four child hypo
otheses addeed to each
node. Theese are hypo
otheses form
med from eaach of the parent attribuutes paired
with eachh of the child
c
attribuutes of the other paarent. Dupllication of
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hypothesis will arise at level 3 (and subsequent levels) in the tree if no
prevention mechanisms are employed.
In Figure 4-5 duplicate nodes are indicated by matching colours5; there are
four matching pairs of hypotheses (1.1.3 and 1.3.1), (1.1.4 and 1.4.1), (1.2.3
and 1.3.2), (1.2.4 and 1.4.2). The Check for duplicates method in the CAP
will ensure that this kind of duplication does not occur by preventing the
second hypothesis in each pair from being added to the tree. This is one way
in which combinatorial explosion in the number of hypothesis can be
controlled.
4.5.4 Related hypotheses
There are no duplicate hypotheses in the tree because the CAP directs that
these are identified and discarded as the tree is created. However, there are
numerous hypotheses that are related, in that, the data in either the
dependent or independent variable is a subset or has a significant
intersection with the dataset that used in another hypothesis. A child
hypothesis is naturally related to its parent because of the process of
disaggregating data. In some cases other hypotheses may also use
intersecting datasets, For example, in a hypothesis tree that tests temporal
data, it may be desirable to conduct both interval (e.g. minutes/days/weeks
1-3, 4-6, 7-9) and cumulative data (e.g. minutes/days/weeks 1-3, 1-5, 1-7)
against a dependent variable. There is clearly a great deal of overlap in the
data used in each of these cases. The issues associated with related
hypotheses will be discussed after the results have been presented in
section 5.7.4.

4.6 Presenting the results
As the control algorithm is applied to the hypothesis tree, the results of the
hypothesis testing are encoded into the hypothesis tree, colouring its nodes
to indicate its state. This is a simple and effective means of directing
attention to those attributes that appear to be most interesting. The
hypotheses in the tree are coded according to this scheme.
5

The colours are added solely to demonstrate duplicates and not part of the encoding
scheme
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Unquantifiable – marked (U)

Blue : Indicates an unquantifiable node in the tree where the hypothesis
cannot be tested because there is no available measure to test it. e.g.
Hypothesis: The Amount of work affects achievement. This cannot be tested
because amount of work has no available measure; the search can only
continue by disaggregating the data into that of the child attributes, if any.
Not significant – marked (X)

Green: Indicates that hypothesis testing has been applied and the null
hypothesis has been accepted so that the test is not particularly interesting
Significant – marked (S)

Red: Indicates that hypothesis testing has been applied and the null
hypothesis has been rejected; this indicates a hypothesis of interest.
Insufficient data

Black: indicates that there is insufficient data to perform the hypothesis test.
Table 4-3. Legend for hypothesis tree
Symbol

Element

Comment

P affects Q(U)

Unquantifiable node

Nodes of this type cannot be tested

P affects Q (X)

Null hypothesis accepted

Two non-significant results at parent and
child nodes will result in pruning

(Non-significant result)
P affects Q (S)

Null hypothesis rejected

Significant results lead to disaggregating the
data where possible.

(Significant result)
P affects Q

Insufficient data

Not enough data available to perform the
hypothesis test

!!!!

Tree pruned

No further disaggregation of data is done
because stopping condition is reached

<<<<

A leaf node

No further disaggregation of data is possible
because of the nature of the data.
Coloured as for the node.

In addition to the colour coding, in some cases additional notation is added
to a hypothesis node. A node is identified as a leaf of the tree when both
attributes are 1-D and it will be marked accordingly (Table 4-3). This
indicates that there are no further hypotheses in this subtree. This notation is
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used regardless of whether the node was found to be significant or not.
However, if the control algorithm directs that no further expansion of tree
will occur, when both nodes are not 1-D, then the subtree is marked as
pruned (Table 4-3).

Now that the CAP has been defined, the means of expanding the hypothesis
tree has been explained and the manner of recording results is known, the
following section will explain how this is applied to the experimental
domain.

4.7 Formulating the root hypothesis in the experimental
domain
The first step in applying the CAP in any domain is to select the two
attributes that are suitable for formulating the primary hypothesis. These
attributes will seed the algorithm and form the root of the tree.
In the experimental domain of this research, the purpose is to find out
whether the learning style and/or the behaviour of students affected their
achievement and also whether the learning style of students affected their
behaviour. Figure 4-6 illustrates that there are potential relationships
between any two of these datasets; however, it does not specify any
direction of, or dependency between, these relationships.

Achievement

Learning
Style

Behaviour

Figure 4-6. The three data sets in the study
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In other research it may be reasonable to deem each of them to be either an
independent or dependent variable, but the research questions posed in
section 1.3 clarify the objective and demonstrate the associations between
the attributes.
RQ2. Does learning styles affect achievement?
RQ3. Does behaviour affect achievement?
RQ4. Does learning styles affect behaviour?

These questions are now ready to be reformulated as hypotheses; however,
the application of the control algorithm will soon require that the
dimensionality of each of the attributes be known. Each of the questions in
turn, especially in relation to the dimensionality of the attributes, will
therefore be explored. The hypothesis tree is encoded and presented here to
provide examples of the results. The statistical analysis will be explained in
section 4.8 and the process of applying the algorithm to obtain the full
results is described in Chapter 5.
4.7.1 Does learning style affect achievement?
This question places learning style and achievement as the independent and
dependent variable, respectively. Since learning style is considered invariant
(for the short duration of the study) and the purpose of the research is to
seek to improve learning outcomes for students, this is the only reasonable
way of connecting these attributes.
To find out whether there is a relationship between the preferred learning
style of students and their achievement, the question is reformulated as a
hypothesis (Figure 4-7).
H0 : The preferred learning style of students does not affect achievement
H1 : The preferred learning style of students does affect achievement

Figure 4-7. Hypothesis relating learning style and achievement

This hypothesis relates learning style to achievement; the first step in the
operation of the CAP is to place the hypothesis at the root of the tree and
test it. In this case the hypothesis test resulted in the null hypothesis being
accepted and therefore coloured green (Figure 4-8).
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The controol algorithm
m then direccts that child
d hypothesiss are formedd from any
child attributes and that
t
these aare added to
o the tree. In this casee the child
attributes of the learn
ning style aare determin
ned from th
he KLSI. Thhey are the
Perceptionn (Concretee/Abstract) aand Processsing (Activee/Reflectivee) continua
(Figure 4--8). Through
hout this stuudy, a 1-D measure
m
of achievemennt has been
used and so it cann
not be disagggregated. Hence two new hypootheses are
o the tree, w
which is refferred to as the Learniing Style –
formed annd added to
Achievem
ment tree (LS
S-A).

Figure 4-8. LS-A hypotthesis tree inccluding child hypotheses

Although small, thiss tree has reached its size limiit because all of the
attributes at the secon
nd level aree 1-D. The second leveel nodes aree therefore
marked as
a leaf nod
des (for nootation seee Table 4-3
3) and thee resulting
hypothesiss tree is exttremely shalllow; hencee any question of pruniing the tree
is irrelevaant. The com
mplete resuults of the hypothesis
h
tests will bee presented
in Chapterr 5 followin
ng a discussiion of the sttatistical meethods in seection 4.8.
4.7.2 Doess behaviour affect ach
hievement?
?
This quesstion placess behaviourr and achieevement as the indepeendent and
dependantt variables,, respectiveely. Hencee, the desirrable hypootheses for
testing aree stated in Figure
F
4-9.
H0 : Student behaviiour does not affect achieve
ement
H1 : Sttudent behavio
our does affec
ct achievemen
nt

Figure 4-9. Hypothesis relating beha
aviour and acchievement

This hypoothesis is pllaced at thee root of thee Behaviou
ur-Achievem
ment (B-A)
hypothesiss tree. The B-A root hhypothesis is
i not tested
d because at this level
Behaviourr is an abstrract conceptt and is therrefore unquantifiable. H
However it
is n-D andd the numb
ber of dimennsions is deefined by th
he availablee data; this
was descrribed in Ch
hapter 3. T
The CAP directs
d
thatt the root is marked
unquantifiiable (for notation see Table 4-3) and
d the attriibutes are
disaggregaated. The child
c
attribuutes are th
hen formed into hypottheses and
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added to the
t tree. In this study, metrics for three dim
mensions of Behaviour
are availabble from th
he event logg (section 3.8)
3 and Beh
haviour is ttherefore a
3-D variabble; these arre measuress of volume, time and effectivenes
e
ss.

F
Figure
4-10. The
T root and ffirst children
n in the B-A hypothesis
h
treee.

As the CA
AP is applieed to the B
B-A tree, it will be discovered thaat all three
hypothesiss at the seccond level aare also unq
quantifiable. Hence, eaach will be
encoded as
a for the roo
ot hypothessis and the three
t
child attributes
a
off behaviour
will be dissaggregated
d, new childd hypothesess formed an
nd the tree eextended to
level 3 (Fiigure 4-11)..

Figure 4-11
1. The B-A hyypothesis treee expanded to two levels

At this levvel many of
o the attribbutes are qu
uantifiable and
a so the hypothesis
testing caan begin. Since
S
the complete process
p
is extensive it will be
presented in Chapter 5.
4.7.3 Doess learning style
s
affectt behaviourr?
In this queestion, learn
ning style iss the indepeendent variaable and behhaviour the
dependentt one. The nature
n
of thhe 3-D attrib
bute, behaviiour, was diiscussed in
relation too the previo
ous questionn; however here, behav
viour is the dependent
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variable. This
T questio
on aims to llocate thosee behaviourrs that are aaffected by
learning style.
s
The result of rrestating th
he question
n as a hyppothesis is
illustratedd in Figure 4-12.
4
H0 : Studentt behaviour is not affected by
b preferred le
earning styles..
H1 : Student behaviour is a
affected by prreferred learning styles.

Figure 4-12
2. Hypothesis relating learrning style an
nd behaviour

This hypoothesis is placed at the root of thee Learning Style
S
- Behaaviour tree
(LS-B) inn Figure 4-13. As for the B-A trree (section
n 4.7.2), beehaviour is
unquantifiiable, and under
u
the diirection of the
t CAP, th
his is encode
ded into the
tree. Thenn the attribu
utes are disaaggregated into child attributes,
a
fo
formed into
hypothesees and addeed to the ttree (Figurre 4-13). Since the inndependent
variable, learning
l
sty
yle, is 2-D aand the dep
pendent variiable, behavviour, is 3D, there arre five resullting child hhypotheses to add to th
he tree.

Fiigure 4-13. The root and ffirst children in the LS-B hypothesis trree

All of theese new hy
ypotheses arre also unq
quantifiable and will nneed to be
disaggregaated before any hypothheses in thiss tree can bee tested. Thhese results
will be preesented in th
he next chap
apter.

4.8 The statistics used in h
hypothesiss testing
The discuussion in thiis section appplies to isssues in the use of statiistical tests
in the partticular experimental doomain and to
o the particu
ular datasetts that were
used in thhis trial of the model. Similar deecisions wo
ould have too be made
when usinng other dattasets or inn other dom
mains, as thee issues aree the same,
although it
i is possiblee that some specific ou
utcomes may
y be differennt.
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In this model all of the hypotheses test pairwise variables and so have a
single independent and a single dependent variable. In the application of the
model the student is the object under investigation so the discussion that
follows uses this object rather than anything more general.
The independent variable in the B-A tree was behaviour, so to test the
hypotheses in this tree, the students are placed in five approximately equal
sized groups. These groups range from those with low levels of activity,
through the mid ranges to high activity groups. The alternative would have
been to define different ranges of activities and then assign individuals to
these ranges. That grouping strategy could have resulted in a large variation
in group size and hence some of the statistical tests would have been less
robust.
A statistical test that is used to detect differences between groups is
ANOVA (Analysis of Variance); more precisely, it detects differences in the
means. It can be applied when the groups are independent, the data values
are on a ratio scale, the dependent variable is approximately normally
distributed, and variances are approximately equal.
The groups in all these tests are mutually exclusive. The data values of the
dependent variables are on a ratio scale. The data are expected to be
approximately normal but tests will be used to find out if this is true to an
acceptable level. The Anderson-Darling and Shapiro-Wilk tests can be used
to report evidence in the data that they are not drawn from a normal
distribution (Sheard, Carbone, Lister, Simon, Thompson, & Whalley, 2008).
The result of an ANOVA test is an F value, the higher the F-value, the
smaller the likelihood that any difference in the means of the groups arose
by chance. The p-value, or probability of the F-value occurring by chance, is
used as a determinant. If the p value is less than the predefined α then the
null hypothesis is rejected and the result is defined as being statistical
significant. Common values used (for α) are 0.05 and 0.01 (Sheard et al.,
2008). In their studies Byrne and Lyon (2001) used 0.01 and Ventura and
Rasmurthy (2004) used 0.05. The selection of an α value should take into
consideration the interplay between Type I and Type II errors.
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A Type I error occurs when the null hypothesis is rejected but it should have
been accepted (Table 4-4). The probability of a Type I error is denoted by α.
A Type II error, denoted by β, occurs when the null hypothesis is accepted
but it should have been rejected. The precise value of β, is calculable and
the probability of each of these types of error occurring is inversely related
for any given sample size. So trying to control for a Type I error by
selecting an extremely low value will increase the probability of a Type II
error. If it is considered necessary to set the probability of both Type I and
Type II errors, then the sample size must be selected appropriately.
In the experimental application of the research model in this research, a
significant factor was that the size of sample was fixed (discussed in
Chapter 3) and so decreasing α would increase the likelihood of Type II
errors. Balancing these considerations, an α = 0.05 was used. This research
was looking for interesting relationships in the data, and in this type of
exploratory research, making a Type I error does not have dire
consequences. In fact, making an error of this kind may be considered
preferable to not finding a relationship when one truly exists.
Table 4-4. Type I and Type II errors

Null hypothesis is true

Retain Hypothesis

Reject Hypothesis

Correct decision

Type I error : α
Incorrectly

reject

null

hypothesis
Alternate hypothesis is true

Type II error : β
Incorrectly

retain

Correct decision
null

hypothesis

The implication of making a Type I error in this research is that the CAP
will direct further hypotheses to be explored deeper into a subtree, when it
may otherwise have terminated. It is possible that this would be visible in
the tree by a significant hypothesis having no significant hypotheses in its
children. It will be shown (in the summary of the trees at the end of Chapter
5) that this manifestation of a Type I error did not occur.
If Type II errors occur then the result could be that potentially interesting
hypotheses will not be discovered because the search is prematurely
terminated. An error of this kind may remain undiscovered but the decision,
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to not terminate at the first non-significant hypothesis in a subtree but to
continue to one further level, will mitigate against this risk. It was
impractical to set β in this research because of the issues already discussed
in Chapter 3.
Post-hoc testing is carried out when a significant difference is found
between groups to identify the specific groups that are significantly
different. When the groups are of equal size, Scheffé’s test is appropriate. It
was selected because it is relatively conservative and controls for the
multiple tests that are done when looking for differences between any of the
groups (Rountree, Rountree, Robins, & Hannah, 2004).

4.9 Limitations of the model
In this chapter a research model has been described that defines a process
for systematically investigating relationships in the data using hypothesis
testing. The model can be applied to two variables that are formed into a
primary hypothesis.
This model describes a means of studying the relationships between
pairwise attributes of an object. The model provides for a complete
investigation into all relevant relationships in the data by disaggregation of
n-dimensional attributes and the creation of a hierarchical data store.
This model could be applied to any investigation into any attributes of
interest; however, in this investigation the model has been applied to three
critical datasets of achievement, behaviour and learning styles. There are
several limitations of this research; these can be categorised as limitations
with the model and limitations with the application of the model. The
former are discussed here and the latter in section 5.8.
The use of the CAP could potentially exclude some important questions if
some child attributes are overlooked (an omission by the researcher). This is
a human task and not an automated one and so it is the responsibility of the
researcher to select child attributes appropriately.
Within the CAP the number of levels to continue beyond the first nonsignificant hypothesis must be selected. In this research this was set to two
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levels, so that testing continued until two levels of non-significant
hypothesis were found. There is some evidence in the results that this
decision was reasonable, since a few significant hypotheses were uncovered
by continuing to the second level. If more than three levels had been
selected there would have been a much larger number of hypotheses
required.
The model is designed for pairwise attributes. Although it is clearly possible
to form hypothesis with multiple independent and/or dependent variables,
this was not considered appropriate in this model because of the resulting
complexity of the disaggregation process and the potential for combinatorial
explosion.

4.10 Summary
This chapter has presented a research model that was designed to thoroughly
and systematically investigate empirical data. The major contributions of
this thesis are the model and its components, the control algorithm process,
which manages the research process, and the hypothesis tree, which is used
to record results.
In order to apply this model, it is seeded by a hypothesis that connects two
variables of interest and it dictates the testing of a series of hypotheses; as it
does this, it also delves deeper into the data to identify additional
relationships.
The manner that the model can be applied to the domain of novice
programmers has been described and some of the limitations of the model
have been exposed. In the following chapter, the application of the model
will be completed.
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CHAPTER 5 DATA ANALYSIS: APPLYING
THE MODEL

This chapter describes the application of the control algorithm introduced in
Chapter 4 (see Figure 4.4). It is applied to each of the three primary
hypotheses with the objective of completely investigating all interesting
relationships in the data. Cases presented have been selected to illustrate the
application of the CAP. The six cases are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Initialising: a hypothesis at the root node
A standard hypothesis test with a significant result
A standard hypothesis test with a non-significant result
Halting due to no child attributes
Halting due to a fruitless search
Halting due to insufficient data

These cases have been selected to demonstrate the standard operations
involved (1, 2, 3, and 6) and also to explain the issues involved when
guidance from the researcher is required (4 and 5).
The operation of the model will be portrayed by the cases that illustrate the
research process. The complete results are contained in hypothesis trees that
are presented and summarised in section 5.7. The notation that is used in the
hypothesis trees is defined in Table 5-1.
Operational issues that arose in the process of applying the control
algorithm will be considered in section 5.8, while analysis and discussion of
the results are in Chapter 6.

5.1 Initialising: a hypothesis at the root node
The application of the control algorithm requires a primary hypothesis as the
starting point. Three such hypotheses were selected for this research, with
each one formed from a research question. The first is transferred directly
from Figure 4.7, “Student behaviour affects achievement” and is placed at
the root of hypothesis tree (Figure 5-1). This tree will be referred to as the
Behaviour-Achievement (B-A) hypothesis tree.
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Figu
ure 5-1. The rroot of the B--A hypothesiss tree

m can thenn be applied
d using the root hypotthesis as a
The contrrol algorithm
seed to innitialise the process. Thhe hypothessis itself is reproducedd in Figure
5-2. The behaviourr that is uunder conssideration is the proogramming
behaviourr that has been captuured and discussed in the preevious two
chapters.
Ta
able 5-1. A leggend for the hypothesis
h
trrees
Sy
ymbol

Elementt

Comm
ment

P affects Q(U)

Unquantiifiable node

Nodes of this type cannot
c
be testted

P affects Q (X)

Null hypo
othesis acceptted

Non-s
significant resu
ults at parent aand child nodes
will re
esult in pruning
g

(Non-sign
nificant result))
P affects Q (S)

Null hypo
othesis rejecte
ed
(Significa
ant result)

Signifficant results lead to disagg regating the
data where
w
possible.

P affects Q

Insufficie
ent data

Not enough data av
vailable to perrform the
hypotthesis test

!!!!!

Tree pruned

No further disaggre
egation of dataa is done
becau
use of non-significant results
ts.

<<
<<<

A leaf no
ode

No further disaggre
egation of dataa is possible
becau
use of the natu
ure of the dataa.
Colou
ured as for the
e node.

x/y
y

Significan
nce ratio.

This ratio
r
is not sim
mplified. It show
ws the numbe
er
of significant hypoth
heses to the tootal number of
o
hypottheses below (and
(
includingg) this node in
the tre
ee.

n%
%

Density percentage
p

This is the significance ratio exprressed as a
perce
entage.

It should be noted that the ap
application of the algorithm is nnot totally
k
automatic. It requirees the appplication off domain knowledge
at several
p
which are illustrrated in the following sections.
decision points,
H0: Studen
nt behaviour d
does not affe
ect their achiievement.
H1: Studen
nt behaviour d
does affect their
t
achievement

Figgure 5-2. The null and alteernate hypoth
heses at the root of the B-A
A tree
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In this stuudy there iss no availabble metric for student behaviour for which
data have been colleccted, hence tthe attributee behaviourr is unquanttifiable and
this hypothesis (Figure 5-2) ccannot be directly
d
tested. Accorrdingly the
control algorithm dirrects that thhis hypotheesis is mark
ked as unqquantifiable
(U) and coloured blue, eachh of the attributes
a
that
t
is n-D
D is then
disaggregaated into itss child attriibutes and new
n hypoth
hesis formedd based on
each of theese.
To ensuree the most useful
u
selecttion of child attributes, guidance is required
to select attributes
a
fo
or which theere are dataa available. In this instaance, there
are three child attributes to behhaviour avaailable in th
he data. Theese are the
volume, teemporal asp
pect and effe
fectiveness of
o work. Heence, amounnt of work,
timelinesss of work and
a effectivveness of work
w
were selected ass the child
attributes to be used
d. Since a one-dimen
nsional meaasure of acchievement
(section 4.4.1)
4
is useed in this sttudy, it has no child attributes. H
Hence there
are three newly
n
formeed hypothesses that are added to the tree (Figuure 5-3).

Figure 5--3. B-A hypotthesis tree wiith new hypottheses formed
d from child attributes

Once morre, each off these attriibutes is id
dentified as having noo available
measure and
a hence being
b
unquuantifiable. The hypoth
heses are m
marked, the
attributes disaggregaated and neew hypotheeses formed
d based onn the child
attributes and these are addedd to the hiierarchy (Figure 5-4).. The first
hypothesiss that can bee tested is 11.1.1 Numbeer of Eventss affects Achhievement.

Figurre 5-4. B-A hypothesis treee: A second expansion
e
fro
om child attriibutes
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5.2 A standard hypothesis test with a significant result
At level 1.1.1 in the B-A tree (Figure 5-4), the hypothesis under
consideration is created to answer the question, “Does the number of events
affect the achievement of students?”
In this hypothesis the independent variable is a count of the number of
events performed by students as they learn to program and provides an
indication of the volume of work that they have completed in the duration of

Number of students

the study.
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Number of events

Figure 5-5. Frequency distribution of the total number of events

The frequency histogram (Figure 5-5) shows the variation in the number of
events generated by students in the course of one semester. The mean
number of events in this group was 4890 (s.d.2820). This distribution is
multi-modal with a large number of students with a small number of events.
It should be noted that a number of students who completed less than 1000
events in the university computing laboratories were excluded from this
analysis. This cut off level for number of events was selected in
combination with two other factors, the number of episodes of working in
the lab and the spread of these episodes through the semester. All students
with 1000 or more events also worked in the lab at least five times and these
events were spread across the semester. Below this level, students had very
few separate episodes when they worked in the computer lab and those few,
were at the very beginning of semester. Some were students who withdrew
from the course but there were also some students who appeared to have
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some experience at programming (given their explorations in the early
weeks) and presumably chose to work on their home computers after that.
A scatter plot of the total number of operations against achievement levels
does not clearly show any relationship between the two variables (Figure
5-6); the correlation coefficient between them is .30. There is a cluster of
very low exam scores with a few operations and almost no scores below
fifty for students with over 8000 operations for the duration of the semester.

Achievement

100
80
60
40
20
0
0

5000
10000
Number of events

15000

Figure 5-6. The number of events against achievement

To investigate whether there is a difference in the achievement of students
given different activity levels, the null hypothesis and alternate hypothesis
are formed (Figure 5-7). An analysis of variance is used to report on how
likely it is that the groups are homogeneous.
H0: Student achievement in five equal sized groups from low
event activity levels to high event activity levels is the same.
H1: Student achievement in five equal sized groups from low
event activity levels to high event activity levels is different

Figure 5-7. Hypotheses connecting achievement and event activity

A one-way ANOVA tests for a difference in population means but assumes
that the data are from populations that are approximately normal and have
equal variance. However, ANOVA is known to be robust in respect to nonnormality (McDonald, 2009). The Anderson-Darling A2 test and the
Shapiro-Wilk W test provide measures (A2 and W) that indicate whether it is
reasonable to assume that a dataset is normally distributed. When the
probability (p) of the calculated value is low then the assumption of
normality is likely to be incorrect. These tests were applied to the five
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activity level groups. The results indicated that this assumption of normality
was likely to be incorrect in the low activity group but correct in the
remaining four groups (Table 5-2). However, given the robustness of the
test, it was decided to continue with ANOVA rather than use the equivalent
non-parametric test.
Table 5-2. The results of tests for ‘non-normality’ in activity level groups
Low activity

Mid-low

Mid activity

Mid-high

High

level

activity level

Level

activity level

activity
level

Anderson-Darling

0.86

0.25

0.26

0.34

0.32

p of A

0.020

0.712

0.663

0.459

0.485

Shapiro-Wilk W

0.87

0.96

0.95

0.94

0.94

p of W

0.034

0.632

0.484

0.358

0.413

2

A

2

A one-way ANOVA was used to test for differences in achievement among
five activity level groups (Table 5-3). The F statistic is a ratio that compares
the actual variation in the group means from the expected variation. An F
statistic close to 1 would indicate no significant difference in the means of
the groups and hence acceptance of the null hypothesis; whereas high values
of F, suggest rejection. The determinant is the respective probability (p) of
the resultant F.
Table 5-3. ANOVA result : Total events affects achievement
Groups

n

Mean

SE

Pooled SE

SD

Low

15

36.5

7.86

6.41

30.4

Mid-Low

15

60.2

5.14

6.41

19.9

Mid

15

55.5

6.93

6.41

26.9

Mid-High

15

66.0

5.62

6.41

21.8

High

14

66.7

6.31

6.63

23.6

Source of variation

Sum squares

DF

Mean square

F statistic

p

Groups

9006.6

4

2251.7

3.66

0.0092

Residual

42470.7

69

615.5

Total

51477.4

73
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In this case, the high F value and low probability (F(4,69) = 3.66, p=.0092)
indicate that achievement differed significantly across the five groups,. So
the null hypothesis, Student achievement in five equal sized groups from low
event activity levels to high event activity levels is the same, is rejected and the

conclusion reached that it is extremely unlikely that the groups are
homogeneous.
To identify which pairs of groups are significantly different, Scheffé’s test
can be used (Table 5-4. Scheffé's post-hoc test on total event activity levels
and resultsTable 5-4). In this instance the Low activity level group is found
to have significantly different results from both the Mid-High and the High
activity level groups.
Table 5-4. Scheffé's post-hoc test on total event activity levels and results
Scheffé Contrast

Difference

95% CI

Low v Mid-Low

-23.7

-52.3

to 5.0

Low v Mid

-18.9

-47.6

to 9.7

Low v Mid-High*

-29.5

-58.1

to -0.8

Low v High*

-30.2

-59.4

to -1.0

Mid-Low v Mid

4.7

-23.9

to 33.4

Mid-Low v Mid-High

-5.8

-34.5

to 22.9

Mid-Low v High

-6.5

-35.7

to 22.7

Mid v Mid-High

-10.5

-39.2

to 18.1

Mid v High

-11.2

-40.4

to 17.9

Mid-High v High

-0.7

-29.9

to 28.5

*significant

Figure 5-8 shows both the parametric diamond and the non-parametric
‘candlestick’ or central tendency box-plots of the five activity groups. The
box plot allows straightforward comparison of several data sets (Hoaglin,
Mosteller, & Tukey, 1983). The parametric diamond shows the mean and
the 95% confidence interval for the mean. The format used for the box plots
is that of outlier box plots that have whiskers extending to the furthest
observations within ±1.5 IQR (interquartile ranges) of the 1st or 3rd quartile.
The candle’s mid line is the median and the candle extends from the 1st to
the 3rd quartile. This graph illustrates the statistical findings and provides an
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alternativee but mean
ningful deppiction of the data. Hoaglin ett al.(1983)
consider the
t median as a more rrobust meassure of centtral tendenccy than the
mean becaause it is lesss influenceed by changes in the value of outlieers.
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80
60
40
20
0
Low

Mid--Low

Mid

MidHigh

Hiigh

Groups

Figure 5-8. The achievement oof students in
n five activity levels of all eevents

The mean of each gro
oup is at thee centre of the
t diamond
d and the lenngth of the
diamond indicates a 95% conffidence inteerval for th
he mean. FFigure 5-8
indicates that
t
studentts in the higgher activity
y level grou
ups are morre likely to
have highher achievem
ment. Howeever it also demonstrates that oncce above a
low activiity level, th
he differencce in achievement by the groupss is not as
marked. The
T median of the loweest group iss just below
w 50% whicch signifies
that more than 50% of
o these stuudents failed
d. The mediians and meeans of the
two higheest activity level
l
groupss are close to 70% whiich makes eevident the
good achieevement in these groupps.

Figu
ure 5-9. A sign
nificant resullt is encoded in to the B-A
A tree (Node 11.1.1)

Since a siignificant difference beetween the results of student
s
grouups with a
different number
n
of total eventss during the semester has been ddiscovered,
the approppriate node (1.1.1) in the hypothesis tree caan be updatted (Figure
5-9). The control algorithm th en directs that the atttributes thaat are n-D
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should be disaggregaated, child hhypotheses formed and
d added to tthe tree (as
described in section 4.4.2.1 Hyppothesis treee and secondary testinng); this is
illustratedd in Figure 5-10.
5
In selectinng the child
d attributes that will be
b used to form
f
new hhypotheses,
there mayy be decisio
ons to be m
made about the criteria that will bbe used for
subdividinng the popu
ulation. In otther words,, a judgmen
nt must be m
made about
how they should be grouped. IIn this casee, the child
d attributes that were
selected were
w
directeed by the prrogramming
g environmeent, P-Codeer (Chapter
3). The five
f
views, Design, Code, Object, Module and Claass events
correspondd to different tasks in tthe software developm
ment processs. They are
defined by
b the deveelopment eenvironmen
nt that stud
dents were using for
programm
ming and each
e
repressents a diffferent kind
d of interaaction. For
example, Design
D
events include adding linees of pseud
docode to thhe program
to design the
t program
m, and Codee events incllude compilling and exeecuting the
program. It is possiible that thhe investigaation could
d have alsoo included
grouping pairs
p
of theese collectioons of eventts either insstead of or iin addition
to the fivee selected.

Figuree 5-10. The ch
hild attributees form addittional hypotheses in the B--A tree

Followingg the additio
on of each of the new
w hypothesees to the trree (Figure
5-10), thee control algorithm dirrects the prrocess to continue witith each of
these new
w hypothesees in turn. T
The processs will eventtually termiinate when
either leavves are reach
hed or fruitlless searchees are identiified at eachh node.
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5.3 A staandard teest with a non-signiificant ressult
When inveestigating whether
w
feattures of the work sessio
on affect acchievement
at 1.1.2 inn the B-A hypothesiss tree (Figu
ure 5-10), “features
“
off the work
session” is
i unquantiifiable. A more preccise definitiion of the particular
features inn question is requiredd. The chilld attributes for whichh data are
available in
i this study
y are the parrticular feattures:





Total time
t
Length
h of sessionns
Number of sessioons
Regulaarity of sesssions

At this pooint in the reesearch the hypothesis tree is illusstrated in Fiigure 5-11.
It should be noted th
hat, in this figure, the subtrees off 1.1.1 are nnot visible
because thhey have beeen ‘rolled-uup’ to reducce the size of
o the tree fo
for viewing
purposes.

F
Figure
5-11. The
T child attrributes of 1.1..2 are added to
t the B-A tre
ree

The first of
o the child attributes, total time, is defined as
a the total amount of
time durinng the entirre semester that a stud
dent spends using P-Cooder in the
universityy computerr labs. Thhe histograam (Figure 5-12) sshows the
distributioon of studen
nts over the number off hours spen
nt programm
ming in the
universityy computer labs.
l
There are a small number off students w
with a very
large num
mber of hou
urs. The meean number of hours iss 22.0 (s.d..11.4). The
correlationn coefficien
nt between ttime spent programmin
p
ng and achieevement is
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0.29. This relationship is further illustrated in the scatter plot (Figure 5-13)
and this does not show any association between the variables.

Number of students

25
20
15
10
5
0
10

20

30
40
Number of hours

50

More

Figure 5-12. Frequency distribution of time spent programming

Achievement

100
80
60
40
20
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Number of hours programming

Figure 5-13. Scatterplot of time programming against achievement

The hypothesis to be tested, as before, is based on five groups from few
hours to many and is formalised in Figure 5-14.
H0 : The achievement of students no matter how much time they
spend programming will be the same
H1: The achievement of students in five equal sized groups from
few hours to many hours will be different
Figure 5-14. The null and alternate hypotheses 1.1.2.1

To find out whether an ANOVA can be used, tests are applied to the
populations to find out if there is evidence that they are not normally
distributed. The results in Table 5-5 show that there is no evidence of this
and so the hypothesis can be tested using the parametric test.
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Table 5-5. Tests for non-normality in time-spent populations
Low activity

Mid-Low

Mid activity

Mid-high

High

level

activity level

Level

activity level

activity
level

Anderson-Darling

0.61

0.37

0.37

0.33

0.29

p of A

0.090

0.385

0.385

0.484

0.571

Shapiro-Wilk W

0.91

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.94

p of W

0.119

0.270

0.279

0.266

0.466

2

A

2

The result of the ANOVA test on the five groups is an F value of 2.27
(Table 5-6). The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is
0.07. At the 0.05% level, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and the
conclusion must be reached that there is no evidence that the groups are not
homogeneous.
Table 5-6. ANOVA result: Time affects Achievement
Groups

n

Mean

SE

Pooled SE

SD

Low

15

40.9

7.79

6.63

30.2

Low-mid

15

53.6

7.43

6.63

28.8

Mid

15

63.6

5.77

6.63

22.4

High-mid

15

61.5

5.28

6.63

20.4

High

14

65.2

6.76

6.86

25.3

Source of variation

Sum
squares

DF

Mean square

F statistic

p

Groups

5982.3

4

1495.6

2.27

0.0706

Residual

45495.0

69

659.3

Total

51477.4

73

Figure 5-15 illustrates the large variability in the results of students in each
group; this is an indicator for a non-significant result. The non-significant
result of the hypothesis test is then encoded into the tree (1.1.2.1 in Figure
5-16) and the control algorithm then directs that a decision is made whether
or not to continue.
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100

Achievement

80
60
40
20
0
Low

Low
w-mid

Mid

Highmid

Hiigh

Groupss

Figure 5--15. Mean and
d 95% CI of mean achiev
vement for tim
me spent proggramming

Since bothh total time and achievvement are 1-D, there are
a no childd attributes
and hencee this hypoth
hesis is a leaaf of the treee.

Figurre 5-16. A non-significant result is enco
oded into thee B-A tree at 11.1.2.1

5.4 Halting due to
o no child
d attributes
The seconnd primary
y hypothesiss in this reesearch, tessted if learrning style
affected achievement
a
t. This hypoothesis wass placed at the root off the LS-A
tree (Figuure 5-17) an
nd was fouund to be statistically non-signifficant. The
control allgorithm dirrects the seearch to co
ontinue by identifyingg the child
attributes of learning
g style and achievemen
nt. The measure of acchievement
h is 1-D aand so doees not contribute to aany further
used in thhis research
expansionn of the treee. Howeverr, the measu
ure of learn
ning style uused in this
research iss KLSI whiich is 2-D, w
with the perrception and processinng continua
underlyingg the selectiion of the innitial 4-way
y classificatiion of learni
ning style.
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These child attributes of the inddependent variable
v
can
n then be foormed into
hypothesees and added
d to the treee. Hence th
he hypothessis tree in FFigure 5-17
has two neew hypotheses that are ready for teesting.

Figure 5-17. The LS-A hy
ypothesis treee

To test allong the Peerception coontinuum using
u
the av
vailable datta, the two
KLSI grouups at opposite ends off this contin
nuum were combined.
c
T
That is, the
Accommoodating and Diverging groups weere combineed to form a Concrete
group, whhile the Assimilating aand Converrging group
ps were com
mbined an
Abstract group.
g
The resulting
r
hyypotheses arre listed in Figure
F
5-18..

H0: Student achievement
a
in the Concrrete and Abs
stract groupss is the same
e.
H1: Student achievement
a
in the Concrrete and Abs
stract groupss is different

Figure 5-18. The n
null and altern
nate hypotheeses 2.1

Since therre are only two
t
groups involved, a t-test is th
he appropriaate statistic
whereas ANOVA
A
waas used for m
multiple gro
oups. The tw
wo-tailed t--test (Table
5-7) show
ws that the probabilityy of achiev
ving these results
r
giveen the null
hypothesiss is 0.02. Siince this is lless than t-ccritical (0.05
5), the null hypothesis
should bee rejected and
a the coonclusion reeached thatt the achiev
evement of
students inn the Concrete and Absstract Kolb dimension is different..
The differrence betweeen the two groups is clearly
c
illustrated with the means
of the twoo groups and
d 95% confi
fidence interrvals for thee means (Figgure 5-19).
Under thee direction of the conntrol algoritthm the sig
gnificant ressult of the
hypothesiss at 2.1 cou
uld be follow
wed by the addition off further hyppothesis to
the tree. However,
H
on
ne situationn that halts the
t control algorithm iis that both
independeent and depeendent variaables are 1-D
D. If both variables
v
aree 1-D, then
there are no
n child atttributes andd so the searrch process on this braanch of the
hypothesiss tree will cease.
c
This applies to node
n
2.1 of the hypotheesis tree in
Figure 5-20. The atttributes unnder consid
deration herre are the Perception
continuum
m of KLSI and achievvement and
d these attrributes havee no child
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attributes. Hence, thiss node (2.1)) of the hyp
pothesis treee is identifieed as a leaf
node and the control algorithm iis directed to continuee with the nnext branch
of the treee (2.2).
Table 5-7. T-test for hypothesis 2.1
Groups

n

Mean

SE

S
SD

Abstract

30

60.3

4.21
1

223.1

Concrete

9

39.4

7.01
1

221.0

Mean diffe
erence

20.9

95% CI

3.4 to 38.3
3

SE

8.61

t statistic

2.43

DF

37.0

2-tailed p

0.02

Figgure 5-19. Achievement off students in abstract
a
and concrete grooups

This is one
o
of the five occassions in th
his research
h when a significant
hypothesiss was found
d below a nnon-significcant parent. It could bee suggested
that this iss indicative of an errorr in the reseearch, wherre the parennt is a false
negative and
a in this instance
i
theere are indiccators to sug
ggest that thhis may be
the case. Firstly
F
the ANOVA reesult was quite
q
close to
t the bounndary level
(F(3, 2.733) = 0.059) and seconddly the smaall number students
s
in two of the
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groups meeans that th
he power off the test was
w limited.. However, it is quite
conceivabble that of th
he two meaasures that are
a used in constructing
c
g the KLS,
the Percepption continuum influuences achiievement, whilst
w
the PProcessing
continuum
m does not.

Figure 5--20. The LS-A
A hypothesis tree at the second level

5.5 Halting due to
o a fruitleess search
h
The expannsion of thee tree halts when the search for in
nteresting coonnections
in the datta appears to
t be fruitleess. The seearch is deffined as onee in which
there are no significant results found at both
b
the currrent level and at the
parent level in the hieerarchical hhypothesis dataset,
d
or no reason can
an be found
to continuue.
As a conssequence off the non-ssignificant test
t
result, “Does the number of
events at week 3 afffect achievvement”, th
he node at 1.2.1.1.1 inn the B-A
hypothesiss tree is maarked with aan X and coloured
c
greeen to indiccate a nonsignificantt result. Th
he control algorithm directs thaat the searrch should
progress for one more
m
level so the ch
hild attribu
utes are foormed into
hypothesiss and added
d to the treee Figure 5-21. At a related node in the tree
(1.1.1) fivve child atttributes weere formed
d into hypo
othesis but since the
number of Module and
a Class eevents overr the entire semester w
was small,
these hypootheses werre not includded.

Figure 5-21. The B
B-A hypothesis tree at 1.2.1.1.1.1
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Figure 5-22. Frequency distribution of Designer events per student at week 3

A frequency distribution over the number of Designer events in Figure 5-22
shows an approximately normal distribution with most students using
between 100 and 400 Designer events in this period.
A scatterplot of the number of designer events at week 3 in the semester
against the achievement at the end of semester is shown in Figure 5-23.
100
Achievement

80
60
40
20
0
0

200
400
600
800
Number of Designer events at week 3

1000

Figure 5-23. Designer events at week 3 against achievement

Tests are applied to the population to find out if there is evidence that they
are not normally distributed. At the 0.05 level the lowest activity level group
does have evidence of this but since the other four groups are satisfactory in
this aspect, the ANOVA is applied. The correlation coefficient is -0.14,
indicating no relationship between the attributes.
Table 5-8. Tests for 'non-normality' in Designer events at week 3 populations
Anderson-Darling A²

1.12

0.64

0.65

0.35

0.61

p of A²

0.004

0.076

0.072

0.428

0.089

Shapiro-Wilk W

0.80

0.92

0.89

0.94

0.89

p of W

0.003

0.167

0.071

0.343

0.087
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A formal statement of the hypotheses is in Figure 5-24. This is then tested
using ANOVA in the standard manner.

H0: The number of designer events at week 3 does not affect achievement.
H1: The number of designer events at week 3 affects achievement.

Figure 5-24. Statement of hypothesis 1.2.1.1.1.1

The result of the ANOVA test on the five groups (Table 5-9) gives an F
value of 0.63. The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is
almost 0.64. This means that the null hypothesis must be accepted and the
conclusion reached that there is no evidence that the groups are not
homogeneous. Figure 5-25 supports this finding and illustrates no clear
differences between the groups.
Table 5-9. ANOVA result: Designer events at week 3 and achievement
Groups

n

Mean

SE

Pooled SE

SD

Low

15

65.1

7.71

6.93

29.9

Mid-Low

15

53.4

6.60

6.93

25.6

Mid

15

59.9

5.59

6.93

21.6

Mid-High

15

53.2

7.10

6.93

27.5

High

14

52.4

7.72

7.17

28.9

Source of
variation

Sum squares

DF

Mean square

F statistic

p

Groups

1826.7

4

456.7

0.63

0.64

Residual

49650.7

69

719.6

Total

51477.4

73
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Figure 5-225. Mean and
d 95% CI forr the mean for designer acctivity groupss at week 3

As a resullt of the non
n-significannt result of the
t hypotheesis 1.2.1.1..1.1, this is
encoded innto the tree (Figure 5-226). The co
ontrol algoriithm directss that since
this is the second con
nsecutive noon-significant result in this branchh of the tree
then the seearch shoulld stop, althhough this iss not otherw
wise a leaf oof the tree,
so the nodde of the treee is prunedd at this poin
nt and notattion (Table 5-1) added
to the tree node.

Figure 5-26. The result of 1.2.1.1.1.1
1 is encoded into the tree

5.6 Halting due to
o insufficiient data
At certainn points in th
he applicatioon of the co
ontrol algorithm to the data, there
are insuffficient data to continuue the proceess. The B--A hypotheesis tree in
Figure 5-227 required
d a hypotheesis test at node
n
1.1.1.2.3.3. that would test
whether thhe number of
o show nottes on/off ev
vents affecteed achievem
ment.
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Fiigure 5-27. Hypothesis
H
1.11.1.2.3.3. in th
he B-A tree cannot be testted

Only 54 of
o the 74 sttudents useed this operration and approximate
a
ely half of
these usedd it five tim
mes or less dduring the semester. Th
he method uused in the
rest of thiis hypothessis tree of dividing th
he students into five eequal sized
groups froom low activity to hiigh activity
y is not reaasonable inn this case
because inn the first two
t
groupss there wou
uld be severral studentss with two
operationss in both of
o the low
west activity
y groups. Therefore no further
analysis was
w carried out.
o

Number of students
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10
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2
mber of Show notes events
Num

Moree

Figu
ure 5-28. Freq
quency distrib
bution of stud
dents

5.7 The complete hypothessis trees
The threee hypothesiis trees thaat have beeen created
d as a resuult of the
applicationn of the con
ntrol algoriithm are preesented in this
t section.. Each tree
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was created by the application of the control algorithm to a primary
hypothesis.
The three hypothesis trees are:
1. The Learning style – Achievement (LS-A) tree which investigated
the relationship between the 2-D attribute Learning style and the 1-D
attribute Achievement (see 5.7.1)
2. The Learning style – Behaviour (LS-B) tree which investigated
relationships between two attributes that have more than one
dimension, Learning style is 2-D and Behaviour is n-D (see 5.7.2).
3. The Behaviour – Achievement (B-A) is the result of investigating
the relationship between the n-D attribute Behaviour and the 1-D
attribute Achievement; it is an extensive tree that is also quite deep
because of the significant results that were found (see 5.7.3).
Following the application of the control algorithm, when each hypothesis
tree was complete, it was considered useful to find a measure of the relative
importance of the sub-trees. This measure would allow for a comparison
between sub-trees and was required to carry out the validation process that
is defined in section 6.1.
This proved to be a difficult task and one that has been partially solved by
using two measures, the significance ratio and density percentage. These
were added to each node of the complete trees in an attempt to provide a
means of comparing the relative importance of sibling nodes using the
significant hypothesis as a basis.
The significance ratio is the number of significant hypothesis in the subtree,
to the total number of hypothesis in the subtree. Thus this ratio and the
calculated percentage are measures of the density of significant hypotheses
in any subtree. In the process of formulating an appropriate measure, there
were some questions that arose on precisely how this should be done. Two
important questions were:
1. Should the hypotheses that were not tested because insufficient
data was available (the black nodes) be included in the count?
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Thhe black nod
des were exxcluded, so only nodes where the hypothesis
tesst was carried out weree included in the coun
nt. As a resuult at node
1.22.2.1.3 whicch is the rooot of the subtree
s
in Figure
F
5-299, only the
greeen nodes are
a counted and the ratio is 0/3.
2. At any lev
vel, were thhe child hyp
potheses and
d the node iitself given
equal weig
ght?
Reeferring again to Figuree 5-29, a no
ode and its child
c
nodes are simply
couunted in thee percentagee and ratioss. The objecctive being tto compare
rellative weights of siblling subtreees and so other moree complex
appproaches were not conssidered necessary.

Figuree 5-29. A subtree to illustrrate density percentage
p
an
nd significancce ratio

These mettrics are an
n attempt too define thee relative im
mportance oof subtrees.
However, there is a potential
p
isssue that is demonstrate
d
d here withh the use of
theoreticall trees. Th
he tree in Figure 5-3
30 has a root
r
node where the
significancce ratio is 1/3
1 and the ddensity perccentage is 33%.
3
The trree has two
subtrees which
w
are prruned and aare thereforee remain leaves of the tree. They
have extreeme values for
f the ratioos and densiity.

F
Figure 5-30. Theoretical tree A

A similar tree is illusttrated in Figgure 5-31. The
T main diifference is that in this
tree, ratheer than being
g pruned att 1.1, three child
c
hypotheses were added and
found to be
b not signiificant. Thee result is th
hat the significance rattio of node
1.1. is grreatly reducced and thaat of node 1 appreciaably reduceed. So the
significancce ratio and
d density perrcentage sh
hould be useed with caree.
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Figu
ure 5-31. Theo
oretical tree B

Another innterpretation
n of the dennsity is as a measure of informatioon content.
Each hypoothesis thatt is found to be signiificant conttributes to tthe known
informatioon. The ab
bsolute vallues are therefore
t
leess useful but it is
envisionedd that the co
omparison oof similar su
ubtrees will be useful.
The purpoose of the density
d
perceentage and significance ratio is too provide a
measure of
o the relativ
ve importannce of the su
ubtree to thee parent hyppothesis. A
problem iss the ambiguity when ssub trees of considerably differentt sizes have
the same density. Hence, the rretention off the raw numeric
n
vallues in the
weight/sizze ratio, to provide
p
addditional info
ormation. This is helpfful because
for nodes with very small num
mbers of ch
hildren the measures are highly
variable.
The two measures
m
selected
s
theerefore havee some weaknesses bu
but, despite
their limittations, no better
b
measuures were found,
fo
and so
s these meaasures will
be appliedd and discussed whilstt noting thatt the conclu
usions shouuld be used
with care.
Even thouugh not perfect, this information
n may be useful
u
becaause it can
demonstraate which brranches of tthe tree hold
d the signifficant hypoth
theses even
when the trees
t
are dissplayed rollled-up so so
ome of the details
d
are no
not visible.

Figure 5-32. Hypoth
hesis tree with
h the significa
ance ratio and density perrcentage

A straightt forward example
e
of the weightt and density calculatiion can be
seen in Figure
F
5-32. This treee shows thaat 46% of the Amounnt of work
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hypothesees that weree tested werre significaant with respect to Achhievement,
50% of thhe Timelinesss of work hhypotheses were signifficant and 557% of the
Effectiveness of wo
ork hypotheesis were significant. This couuld be an
E
ss of workk (1.3) is in some seense more
indicationn that the Effectivenes
important with respecct to achievvement than
n the Timelin
ness of work
rk (1.2) and
both are more impo
ortant than the Amou
unt of workk (1.3). Thhis will be
ups of significant hypootheses are
discussed further in Chapter 6 when grou
investigateed.
5.7.1 Learrning style - achievem
ment (LS-A
A)
The LS-A
A tree (Figu
ure 5-33) is an example of a hypo
othesis tree that could
not grow even if all hypothesis
h
testing prod
duced signiificant resullts because
a availablle for Learn
ning style, and Achievvement has
few child attributes are
only one dimension.
d
The LS-A hypothesis tree is by far
f the smalllest of the
trees and consists
c
of only three nnodes, one of which haas a significcant result.
Since, thiss was found
d below a nnon-significaant result itt is an indiccator of the
worth of continuing
c
the processs to one mo
ore level when
w
a non--significant
result is foound.

Figure 5-33. The complete LS-A hypothesis tree

5.7.2 Learrning style - behaviou
ur (LS-B)
The LS-B
B hypothesis tree had two n-D atttributes un
nder investiggation and
hence thee addition of
o child atttributes, un
nder the dirrection of tthe control
algorithm,, caused thee number off nodes in th
he tree to grrow quicklyy. This tree
however did
d not present any signnificant resu
ults in the hypothesis
h
teesting. The
requiremeent of the allgorithm too continue to
t two levells in this trree seemed
tedious, thhe more so as additionnal non-sig
gnificant ressults were ffound. The
complete LS-B
L
hypotthesis tree iss in Figure 5.34.
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Figure 5-344 The complete LS-B hypoothesis tree
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5.7.3 Behaviour - achievement tree (B-A)
Since therre were maany facets oof Behaviou
ur that could be testedd and some
significantt results weere found, tthis hypotheesis tree became quite extensive.
There werre ten nodess where the control algo
orithm prov
vided for thee tree to be
pruned whhich suggested that pruuning was worthwhile.
w
There weree only four
(2.6%) siggnificant no
odes that weere discoverred below a non-signifi
ficant result
that suggeests that it was
w probablly not really
y useful to continue too one more
level as diirected by th
he control aalgorithm.
The compplete hypoth
hesis tree is iin Figure 5--35.
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Figure 5-355. The compleete B-A hypotthesis tree
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5.7.4 A summary of the hypothesis trees
The application of the control algorithm to the three primary hypotheses has
resulted in the three hypothesis trees. Table 5-10 is a summary of each of
the complete hypothesis trees.
Table 5-10. Summary of the complete hypothesis trees
Statistic

LS-A

LS-B

B-A

Maximum depth

2

4

8

Number of nodes

3

100%

24

100%

123

100%

Number of significant nodes (S)

1

33.3%

0

0%

41

33.3%

Number of non-significant nodes
(X)

2

66.7%

10

41.6%

43

35%

Number of unquantifiable nodes
(U)

0

0%

7

29.2%

14

11.4%

Number of nodes not tested due
to insufficient data

0

0%

0

0%

25

20.3%

Number of prunings (!!!!)

0

0%

3

12.5%

13

8.1%

Number of leaf nodes (<<<<)

2

66.7%

3

12.5%

45

29.8%

Number of significant nodes with
non-significant parent over
number of significant nodes

1

100%

0

0%

4

2.6%

Number of significant nodes with
significant parent

0

0%

0

0%

29

19.2%

5.8 Operational issues in the application of the control
algorithm
The two purposes of the control algorithm were to:



ensure that all relevant aspects of the available data were
presented for investigation through hypothesis generation
and testing
limit the potential for combinatorial explosion

The application of the algorithm was not completely automated since there
are several situations where this process requires domain knowledge. The
following decision points in the application of the algorithm have been
identified as requiring the application of this knowledge.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Defining a node as unquantifiable
Preventing repetition in related hypotheses
Specifying and carrying out the hypothesis test
Selecting the child attributes
Stopping the search through pruning

These are all situations where intervention is required on the part of the
researcher and each one is now explained.
5.8.1 Defining a node as unquantifiable
A node was classed as unquantifiable if there was no available measure for
one of the attributes in the pertinent hypothesis. This apparent impasse was
broken simply by the normal application of the CAP which directed the
disaggregation of both attributes into child attributes (section 5.8.4),
followed by the forming of new hypothesis which were added to the tree.
5.8.2 Preventing repetition in related hypotheses
It was noted in section 4.5.4 that related hypothesis will occur throughout
the hypothesis tree because the method of expansion led to subsets of data
being used. Domain knowledge must be applied to recognise how closely
the hypotheses are related. For example in the B-A tree (Figure 5-35) node
1.2.1.1 Early start number of events affects Achievement has several child
nodes below it in the tree. This series of tests was initially planned to find
out whether the events were significant at various stages during the
semester. It was planned to look at the cumulative number of events at
weeks 3 and 5. However, all the week three results were either not
significant or there was insufficient data to carry out a test. At week 5, the
Code view events were found to be significant. These events were already
known to be significant at the end of semester, so the testing was also
carried out for week 7 to see if the same pattern applied.
In the LS-B tree (Figure 5-34), it seems futile to test the series of three child
hypothesis of 3.2.1.1 (Figure 5-36) since none of the previous hypotheses in
the tree has been found to be significant. Knowledge of the data would
indicate that it is appropriate to prune the tree at 3.2.1 and so this branch of
the tree is fruitless.
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Figure 5-36. Neew nodes are related to prrevious tests in
i the LS-B trree

5.8.3 The hypothesiss test and s tatistics
The precisse nature of the hypotthesis and th
he statisticaal test usedd may have
affected thhe outcome of some off the hypoth
hesis testing. As a conseequence of
this, the reesultant hyp
pothesis treee could havee been diffeerent.
The statisttical test ch
hosen in moost of this research
r
waas ANOVA
A. This was
because of
o the decission to connsider diffeerences betw
ween moree than two
groups. Inn some cases the result would hav
ve been very
y likely to bbe different
if the reseearch had lo
ooked for diifferences between
b
two
o groups e.gg. only the
highest acctivity levells and loweest. In fact this
t
statisticc was used for testing
between thhe hemispheres of KLS
SI in the LS
S-A tree.
It is also possible th
hat differennt results would
w
havee been achiieved with
different groups
g
in the
t ANOVA
A, for exam
mple at nod
de 1.1.2.1 Total time
affects acchievement, the hypothhesis tested
d related to
otal numberr of hours
programm
ming with achievemennt and wass tested with
w
ANOV
VA over 5
groups. Thhe resulting
g F value w
was 2.27 an
nd this had a probabilitty of 0.07,
since this was just above
a
the sselected crittical value of 0.05 theen the null
a
annd a non-siignificant result recordded (Table
hypothesiss must be accepted
5-11).
Figure 5-37 indicatees that, desspite the no
on-significaant result, tthere does
appear too be some tendency for those with high
her numberr of hours
programm
ming to achieeve higher eexam resultts. This sam
me hypothesiis has been
reworked with three groups
g
insteead of five to illustratee how differrent results
could havee arisen if alternate
a
deccisions had been made,, although itt should be
noted thatt it is clearly
y inappropriiate to searcch for a metthod that wi
will produce
a significaant result.
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Table 5-1
11. Total timee affects achievement in fiive groups
Group
ps

n

Me
ean

SE

Pooled SE
E

SD

Low

15

40..9

7.79

6.63

30.2

Low-m
mid

15

53..6

7.43

6.63

28.8

Mid

15

63..6

5.77

6.63

22.4

High-m
mid

15

61..5

5.28

6.63

20.4

High

14

65..2

6.76

6.86

25.3

Source
e of variation
n

Sum
square
es

DF
F

Mean square
e

F statisticc

p

Group
ps

5982.3
3

4

1495.6

2.27

0.07

Residu
ual

45495.0

69

659.3

Total

51477.4

73

Figure 5-337. Mean and 95% CI for the mean at 1.1.2.1
1
Total time
t
affects aachievement

If only thrree groups were
w used, tthe number of studentss in each acttivity level
group incrreases to tw
wenty-five. T
The ANOVA results haas an F valuue of 3.113
and the prrobability off a differencce is 0.05, exactly
e
equal to the criitical value
of 0.05 (T
Table 5-12).
What has been show
wn is that a borderline situation has
h been reaached with
on-significaant result wiith five grou
ups. This cllearly does
three grouups and a no
not demonstrate thatt the numbber of grou
ups should be chosenn to obtain
significantt results butt merely thaat a differen
nt result could be obtaained given
a slightly different application
a
of the test.. Which veersion shoulld be used
depends on
o the objective of the rresearch. Iff the purposee had been to look for
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differencees in achiev
vement betw
ween the hiighest 50%
% and the loowest 50%
then it woould have beeen approprriate to use two groups, but the ressearch was
using fivee groups from Low throough Mid to
o High activ
vity levels aand sought
to find if there was a significannt differencee between these five ggroups. If a
significantt differencee is found between some
s
activiity groups, it is then
worthwhille to find ou
ut between w
which group
ps these diffferences occcur.
Table 5-12
2. Total time affects achieevement in three groups
Group
ps

n

Me
ean

SE

Pooled SE
E

SD

Low25
5

25

46..6

6.33

5.16

31.6

Mid25

25

60..1

4.37

5.16

21.8

High25
5

24

64..2

4.64

5.27

22.7

Source
e of variation
n

Sum
square
es

DF
F

Mean square
e

F statisticc

p

Group
ps

4172.2
2

2

2086.1

3.13

0.05

Residu
ual

47305.2

71

666.3

Total

51477.4

73

Figure 5-38 shows a risin
ng mean with
h each activity
y level group..

38. Total timee affects achieevement in th
hree groups
Figure 5-3

When thee five group
ps have beeen found to
t be signifficantly diffferent, the
relationshiips between the depeendent and independeent variablees has not
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always been the same. Post-hoc testing has revealed the groups that were
found to be significantly different and this has not always been between the
highest and the lowest activity groups. Situations have been uncovered
where just the lowest activity group achieved poor results (a deficit
situation), where achievement was monotonically increasing with activity
levels (the more the better) and where the highest achievement was in the
middle activity group (too much of a good thing).
Thus using five groups was useful in determining those hypotheses that
were not simply higher activity led to higher achievement but where the
highest achievement was at intermediate levels. This would have probably
not have been visible if only three groups had been used. When the highest
activity levels did not have the highest mean achievement, the hypothesis is
of particular interested in terms of teaching and learning, because an activity
has been identified where the highest users are not the highest achievers.
The selection of the statistical tests to be used in this research was discussed
in section 4.9. The significance level of a statistical test is the probability of
rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true and in this research has been set
to 0.05. There is a trade-off between type I and type II errors given a certain
sample size. The power of a statistical test is its ability to reject a null
hypothesis when it is false and the maximum value of 1 is the ideal and
unobtainable value, since the definition of power is 1 minus the probability
of a type II error. In this research a type II error would indicate that a null
hypothesis has been accepted and the conclusion reached that there is no
effect when the null hypothesis should have been rejected. The effect of this
would be to overlook relationships in the data.
However in this research the sample size was fixed, the entire population of
students was used and it was not possible to increase it. Thus the researcher
had no way of influencing the probability of a type II error, once the
probability of a type I error was selected. In this research a relatively high
alpha value was chosen (0.05) because in this exploratory research where
potential relationships are being sought, Type I errors were on balance
considered slightly more acceptable than Type II errors.
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5.8.4 Selecting the child attributes
If both the attributes in a hypothesis were 1-D then the node is a leaf of the
tree and marked (<<<<) thus indicating that no child attributes were
available. Otherwise a crucial part of the control algorithm is the
identification and selection of child attributes which are used to form
additional hypotheses. These are then placed into the hypothesis tree as
children of the existing node.
The child attributes that were selected are not necessarily the only possible
ones that could have been used. For example, when seeking the child
attributes of the total number of events in the B-A tree at level 1.1.1, the five
children chosen are related to the use of different views in the programming
environment. The views appeared a natural division; however these could
have been divided in other groupings including perhaps joining some of the
sub groups and several other versions. In general the child attributes were
selected by the application of domain knowledge and in some cases the
judgement of the researcher.
5.8.5 Stopping the search through pruning
One important issue in the design of the control algorithm was at what point
to stop the expansion of the tree. In favour of stopping as soon as possible,
was the need to limit the overall size of the tree and in favour of continuing
to expand the tree as much as possible, was the desire to uncover all
interesting relationships in the data. The stopping case used was after
finding two levels - a parent and child - where the result was not significant.
The question raised here, is whether the pruning was done too soon or not
soon enough. It would be possible to prune earlier, that is, to cease the
expansion as soon as a non-significant result was found. Had this been done,
then some potentially interesting results would not have been found, in the
B-A and LS-A hypothesis trees but some repetitive testing would not have
been required in the LS-B tree.
In fact only five situations were found where significant hypothesis were
uncovered below significant ones; four of these in the B-A tree and one in
the LS-A tree (discussed in section 5.7.1).
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One interppretation off the non-si gnificant hy
ypotheses 1.1.1.1.4
1
and
nd 1.1.1.1.5
in Figure 5-39 and 1.2.1.1.2
1
annd 1.2.1.1.3 in Figure 5-40, is thaat they are
false negaatives (or Ty
ype II errorrs) because they can bee seen as beeing a part
of a path of significaant hypotheeses down the tree. Careful considderation of
the four such
s
hypottheses in thhe B-A treee howeverr does not ratify this
conclusionn.
Hypothesiis 1.1.1.1.4 Number off Edit Nodee events affe
fects Achievvement was
not found to be signiificant. Thiss hypothesis representss a group oof events in
v
wheree students arre adding, editing
e
or vviewing the
P-Coder’ss Designer view
detail behiind a line of pseudocodde. The child nodes thaat are below
w this level
in the treee are three hypotheses
h
tthat test threee edit even
nts separatelly and only
the event that actuallly updates the inform
mation is fo
ound to be significant
(1.1.1.1.4..2), while siimply openiing or viewiing the detaail was not.

Figuree 5-39. Design
n events subtrree: two signiificant hypoth
heses at seconnd level

There is a similar situ
uation in Figgure 5-40, where
w
two significant
s
hhypotheses
are below
w non-significant pareent nodes. In
I this case the non--significant
hypothesiss tested for a relationshhip between
n the total number
n
of eevents at a
particular week of the
t semesteer (week 5 for 1.2.1.1.2 and w
week 7 for
1.2.1.1.3)
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Figure 5-40.
5
Early start subtree: ttwo more significant hypo
otheses at seccond level

5.9 Sum
mmary
This chappter has dem
monstrated examples of
o the application of tthe control
algorithm to the datta through a series of
o cases that displayeed the key
decision points
p
in thee algorithm.
Three hyppothesis treees have beeen created,, each one related to a research
question. Each of thee hypothesiis trees has been preseented and a numerical
summary of these sho
ows the diffferences in the trees. This
T occurreed because
of differennces in the nature of thhe data and
d the results of hypotheesis testing
that were achieved.
a
The later part
p of the chapter
c
critiiqued operaational issuees in the appplication of
the controol algorithm. Chapter 6 will discusss the outcom
mes of the aapplication
of the research modeel presentedd and proviide a mean
ns of dealinng with the
umber of ressults.
complexitty of this nu
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CHAPTER 6 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter will analyse the results from the application of the research
model and discuss implications for the model in the light of these. The
rationale is to evaluate the model.
Three schemes for classifying the significant hypotheses are described and
will be followed by an assessment of the value of each of them. Different
schemes are used to identify whether any one of them provides a different
emphasis for the findings. Section 6.2 discusses the value of the
classification schemes and the consequences of these for the model.

6.1 Schemes for classifying significant hypotheses
The three hypothesis trees that were created contain 42 significant
hypotheses. This section explores three schemes for classifying them. The
three schemes are:
1. The tree structure
The tree structure was derived by application of the control
algorithm to the primary hypotheses. The branches of the trees
contain hypotheses that are inherently related because of the way
that the tree was constructed; top-down, expanding the tree by
disaggregation of attributes into child attributes (see section 4.6).
Depending on the level of granularity required the significant
hypotheses could be grouped or classified at any level in the tree.
This is explained in section 6.1.1.
2. The tool structure
The programming tool that provided the behaviour data that was
used in this research, P-Coder, was discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Recall from section 3.4 that the tool has five views in which the
programmer may approach different aspects of the software
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development process. The five views are: Designer, Code, Class,
Object and Module. In this scheme, the hypotheses are classified
according to the relevant view of the tool.
A few hypotheses apply to more than one event and could therefore
apply to two or more views, and in some cases a hypothesis could
cover all of the views e.g. Does the total number of events affect
achievement? Those hypotheses that apply to two views have been
placed in both categories, while hypotheses that relate to events
across all views have been placed into an overall category.
3. The literature
This scheme classifies the significant hypotheses according to
aspects of programming that have been identified in the CSE
literature as important in the learning process. The relevant set of the
literature associates some aspect of programming behaviour to
achievement. A great deal of this literature considers specific
features of a student that he or she brings to the learning process,
such as prior scores in Mathematics or Science; whereas this
research is interested in the behaviour of students during a semester
of their studies and whilst in the programming process. In selecting
literature, it was not considered essential that it used empirical
analysis; position papers were deemed appropriate. There were some
significant hypotheses that could not be classified using this scheme
and others that belonged in more than one group.
It should be noted that (to the researcher) these are the three most obvious
schemes for classifying the hypotheses but there may well be others. Each
of the three will be examined, along with some preliminary conclusions that
may be drawn arising from the use of these classification schemes.
Three different ways of viewing the results are important to this research
because if a degree of consistency is found between them then this would
assist in validating the model. In this research both the tree structure and the
tool (P-Coder) are specific to this research whilst the literature is, in a sense,
a control group since the literature provides the “expert” knowledge.
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6.1.1 Use the tree strructure
Of the thrree hypotheesis trees, oonly the Beh
haviour-Achievement (B-A) tree
had a relaatively largee number off significantt results (41
1); the Learn
rning styleBehaviourr (LS-B) treee had nonee and the Learning
L
sty
yle-Achieveement (LSA) tree only
o
one. So, the neceessity to cllassify sign
nificant hyppotheses is
restricted to the B-A
A tree andd only thiss one will be includded in this
m the LS-A tree will bee discussed
discussionn. The signiificant hypoothesis from
in 6.1.1.6.
heses in itss sub-trees,
The tree structure prrovides inbbuilt groupss of hypoth
since eachh one consissts of hypoth
theses that are
a associateed because of the way
the tree was
w created.. If this schheme is sellected, the classificatioons can be
formed att any level in the tre e. The resu
ult of classsifying to tthe second
(Figure 6--1) and thiird levels ((Figure 6-2
2) is shown
n to demonnstrate two
possibilities.

Figu
ure 6-1. The B
B-A hypothesis tree at leveel two

Classifyinng at tree lev
vel two, divvides the 41 significant hypothesess into three
categoriess; two of th
hese are of approximattely equal size
s (1.1 annd 1.2) and
the third (1.3)
(
is smaaller. Recalll from sectiion 5.7 that the significcance ratio
and densitty percentag
ges, at a noode in the trree, show th
he ratio of significant
hypothesees to total hypothesees and thee equivalen
nt percentag
age of the
particular sub-tree. The percentaage of signifficant hypottheses on eaach branch
of the tree is approx
ximately eqqual at this level of grrouping (Fiigure 6-1).
However, expanding the tree too one more level exposes more innformation
without beecoming too
o unwieldy and is thereefore preferrred (Figure 6-2).
In the sections that follow,
fo
eachh of the fivee level threee categoriess that have
significantt hypothesees will be ddiscussed. The
T level off the node of the tree
(e.g. 1.1.1) that is to be
b discussedd is indicateed in the secction headinng text.
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Figure
F
6-2. T
The B-A hypo
othesis tree att level three

6.1.1.1

The numb
ber of even
nts (hypothesis 1.1.1)

The first group
g
of sig
gnificant hyppotheses ap
pply to the number
n
of eevents over
the entire semester. There
T
are 166 hypothesees in this caategory, whi
hich is 47%
of those teested in this subtree; thhey are listed
d in Figure 6-3.
Each hypoothesis testeed whether tthere was any
a difference in the acchievement
of studentts, who had been categgorised acco
ording to thee amount off work that
they had completed
d during thhe semesterr. At the top level, 1.1.1, the
hypothesiss tested whether the tootal numberr of events affected achhievement,
while beloow this, the hypothesess related to the numberr of a groupp of related
events or a specific ev
vent that waas performeed.
The fact that this hypothesis
h
was found
d to be significant inndicates a
differencee between sttudents’ achhievement in
i five activ
vity level grroups from
low numbbers of eventts to high nu
number of ev
vents. Post--hoc testing revealed a
significantt differencee in achievvement betw
ween the low
l
activityy and two
highest acctivity levell groups; soo low activ
vity levels often resultted in low
achievemeent. The meean score off the lowest activity gro
oup was 37%
% (s.d. 29)
which shoows that maany of thesee students faailed the exam. The meeans of the
two higheest activity level grouups were 66
6% (s.d. 21
1) and 67%
% (s.d. 23)
respectiveely and the vast majorrity of stud
dents in theese groups ppassed the
exam.
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Figure 6-33. The 16 sign
nificant hypottheses that reelate amount of work to acchievement

It has beenn shown thaat those studdents who did
d the most work oftenn achieved
better resuults, and itt is worthyy of specullation that if studentss could be
encourageed to do mo
ore, their ressults could improve. Itt should be noted that
this researrch was resttricted to w
work compleeted by stud
dents in thee university
computer labs and did
d not incllude use off P-Coder or
o any otheer resource
own what prroportion of programm
ming was coompleted in
elsewhere. It is unkno
y be worth investigatinng whether
the univerrsity labs orr elsewheree but it may
work donne in the co
omputer labboratory is more valu
uable than w
work done
elsewhere. This is an issue for fuurther researrch.
The remaaining hypo
otheses in tthis group demonstratted that a nnumber of
different Designer,
D
Code
C
and Obbject view events
e
and groups
g
of evvents were
significantt when rellated to acchievement. The ten individual significant
events werre:


w program events,
the number of new



the number of moodel loaded events,



the nu
umber of deetails updateed (as oppo
osed to sim
mply
viewed
d)
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the number of tree expanding events



the number of save events



the number of compile events



the number of execute events



the number of code view starts



the number of object view starts



the number of create object events

They are mostly of interest here for their contribution to the overall number
of events since each of these will occur naturally in the second grouping
scheme. However it should be noted that some behaviours have been
identified that affected student achievement.
6.1.1.2

Features of the work session (hypothesis 1.1.2)

These hypotheses covered various features of the work session, including
total time, average time and the number of days. Just one of them was
shown to be significant with respect to achievement and this was the
number of days on which programming was done (hypothesis 1.1.2.3). It is
not surprising that the time spent programming was not significant since the
data collected reflected the total session time. The time actually applied to
the task could not be determined.
There was a significant difference in the achievement of the five activity
level groups depending on the number of days that they programmed in the
university computer labs. Post hoc testing revealed a significant difference
between the lowest group (mean of 35.0%) and highest group (mean of
67.4%), which suggests that the additional programming sessions had a
positive effect on achievement.
There were fifteen scheduled laboratory classes during the semester,
covering an elapsed seventeen week semester. Those students who worked
on average at least once a week in the university computer labs were more
likely to achieve higher results than those who worked on fewer occasions.
Those students in the lowest activity level group all worked in the lab on
less than 10 days.
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6.1.1.3

Early starrt (hypotheesis 1.2.1)

This section of the trree investiggated the cu
umulative use of differrent groups
of events at a numbeer of differeent stages in
n the semester, specificcally at the
a 7. The tests were whether th
here was a significant
end of weeeks 3, 5 and
differencee in the ach
hievement aat the end of
o semesterr given the frequency
level grouup for each
h event or ggroup of ev
vents early in the sem
mester. Ten
significantt hypothesees were founnd in this category
c
and
d they all reelate to the
early use of the codee view, so although simply doing more proogramming
y affect achievement, making a
early in the semesteer did not ssignificantly
de view did..
greater usee of the cod
The earlieest hypothesses that werre found to be
b significant were at w
week 5 and
these are listed in Figure 6-44. As was expected since this data was
cumulativve, matching
g sets of hyypotheses were
w
also significant
s
aat week 7.
Different results at these
t
varioous stages of
o semesterr were thouught to be
unlikely although they were theooretically po
ossible.

Figu
ure 6-4. Signiificant Early Start hypoth
heses

pothesis in this group (1.2.1.1.2.2 in Figure 66-4) linked
The most general hyp
the numbeer of code view eventts at week 5 to achiev
vement at tthe end of
semester. The differeence in the amount thaat this view
w was used is striking
and illustrrated in Fig
gure 6-5. It can be seen
n that the 20% of studdents in the
lowest acttivity levelss had barelyy used this view
v
at this stage in thhe semester
whilst those in the hig
ghest activitty levels haad made sign
nificant usee of it.
These groups were fo
ormed basedd on the acttivities of sttudents at w
week 5 and
yet the diffference in achievemennt at the en
nd of semestter was subbstantial. A
student recceiving the average exxam score off either of th
he two loweest activity
level grouups would have failed thhe exam. Th
here was a monotonic
m
increase to
the mean score as acctivity levells increased
d and it is notable
n
that this is the
case at jusst one third of the way tthrough thee semester.
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Number of Code view events
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Figure 6-5. Use of Code view in activity level groups at week 5

The mean results of the two lowest activity levels (41.5% and 44.8%) and
the results from the highest two activity levels (67.5% and 70.9%) suggest
that it is important for students to be using the code view at this stage in the
semester and any student who has not done so is at risk of failing. It may be
possible to improve the overall achievement of students by identifying the
students with low activity levels and offering additional assistance or
encouragement while there is still be time for an intervention to be effective.
Another group of hypotheses that relate to the overall use of code view is

Exam Score

discussed in section 6.1.2.2.
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Figure 6-6. Code events by group at week 5 versus exam score

6.1.1.4

Continued Effort (hypothesis 1.2.2)

This set of hypotheses tested whether the number of events that were
completed in three week blocks over the semester had an effect on
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achievemeent. Three week
w
blockss were seleccted to smoo
oth the largge variation
in the nuumber of events froom week to
t week an
nd still alllow some
differentiaation throug
gh the time periods of the
t semesteer that woulld not have
been possiible if smoo
othing had bbeen over lo
onger time periods.
p
The ten hyypotheses that
t
were siignificant were
w
those that
t
countedd events in
the secondd and fifth tri-week bllock, reflectting weeks 4-6 and 133-15 of the
semester.

Figu
ure 6-7. Signiificant hypoth
heses in the 1.2.2
1
Continued effort subb-tree

Despite thhe ANOVA
A identifyingg a significaant result in
n the secondd tri-week,
Sheffé’s post
p hoc testt did not revveal any sig
gnificant differences beetween the
groups. This
T
possibiility was raaised in seection 4.9 because
b
Shheffé’s test
computes a new crittical value for ANOV
VA’s F valu
ue that connsiders the
number off groups and
d has been iidentified as
a having a relatively
r
hhigh type-II
error rate. In this insstance theree is a differrence betweeen Sheffé’ss and LSD
r
Thee LSD test on the otheer hand, is known to nnot control
post-hoc results.
well for Type 1 errrors and thhe LSD test identifies as signifficant four
different pairs
p
of grou
ups, Low vvs Mid-high, Low vs High, Mid-loow vs High
and Mid vs
v High.
Underlyinng the resultts for the 2 nd tri-week
k, the only events
e
of siignificance
were thosee in the cod
de view andd the importtance of using code vieew early in
the semestter was disccussed in seection 6.1.1.3. This is in
i contrast tto the fifth
tri-week when
w
a sign
nificant diffeerence was found betw
ween the low
west (mean
35.8%) annd two high
hest activity
ty level gro
oups (means 70.0% annd 74.4%).
During thhe fifth tri-w
week both code and designer
d
eveents were ssignificant.
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This is the time when students were working on their major project and this
is certainly the period when they are normally expected to be most actively
programming.
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Figure 6-8. Total events in 2nd tri-week

The total number of events generated by students in three achievement
levels, the lowest third, the mid third and the highest achievers are shown in
Figure 6-9. Three groups were chosen for this example rather than the five
that have been used elsewhere, because when five groups were used the
figure was cluttered and the pattern of usage was difficult to interpret. The
time period between weeks 12 and 15 shows a very large difference in the
activities of the different levels of student. It is interesting that the high
volume of activities by the low achievers very late (weeks 16 and 17) in the
semester do not appear to contribute to achievement.
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Figure 6-9. The number of events generated by three achievement groups
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6.1.1.5

Special seequences (h
hypothesis 1.3.2)

Whatever the precisee process thaat a program
mmer uses to
t develop a program,
there are some
s
sequen
nces of evennts that will occur natu
urally. For eexample, if
a program
m is successffully compiiled then it is natural to
o test it andd hence the
compile-execute sequ
uence wouldd be expectted to occurr frequentlyy. However
some studdents may be
b preventedd from usin
ng this sequence becausse compile
errors prevvent the pro
ogram from being executed.
The edit--compile-ed
dit sequencce will alsso occur naturally
n
dduring the
developmeent of a pro
ogram. How
wever since the
t most successful proogrammers
might be expected to
o often execcute their programs aftter a compiile, the use
of this seqquence may not be indi cative of th
he highest acchievers.
The hypotheses in th
his section all tested sequences of events tto discover
whether thhey affecteed programm
mming achieevement. Th
hese sequennces are a
subset of those that are expecteed to be geenerated as a normal ppart of the
programm
ming processs when usinng P-Coderr. The sequeences that w
were found
to be signiificant weree:





Compile-execute
Edit-compile-editt
Multip
ple execute sequences
Objectt sequencess with metho
od evaluate

Fig
gure 6-10. Seq
quences that were significcant

The comppile-executee sequence (1.3.2.1.1 in Figure 6--10) is a fuundamental
requiremeent to achieevement in programmiing and wo
ould be exppected of a
competentt programm
mer. It is allso a sequeence that may
m seem ellusive to a
beginner as
a he/she baattles with tthe compileer. The fivee activity leevel groups
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formed to test this hypothesis have means which are monotonic increasing
(Figure 6-11). So students who generate this sequence frequently are more
likely to have high levels of achievement. Post-hoc testing reported the
significant difference between the lowest activity group (mean 39%) and the
two highest activity groups (mean 72% and 74%). There is a 21% point
increase in the means between the mid (51%) and the mid-high groups
(72%). The achievement of more than 75% of students in the two highest
activity level groups is higher than the mean levels in all of the remaining

Exam Score

three groups.
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Figure 6-11. Achievement of Compile-execute frequency groups

Hypothesis 1.3.2.1.2 Number of compile-edit sequence affects achievement
investigated the compile-edit. This sequence is a normal part of the
programming process. It occurs when a programmer after working on one
section of code has that section compile correctly and then he/she moves on
to work on a different part of the program or if a compile error occurs and
they must return to editing to correct the error.
In the early days of programming (circa 1960s and early 1970s) compile
errors resulted in a significant delay to progress because of the long turn
around between compiles; therefore careful reading of code was essential.
So this sequence would have been expected to be associated with low levels
of achievement. With the advent of IDEs students have changed their use of
the compilation process to include the discovery of syntax errors and this
has been encouraged by the speed of the compilation process.
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So this event sequence will be produced by all programmers but it may be
expected to occur more frequently for those who are unable to achieve a
clean compile and hence must repeatedly return to the edit process rather
than being able to move on to execute the program.
Although the overall ANOVA test indicated a significant result, there was
no indication of significance from a post-hoc test between the activity level
groups (as in hypothesis 1.2.2.1.2 discussed in section 6.1.1.4). The mean
achievement of the lowest activity group was close to 40%, while the
remaining four groups all had quite similar results. So the importance of this
sequence is that those students who used it very little are more likely to have
poor levels of achievement.
Multiple execute sequences (1.3.2.1.4 in Figure 6-10) would be seen from a
programmer who is more thoroughly testing a program rather than simply
seeing if it runs. Higher numbers of multiple execute sequences were found
to be indicative of higher scores and the means of the activity groups are
monotonic increasing (Figure 6-12). An interesting feature from this figure
is the extremely high median score of the highest activity level group of
87.5%. This shows that half of the students in the high frequency group of
the multiple executes did indeed achieve particularly high scores.
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Figure 6-12. Achievement of multiple execute frequency groups

Hypothesis 1.3.2.2.2 tested whether the number of object sequences with
evaluate affected achievement. One of the major benefits of the object view
is said to be the ability to evaluate methods independently of a main
program (Kölling et al., 2003). The fact that the object view sequences that
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included an evaluate event were significant, when sequences that did not
include an evaluate event were not, lends support to this view. The mean of
the lowest activity level group was just above 30, but the middle three
groups all had similar means in the 60s and that of the highest activity was
lower in the 50s. Unlike the other sequences in this section, post-hoc testing
identified the differences in achievement as being between the lowest
activity level and the middle three groups. So although some use of this
sequence does appear to be helpful, high use of this sequence does not
indicate high achievement but rather may be indicative of some students
who are struggling to have an entire program to execute and so continue to
evaluate individual methods instead.
In the course of study under observation, the use of Object view in P-Coder
was not introduced until around the middle of the semester. This result
strengthens the idea that it would be useful to introduce its use earlier and
ensure that all students are aware of its benefits. Use of the evaluate event is
similar to the use of the execute event in that the programmer is able to see
the results from a program and should therefore be able to assess the success
or otherwise of the program that they have created. It may be that this is a
key element to understanding the computational process.
The special sequences have revealed three different types of relationships
between the attributes even amongst those that were significant.
1. Edit-compile-edit was a sequence where a deficiency was
detrimental; in other words the lowest activity level group
had poor achievement in comparison with the remaining
groups.
2. Edit-execute and Multiple executes both were high activity –
high achievement sequences. The more use of these
sequences, the higher the achievement.
3. Object view with execute resulted in the mid-level activity
having highest achievement. The highest activity levels
indicated too much use of this sequence and this probably
occurred as a result of students being unable to create the
sequences in 2.
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6.1.1.6

The LS-A
A tree resullt

To this pooint, the discussion onn grouping the hypoth
hesis accordding to the
tree structture has on
nly considerred results from the LS-B tree; thhis section
will consiider the on
nly other siggnificant reesult that was
w found. The LS-A
hypothesiss tree prod
duced one significantt result and
d hence thhere is no
grouping of
o results po
ossible (Figgure 6-1).

Figure 6-13. The complete hypoothesis tree fo
or Learning style
s
- Achievvement

Recall froom section 3.4
3 that the learning sttyle used in this researc
rch was the
KLSI and this identiffies the prefferred learniing style off students acccording to
four quadrrants along two axes tthat represent the perceeption and processing
continua. This signiificant hyppothesis tessted whether the plac
acement of
students on
o the perceeption conttinuum affeected their achievemen
a
nt. For this
hypothesiss test the sttudents werre divided into two grroups by thhe Abstract
Conceptuaalisation/Co
oncrete Expperience ax
xes (normally horizonttal). In the
sample theere are apprroximately tthree times as many stu
udents in thhe Abstract
group as thhe Concretee Group.
There was a significcant differeence in the scores forr the abstraact (M=60,
SD=23.1) and concreete (M= 39, SD=21) gro
oups; t(37 ) = 2.43, p=00.02.
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Figure 6-14. Ko
olb's Abstracct and Concreete Groups vs. Achievemeent.
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The groupping of sign
nificant hyppotheses according to the tree strructure has
produced five groupss from the B
B-A tree an
nd a single significant
s
rresult from
the LS-A tree. The value of thhis grouping scheme will
w be connsidered in
section 6.22 along witth the two oother schem
mes that folllow, the toool structure
(6.1.2) andd the literatu
ure (6.1.3).
6.1.2 Follow the tooll structure
The tool structure
s
prrovides anotther scheme for classifying the hhypotheses.
The categories arising naturally from P-Co
oder are: Deesigner, Codde, Object,
uld have hyp
potheses alllocated and
Class and Module vieews. Each oof these cou
categoriseed as in section 6.2.1

Figu
ure 6-15. Classsifying hypottheses accord
ding to the strructure of thee tool

The numbber of signifficant hypoth
theses is nott identical to
o the previoous method
of classificcation, discussed in secction 6.1.1. Classifying
g hypothesees using the
structure of
o the tool does
d
not ressult in similar numberss of hypothheses in the
categoriess. If class an
nd module vview are ex
xcluded, on the groundss that there
was too little use of these
t
viewss to providee any valuab
ble results, the groups
relating too views that remain arre two of ap
pproximately equal sizze and one
rather smaall one. Thiis classificaation does emphasise
e
the
t importaance of the
use of thee Code view
w in the achhievement of
o students.. It would aappear that
use of Deesigner vieew and Obj
bject view do play so
ome part inn affecting
achievemeent but the largest conntribution ap
ppears to be in Code vview. This
category has
h a largerr percentag e of signifiicant hypoth
heses than any of the
previous categories
c
frrom either tthis scheme or that used
d in sectionn 6.1.1.
It is posssible that th
here was ssome particcular aspect of the seelection of
hypothesees that gave undue empphasis to Co
ode view in
n this partittioning and
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this may warrant
w
furtther investiggation. Each
h group of significant
s
hhypotheses
will be invvestigated in
n more detaail.
6.1.2.1

Designer View (T1.1
1)

In P-Codder, use off the desiggner view is a fund
damental paart of the
programm
ming processs. This is where pro
ograms are loaded or new ones
created, where
w
the main
m
compoonents of th
he program are manipu
pulated and
details off data and control
c
struuctures flesh
hed out to eventually achieve a
complete program.
p
There werre nine signiificant hypootheses in th
his group an
nd these inccluded:






the tottal number oof designer view events
the number of new
w program events
model loaded eveents
detailss updated evvents
compile-edit sequuences

Figurre 6-16. Desiggner view sign
nificant hypo
otheses

Hypothesiis 1.1.1.1 in
nvestigated w
whether thee number off designer vview events
affected achievement
a
t. The desiggner view is an essen
ntial compoonent of PCoder. Thhis view is used
u
for muuch of the programmin
p
g process bbecause the
programm
mer must firrst assemblee the algoritthm and theen flesh outt the detail
of the proggram using events in thhis view.
Post-hoc testing reveealed a siggnificant diifference, almost thirtyy per cent
ween the hiighest and the lowest
differencee in the meean achieveement, betw
activity levels. The raange in the number of events creaated was froom just one
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thousand up to nine thousand and in the upper half of these activity levels
almost all students had a good level of achievement.
Hypothesis 1.3.2.1.2 investigated whether the number of compile-edit
sequences affected achievement. In P-Coder the compile-edit sequence
forces the programmer to change views from the code view to the Designer
view. Compile-edit sequences are traditionally seen by programmers as an
indication of failure, since they occur, in contrast to a compile-execute, as a
result of not achieving a clean compile. However, another view of this
sequence is that it could occur as a result of clearing one error in the
program and moving on to the next section in the program. Students today,
tend to use the compiler as a substitute for the proof reading of yester year.
Whether it is considered success or failure is not a major concern, making
mistakes (and learning from them) is immensely valuable in the
programming process and the number of compile-edit sequences was found
to be significant in relation to achievement.
The new program event occurs because of a menu selection to start a new
program and only the highest level uses of this event escaped low scores. So
although the number of new program events was found to have a significant
effect on achievement (hypothesis 1.1.1.1.1), perhaps surprisingly, the
lowest achievement was found in the mid-low and the mid activity level
groups and there is not a significant difference between those in the lowest
and highest activity levels; although there is a twenty two point difference in
the means. The very high mean score, in the 80s, of the highest activity level
group and the compact nature of both the diamond and candle indicates that
many students in this group are high achievers. It would appear worthy of
speculation that if students created more programs then this would lead to
higher achievement.
The model loaded event (hypothesis 1.1.1.1.2) could be seen to be in
competition with the new program event above; it is used when a
programmer begins work on an existing program. Also in contrast with the
new program event the highest achievement was in the mid activity level,
with very low achievement at the lowest activity level and reduced mean
achievement at the highest activity levels.
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One interppretation off this result iis that studeents who rarrely return tto work on
an existinng program or do not load the ex
xample prog
grams are uunlikely to
succeed. The dip in
n mean sccores in th
he highest activity levvels when
b indicativee of studentts returning
compared to those off the mid-rannge could be
repeatedlyy to the sam
me program aand not mak
king headway.
Hypothesiis 1.1.1.1.4.2 that testted whetherr the numb
ber of detaiils updated
events afffects achieevement w
was placed in this group
g
and was also
significantt. This even
nt was onee of the few
w found below a non--significant
hypothesiss. The sibliing relationnships at thiis level testted similar events but
where the detail of an
n algorithm step was viewed as op
pposed to uppdated and
they weree non-signifficant. So uupdating thee algorithm
m was assocciated with
higher levvels of achieevement butt viewing it was not.
6.1.2.2

Code view
w (T1.2)

The beneffits of using Code vieew early in the semestter were diiscussed in
6.1.1.3 buut the total use of Codde view ov
ver the entiire semesterr was also
linked to achievemen
a
nt. Five hyppotheses in this
t group that
t were shhown to be
significantt are listed in
i Figure 6--17.

Figure 6-17. Sig
gnificant hyp
potheses that relate the use of Code vieew to achievem
ment

In contrast to the earlly use of codde view, wh
here the hig
ghest use waas found to
be the moost effectivee, there is a more com
mplex situation when cconsidering
the use off Code view over the enntire semestter (Figure 6-18).
6
Whilee the mean
of the loowest activ
vity groupp continued
d to have the loweest overall
achievemeent, which at close too 40% was well below
w the pass level, the
highest mean
m
achiev
vement wass in the mid
d-high leveel. This inddicates that
although a fairly hig
gh use of C
Code view is worthwh
hile, some successful
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students appear to complete their programming without many events. This
finding is similar to that of Fenwick et al (2009) who found some high
activity levels amongst low achieving students and described them as
‘spinning the wheels’. These highly active but not highly achieving students
may also be the ‘tinkerers’ defined by Perkins, Hancock, Hobbs, Martin, &
Simmons (1989). This group of students appeared to be continually
changing their programs, sometimes making changes and then returning to
the original program with little thought and certainly no planning.
The only code view event where the mean scores were monotonically
increasing between the groups was the execute event (Hypothesis 1.1.1.2.2),
this is discussed further in 6.1.3.2. The hypothesis that considered the event
that opens code view 1.1.1.2.3.1 was unusual in that post hoc testing showed
that the greatest difference was between the lowest activity group and the
mid-level activity group, this may be an indication of high achieving
students being more efficient and directed in their work.
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Figure 6-18. Use of Code view and achievement

6.1.2.3

Object view (T1.3)

The Object view in P-Coder allows users to handle objects independently to
an executing program. It may be that novice programmers will gain a better
understanding of the purpose of classes and objects and be able to run
methods that will provide information on whether the program is correct,
view classes, create (or load) objects, evaluate (run) methods on those
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objects. The
T significaant hypotheeses that relate to the object
o
view are shown
in Figure 6-19.
6

Figure 6-1
19. Significan
nt hypothesess related to Object
O
view

The total number of Object view
w events an
nd also simp
ply Object vview starts
n sequencess of object events
e
weree consideredd those that
was signifficant. When
included method
m
evalluate were ssignificant.
The fact that
t
hypoth
hesis 1.1.1.33.1 The nu
umber of ob
bject view starts was
significantt and that the
t differennce was fou
und betweeen the loweest activity
group andd the mid-hiigh group sshows that the
t use of the
t object vview seems
to be useful to stud
dents in aidding their achievement
a
t. Howeverr, the very
highest leevels of usee of this vview were not associaated with th
the highest
achieving students. Itt is possiblee that somee students who
w are struuggling for
success will
w continuee to use thiss view when other morre successfu
ful students
have moveed on to com
mplete execcution of pro
ograms.
Object vieew sequences (hypotheesis 1.3.3.1.2) are thosse that incluude several
object view events an
nd could bee expected to
t include, at minimum
m, the load
of an objeect and posssibly the evvaluate of a method. Only
O
those sequences
that includded an evalu
uate event w
were found to be signifficant when associated
with achieevement.
The very lowest activ
vity level gr
group was fo
ound to be significantlly different
in achieveement than the three mid-level groups,
g
witth mean acchievement
almost dooubling in neighbourin
n
ng groups. The
T highest activity leevel group
has a meaan just belo
ow that of tthe three middle
m
groups perhaps indicating
that very high levelss of use, off this type of sequence, was not associated
with the highest
h
levell of achieveement.
The creatte object event (hyppothesis 1..1.1.3.3) is one in w
which the
programm
mer providess values foor the consttructor to in
nstantiate oobjects. An
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understanding of this operation is fundamental to object oriented
programming so it should be no surprise that very low levels of use of this
facility are associated with lower levels of achievement.
The number of create object events was found to be significant and here the
three highest levels of activity had similar means, all in the sixties, with the
first two activity levels having means below this level, 39 and 49
respectively.
The effect of using object view has been identified in the literature as
important in aiding student understanding of OO programming (Kölling et
al., 2003). The reasons given are that this provides students with a view of
the program as objects (as opposed to files) and permits methods to be
executed without entire programs. However no evidence is provided to
support this, except for a set of guidelines for teaching that are said to be
aided by the object view.
“The main difference between Java source interpreters and BlueJ is
the level of conceptual abstraction provided by the user interface.
The abstraction used or interaction in Java interpreters is lines of
source code. The conceptual abstractions used in BlueJ are classes
and objects, represented graphically. We believe that the initial
focus on higher level concepts benefits a deeper overall
understanding of object-oriented programming. The early fixation
on source code can distract from important issues and hide the
bigger picture. We are, however, not aware of a formal study to
confirm or reject these assumptions.” (p.9)
Several hypotheses were found to support this, including:
1.1.1.3 Number of Object view events
1.1.1.3.1 Number of Object view starts
1.1.1.3.3 Number of Create object events
Of the five activity level groups (in 1.1.1.3) the mean score was highest in
the group of students with the second highest usage of the object view
(Figure 6-20). This supports the notion that although the Object view is
useful in gaining insight, it may not be the end of the line in student
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learning. Students appear to need to move on to executing free standing
programs and those students that continue to work in object view may be
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still trying to achieve comprehension.
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Figure 6-20. Object sequence (with evaluate) activity level groups versus achievement

Two types of sequences were investigated within object view, those that
included an evaluate event and those that did not. The former were shown to
be significant (hypothesis 1.3.2.2.2) whereas the latter were not. It is
noticeable the lowest activity levels in this sequence had very low scores
when compared with those students who used the sequence just a little
more. Post-hoc testing found a significant difference between the low
activity group and the three middle activity levels. This would appear to
support the use of object view and especially the sequence of events that
instantiates an object and executes a method; not doing this appears to be
detrimental to student achievement.
There is little to differentiate the other groups, except for a slight drop in
median and mean in the highest activity level. This indicates that the
students that make the highest use of this sequence are not the highest
achievers.
6.1.2.4

Overall use (T1.6)

There were four significant hypotheses that did not relate to the specific use
of a particular view (Figure 6-21). These were the total number of events
which has been discussed at length in section 6.1.1.1, the number of
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Execute Programs
Experts execute their programs frequently (Gugerty & Olson,
1986). Although it is extremely unlikely that there are any
experts amongst students, it is possible that a student who
executes their programs more often than others is able to
develop a better understanding of the computational process.



Use Object view (Kollings)
Kölling and Rosenberg (1996b) argued that an object
oriented program development environment would be
beneficial to beginning programmers. P-Coder provides the
object view for the creation and interrogation of objects. So it
may be enlightening to look at whether use of this view does
in fact contribute to student learning.



Motivation
Student motivation has been identified as a possible predictor
of success (Jenkins & Davy, 2002; Biggs & Tang, 2007).
Whilst motivation itself may not be directly measured it
seems reasonable to suppose that motivated students will do
more work and attend on more occasions that those who are
less motivated.



Timeliness
Timeliness is considered important by many university
teachers. This was identified in the literature by Fenwick et al
(2009) who found that students who started working on an
assignment early tended to score higher grades than those
who started later. This research does not differentiate work
done on assignments and projects to working on class
exercises in workshops. So there is no additional discussion
on this topic other than that presented in 6.1.1.
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It is also likely to be the case that more successful students will achieve
clean compiles sooner and reach the position of being able to execute their
programs sooner but this would not necessarily indicate an increased total
number of compiles. Object sequences with evaluate (Hypothesis 1.3.2.2.2),
were also significant. These sequences included running an evaluate
method, this is testing an individual method in a classe rather than an entire
program.
Cognitive constructivism suggests that students create their new
understanding from new experiences combined with what they already
know (Fosnot, 1996). It is clear that when a program executes students get
feedback and it appears that they are then able to internalize this.
The compile – execute sequence (hypothesis 1.3.3.1) is one that might be
expected to be important. To some degree, a clean compile is an indicator of
success, in that a clean compile permits testing by the execution of a
programs. There have historically been some changes to the view of the
purpose of compilation of programs. In earlier days, an error in compile
meant wasting large amounts of time in the turn around to resubmit.
Whereas today, compiles are very commonly used to locate trivial syntax
errors. A clean compile permits testing and it has been found that expert
programmer execute their programs more often.
The Compile – execute sequence was found to be significant, with the Low
activity level group achieving significantly lower results than both the
highest two activity levels, with a 35% difference in the mean of the lowest
and highest activity groups. The mean of the groups was monotonically
increasing so that there appeared to be no penalty from the highest activity
of this sequence. 75% of the lowest activity level group achieved less than
59% and 75% of the highest activity level achieved more than 62%.
Multiple executions of the same program (hypothesis 1.3.3.1.3) are likely to
be an indicator that the programmer is testing their program thoroughly. The
achievement of students in different activity levels of this sequence of
events was found to be significantly different. The means of each group
were monotonic increasing with the highest mean achievement in the
highest activity level group.
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6.1.3.3

Manipulate Objects (Ref 6.1.2.3)

This category is the same as T1.3 in the tool category (Figure 6-15) and was
discussed in section 6.1.2.3.
6.1.3.4

Motivation

Motivation has not been directly measured in this research but a number of
significant hypotheses were found that can be meaningfully placed in this
category. They include the amount of time spent, the number of occasions
when working in the labs and the total amount of work done.
Interestingly the amount of time spent using the software in the lab did not
have a significant effect on achievement. This may be because students
were in the lab and using the software but not working effectively, possibly
because they were attempting multi-tasking or simply that total time spent is
not related to achievement.
The number of days spent programming did have a significant effect on
achievement. This may have been strengthened because of a link to other
issues such as the number of lectures (not laboratory classes) attended but
this information is not available.
The largest impact on achievement is in the group of students with the
lowest levels of attendance, and their mean of 35.3% indicates very poor
results (Figure 6-23). The low median score (51%) in the low-mid group
demonstrates a cluster of students in this group who are barely, if at all,
passing the exam. It seems likely that these students would benefit from an
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Figure 6-23. Number of programming sessions versus achievement

6.2 The value of the three classification schemes
This section investigates the results from the three classification schemes to
appraise the value of the model. A comparison of the results across the three
schemes will help to determine to what degree there is any commonality
between them. A consistency amongst the results would signify usefulness
and indicate robustness of the research model whereas fundamental
differences between the results would be indicative of fragility in the model.
The three classification schemes that have been used to categorise the
significant factors are illustrated in Figure 6-24. The diagram shows the
density of significant hypotheses within each of the categories as identified
by the three schemes, the tree, the tool and the literature. To compare the
schemes and discover whether there is any commonality between them, the
factors are separated into three bands:




High (Red border) : Those with a high density (67% or more)
of significant hypotheses
Medium (Purple border) : Those with medium density (less
than 67% and more than 33%) of significant hypotheses
Low (Blue border): Those with a low density ( 33% or less)
of significant hypotheses

Each of the three classification schemes produced one category where the
density (percentage) of significant hypotheses was considerably higher than
the other categories. When using the tree structure this was Special
sequences, for the tool structure this was the use of Code view and for the
literature grouping the group of hypotheses labelled Execute, that relate to
executing programs. This final category stands alone as the only one where
100% of hypotheses were significant.
A more detailed examination of these noteworthy categories reveals that the
Execute group consists of five hypotheses and is essentially a subset of the
larger group (24) of Code view hypotheses with the exception of a single
hypothesis from the Object view group. The Special sequences group are
mainly sequences that include compile and execute sequences, which cover
both the use of Code view group and Execute group.
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indicative of high achievement, many times executing programs is even
more so.
Using the hypothesis tree as a classification scheme identified several
different areas of significance to achievement. The special sequences group
was smaller by count because few sequences were defined and tested but a
high percentage of them were significant. The three stronger groups,
identified both by count and ratio, in the hypothesis tree were Early Start,
Continued Effort and the Number of events. These groups can be associated
with the timeliness group from the Literature.
The contribution of using the literature to classify the significant hypotheses
is to include executing programs and timeliness. The literature specifically
identified the fact that expert programmers execute programs often and this
appears to be important to the progress of novices as well. Timeliness was
very similar to the Early Start group from the Tree grouping.
The other categories identified from the literature had already been
recognised in the previous sections except for motivation. This is a complex
issue and attendance, which was shown to be significant, may be related to
it. However, there are many possible facets that could be measured and only
a few of which have been recorded in this research.
It is only possible to speculate here on why the execute method is so
important and exploring the reasons for this is an area for future research. It
was discussed in section 6.1.3.2 that the literature has shown that expert
programmers executed their programs more than journeymen and executing
programs appears to be important to the learning of novices. It may be that
since learning to program requires students to understand the nature of the
computational process, seeing the outcomes of their own programs is
particularly valuable.
The literature noted that timeliness in starting assignments could be related
to achievement but this research did not differentiate between programming
on exercises or assignments. So an issue for future research to investigate if
one type of programming is more valuable than the other. Overall, the
stages of programming are mirrored in the density of hypotheses. It appears
that compiling and executing programs have a critical importance in
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The focus of the discussion in this section is on the operation of the Control
algorithm and its relationship to the hypothesis testing process, as it is the
most important part of the model. Recall that operational issues with the
Control algorithm were discussed in section 5.8 so the discussion here is at a
higher level.
There were two significant issues that arose in relation to the disaggregation
and exploration of data, which was the major objective of the model. One of
these surfaced during the design of the control algorithm and the other
during the application of the model. During the design of the control
algorithm, the issue was, at what point the control algorithm should direct
the disaggregation of attributes to cease. Whilst during application of the
algorithm the main issue was selecting the child attributes to disaggregate
the attributes.

A discussion in section 5.8.6 described the five significant hypotheses that
were uncovered by continuing to disaggregate data and take the hypothesis
testing to a second level of insignificance. Two of these were further
disaggregated to find a cluster of significant hypotheses. This occurred
under the direction of the control algorithm. It clearly remains undiscovered
whether there are interesting relationships hidden in the unexplored depths
any of the hypothesis trees. Although, it is true that some may have been
found if the pruning was delayed to three or more levels of non-significant
results, there were only 13 nodes (8.1%) where pruning occurred and there
was data available to continue. Given the few significant hypothesis
uncovered at the second level, to continue to a greater depth would have
been very difficult to justify. There is clearly a trade-off between
terminating the search early when non-significant hypothesis are reached
but when interesting connection in the data may remain undiscovered or
continuing the search to a deeper level.
The process of disaggregating the attributes to form child hypothesis
required domain knowledge to identify suitable child attributes. For
example very early in the development on the B-A tree, disaggregating the
“number of events” required the application of both domain and model
knowledge to locate useful child attributes. The children selected here,
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related to the use of the tool rather than time. Since, it was known that time
was to be considered in another branch of the tree.
It is useful to ascertain whether the decisions that were made at crucial times
in the application of the model had a considerable bearing on the results that
were reached. If not this indicates an integrity and robustness of the model.

6.4 Summary
This chapter has grouped the significant hypothesis into categories
according to three different schemes. Each one provided a different
perspective in which to view the results and yet these perspectives supported
each other and had a good deal of overlap.
The findings from the three grouping schemes show some similarity, it is
possible to identify an underlying theme in the density of significant
hypotheses and hence the overall results. This means that the model has
proved itself to be robust despite the operational issues that arose in the
application of the model (see section 5.8).
The next chapter will conclude the thesis by summarising the contribution
of the research, noting some suggestions for future research and finally
making some speculations on learning and teaching that are drawn from
these results.
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CHAPTER 7 REFLECTIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

This chapter begins by providing a summary of the major findings of the
research. Then it will reflect on the research in order to consider what could
be done better with hindsight.
Suggestions for related future research are provided at four increasing levels
of abstraction and finally some speculations are presented on learning and
teaching.

7.1 Summary of the major findings
The major findings of the thesis will be discussed with reference to the
research questions. They were listed in section 1.3 and are restated here.
RQ1. Can a model be constructed to systematically test
relationships

between

learning

style,

behaviour

and

achievement?
RQ2. Does learning style affect achievement?
RQ3. Does student behaviour affect achievement?
RQ4. Does learning style affect behaviour?

RQ1 has been comprehensively answered by creating a method to
systematically identify hypotheses to comprehensively analyse data
(Chapter 4). It was applied to a pertinent data set that mapped behaviour,
learning style and achievement in novice programmers. During this process,
weaknesses in the method were discovered and refinements were made
(Chapter 5). The outcome of the application of the model were analysed and
discussed to complete the process (Chapter 6), thus demonstrating that the
research model was viable.
RQs 2-4 were addressed by the application of the model in Chapter 5 and
the findings presented in section 5.7. The model applied to each question
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resulted, respectively, in the LS-A tree (section 5.7.1), the LS-B tree
(section 5.7.2) and the B-A tree (section 5.7.3).
The model

The model was used to direct the research and, although it was not fully
automated, it provided a systematic process. The guidance that the model
provides, regarding pruning the hypothesis tree, avoided combinatorial
explosion and has produced a practical solution.
The initial decisions around the primary hypotheses and the nature of the
statistical tests were the most challenging part of applying the model but
after this the control algorithm indicated which hypotheses were to be tested
and specified how the results should be classified in the hypothesis trees.
Domain knowledge was required to select appropriate child attributes but
once selected, the additional hypothesis were routinely generated and the
research process continued steadily.
The pruning of the hypothesis tree occurred under the direction of the
control algorithm and was done after finding non-significant results
(accepting the null hypothesis) for two consecutive levels in the tree. This
stopping condition which was built into the control algorithm led to more
tests than if stopping had occurred at the first non-significant result, but also
uncovered some significant hypotheses that would otherwise not have been
tested. It was already demonstrated (section 5.8.5) that this was an
appropriate choice for this research.
If the model was used with other datasets then this feature could be tuned to
either prune the tree immediately a non-significant result was found or
alternatively to delay pruning to three or more levels of non-significant
hypothesis results, if it was considered important to continue delving deeper
into the data.
In deciding whether this model was appropriate for another research project
it would be important to give careful consideration to both the collection of
data and the nature of the attributes to be investigated.
The collection of data

This research method was enhanced by having access to a rich
multidimensional set of data. The use of automatically collected behaviour
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data was very beneficial from two important perspectives. First, this was
resource efficient because once the data collection process was in place,
there was limited intervention required. A program was written to validate,
extract and sort the data which was a relatively easy method of collecting
data. The use of event data (discussed in section 3.6), rather than finer
grained data such as keystrokes, ensured that it was useful to answer the
research questions. Second, the data collection was done in the background
and was non-invasive to the subjects.
Nature of the attributes

The method could also be applied to other situations that required a
thorough quantitative examination of the relationship between two mapped
attributes as long as each of the attributes has an appropriate measure and
data can be collected.
The application to the three attributes in this research suggests that if both
attributes are n-dimensional then the resulting number of hypotheses may be
very large due to combinatorial explosion. However the application of the
control algorithm ameliorates this problem especially if non-significant
results occur.
Originality and Significance

In the domain of novices learning to program, few studies have approached
the process of data analysis in a systematic way. The proposed research
model provides an innovative and methodical approach to interrogating the
data. It probes deeply into the data, yet, also defines the means to avoid
combinatorial explosion should that data be multi-dimensional. This new
approach has been constructed on a detailed knowledge base, which
included a record of student behaviours in an authentic learning situation,
and the application of models of learning behaviour.
The proposed model incorporates a formal approach to hypothesis
generation and testing that has been used to derive and identify interesting
hypotheses that connect the student’s behaviour with their achievement in
the learning tasks.
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7.2 Reflections
At this point in the thesis it is useful to reflect on the research, giving
consideration especially to the research process in order to define, with
hindsight, what could have been done differently.
The model was applied to a single data set and while the strength of the
findings cannot be taken as proof of a relationship, the significant
hypotheses were classified (in Chapter 6) to seek the most important issues
that had arisen. Within the limitations of the study (a small sample size and
a single data set) there is some evidence that speculations can be made with
respect to the learning and teaching process. These will be discussed further
in section 7.3.1.
It would have been helpful to validate the model with a second data set.
Unfortunately it was not possible to split the existing data because of the
relatively small number of subjects and it was not possible to collect more
because the course was no longer run. Hence, the research attempted to
make the best use of the available data.
Despite the fact that learning style theorists claim that people with different
learning styles will approach learning differently, no evidence was found
that students with different learning styles exhibit dissimilar behaviour.
Perhaps any differences were too subtle to be found or there are other issues
that have a greater effect.

Evaluation of the work value in university laboratories
This research used a data set that was exclusively collected whilst students
were programming in the university computer laboratories. Hence, the value
of the work done in the labs was considered but work done at home was
excluded. Remote collection techniques such as batch updating or online
recovery could be used to record this additional data and this would allow
several different sets of data to be considered, including a universal set
(inside university labs and outside) and also both of these individually.
Although it may be technically possible to collect data remotely, and it is
tempting to propose because of the potential to increase the volume of data
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collected, there are both ethical and practical issues involved regarding the
privacy of the students and the completeness of the data.
Perhaps it is more efficacious to work in the laboratory because of the
availability of teachers and/or fellow students who may be able to assist
with problems shortly after they arise, in contrast to the student who at
home may struggle on or simply give up. It was noted by Perkins et al.
(1989) that tutors were able to encourage students to delve deeper into a
problem, whereas without the tutors probing, students may have abandoned
their work. Judicious questions and suggestions enabled students to follow
the thread and maintain focus. There may simply be fewer distractions in the
computer laboratory than elsewhere.
Several times during this project, the researcher has been interested in the
previous programming experience of the students. In fact a pre-test was
performed but there was no use made in the model of pre-test data that was
collected.
The one dimensional measure of achievement used in this research was that
of examination score. The reasons for the selection of this measure were
clarified in section 4.3.1 which explained the structure of the Learning
Environment. However, it may have been informative to disaggregate the
score into sections and further to classify the precise nature of the learning
that was being tested by the examination. This could be used in a new and
expanded B-A tree, although there is clearly a potential problem with
combinatorial explosion.

7.3 Future research
This research has developed and applied a model that provides a systematic
method

of

identifying

hypotheses

to

comprehensively

investigate

relationships in data. Since the model is original, it provides for many
potential avenues of research. These are presented in the following sections
at four levels of abstraction; beginning with relatively minor adjustments to
the model, the mid-levels allowing for use of different datasets and building
up to changes that permit substantial flexibility in the model. Each level of
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abstraction increases the number of domains to which the model could be
applied.
7.3.1 Abstraction level 1
At the first level of abstraction the adjustments to the model are relatively
minor. Modifications at this level include running the model with the
existing parameters but with another set of students at another institution.
Within the model itself, the stopping condition in the CAP could be altered
to increase the number of insignificant levels before halting expansion.
Increasing this above the existing two, could result in a lot more work for
very little return but it could also uncover interesting results that have been
hidden. Decreasing the number of levels can be done trivially by pruning the
tree.
Adjustments could also be done at other points in the application of the
model, such as in the application of statistics. The ANOVA could have been
used with three or seven groups instead of five and the probability level
selected for α might be altered.
Each of these adjustments would likely result in a different number of
hypotheses being found significant but they can all be considered to be
tuning of the model.
7.3.2 Abstraction level 2
At the second level of abstraction some more significant changes could be
made. The variables that were used could be replaced by other similar ones.
For example, a different learning style paradigm or a different model of
achievement or a different learning tool could all be substituted into the
model in a straight forward manner.
It would also be possible to more comprehensively explore the effect of
student behaviour on achievement by including another data collection
mechanism that would allow consideration of other aspects of student
behaviour. This could be another automated recording such as recording the
screen which would give an insight into other activities (such as email and
social networking) that students are doing online. A video recording of the
lab would provide an additional view of student activities. The requirement
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to deal with the volume of this data provided by this type of investigation
may make it more appropriate to use a case study approach.
7.3.3 Abstraction level 3
Further changes could be made to the model at a higher level of abstraction
by changing some of the variables under investigation. An example in the
same domain could apply motivation against behaviour and also against
achievement.

It would also be possible to select variables from other

domains especially those where an automated log of behaviour could be
kept.
7.3.4 Abstraction level 4
The highest level of abstraction considered here could change the number of
entities that are being tested. The model currently is seeded by hypotheses
that have one independent variable and one dependent variable. A one-way
ANOVA was applied to test whether a hypothesis was significant. This
could be altered to run the model with two independent variables and one
dependent variable and use a two-way ANOVA.
The mechanism used to disaggregate all three variables and delve into the
data would clearly require a careful definition and could result in a large
tree, depending on the dimensionality of the data. However this would not
preclude the application of the model. It is possible that with other statistical
methods the number of variables could be increased still further.
7.3.5 Other
It is common in many applications of trees and graphs that weights are
applied to nodes and/or arcs. Such techniques provide for further application
of the data or results and may strengthen the application of the model.
Future research could investigate whether it was appropriate or useful to
apply weights to the hypotheses. The weight could perhaps be used to rank
the hypotheses (e.g. If the literature indicates that code views are more
important).
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This thesis has generated a number of significant hypotheses that have been
shown a relationship between student behaviour and achievement; each of
these could provide avenues for future research.
7.3.6 Summary of future research
A large number of avenues for future research have been identified. The
model can be altered at four different levels of abstraction that have been
described. There are also additional research projects to be found in the
significant hypothesis uncovered in the application of the model and some
of these are discussed in the next section on learning and teaching.

7.4 Speculations on learning and teaching
This research has not collected any data specifically about teaching
processes so it is unable to make any recommendations for a change in
teaching processes to adopt methods that could improve learning outcomes.
This research has shown that students who exhibited different quantities of
certain behaviours achieved different results. It is possible to speculate that
learning outcomes for some students could be improved by adopting
teaching processes that encourage the most constructive of these behaviours.
Timing

It is a part of university folklore that students are expert at procrastination.
This research has shown that students who do not participate fully in
programming early in the semester are more likely to fail. A group of
students at risk was identifiable as early as week five.
If the behaviour of students was monitored during the semester it would be
possible to identify students at risk, early in the semester and offer
additional assistance to them, whilst there was still an opportunity to
advance their learning. Of course, the astute teacher with small classes will
do this informally anyway but more commonly classes are large and
possibly remote and in these situations the provision of this information
would be helpful.
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Attending class

Significant hypotheses showed that students who did more work were more
likely to have higher achievement. So it could be argued that if students
could be encouraged to do more work, they might be expected to improve
their learning outcomes. One significant attribute that contributed to more
work was the number of days on which they did programming so if ways
could be found to encourage students to attend classes then achievement
may improve.
Emphasise testing

Students in the higher activity level groups in terms of executing programs
had higher levels of achievement than those who executed their programs
less. One way of encouraging students to execute their programs more
would be to require them to create and follow a test plan for each program.
Scaffolded examples of partially completed code may also be helpful in this
regard because smaller chunks of code would need to be written before a
program was in a form that could be executed.
Encourage reading of programs

When learning a new natural language it is well recognised that
understanding is easier than producing language. This principle has also
been studied in programming (Fuller, Johnson, Ahoniemi, Hernan-Losada,
Jackova, Lahtinen, Lewis, McGee Thompson, Riedesel, & Thompson,
2007). It is quite conceivable that by reading and testing programs that a
greater understanding of the computational process could be gained in
parallel with assimilating the language syntax.
Provide Scaffolding

One significant impediment to executing the programs for novice
programmers is not achieving clean compiles. Scaffolded examples could
encourage particular programming behaviour, which may include use of the
object level and partly completed programs
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7.5 Concluding remarks
This thesis was about creating a research method that would facilitate the
comprehensive exploration of data. It has demonstrated the outcomes that
can be achieved from the application of the method.
Although the model was not totally automated, it has provided a means by
which potential combinatorial explosion can be reduced in a relatively
thorough search for important relationships in the data.
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